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KurzzusammenfassungDie elastishe Photoproduktion von J= Vektormesonen wird bei hohen Werten derPhoton-Proton-Shwerpunktsenergie 135GeV < Wp < 305GeV untersuht. Derelastishe Photoproduktionswirkungsquershnitt (Wp) wird als Funktion von Wpgemessen. Der dierentielle Wirkungsquershnitt ddt wird im Bereih jtj  1:2GeV2= 2bestimmt. Diese Analyse weitet den Bereih von H1-Messungen bis zu den hohstenWerten von Wp nahe an der kinematishen Grenze, die durh die Beshleunigerpa-rameter festgelegt ist, von  318GeV aus.Die Daten fur zwei vershiedene Ereignistopologien wurden mit dem H1-Detektor amep-Speiherring HERA in den Jahren 1999 und 2000 genommen. Die analysiertenDaten entsprehen einer integrierten Luminositat von 30:26 pb 1 und 26:90 pb 1 furdie zwei Ereignisklassen. Der Neuronale-Netzwerk-Trigger auf Triggerstufe 2 und derrukwartige Siliziumspurdetektor sind wihtige Detektorkomponenten des H1-Experi-ments, die diese Analyse ermoglihen.Aus der Wp Abhangigkeit des Wirkungsquershnittes (Wp) / WpÆ wird der Pa-rameter Æ = 1:17  0:11  0:16 aus den Resultaten dieser Analyse bei hohem Wpbestimmt und Æ = 0:76  0:03  0:04 unter zusatzliher Verwendung von Daten ausdem ganzen, H1 zuganglihem Wp-Bereih. Der exponentielle Steigungsparameterb des dierentiellen Wirkungsquershnittes ddt / e bjtj wird im Bereih hoher Wertevon Wp gemessen: b(hWpi = 180:6GeV) = (5:1  0:3  0:2)GeV 2 2, b(hWpi =250:7GeV) = (5:4  0:4  0:2)GeV 2 2. Der Ahsenabshnitt 0 und der Stei-gungsparameter 0 einer eektiven Pomerontrajektorie werden bestimmt. Die Wp-Abhangigkeit des Steigungsparameters b fuhrt zu 0b = (0:17 0:04  0:01)GeV 2 2.Die Wp-Abhangigkeit des dierentiellen Wirkungsquershnittes ddt liefert beide Pa-rameter: 0 = 1:21  0:01 0:01 und 0 = (0:14 0:03 0:03)GeV 2 2. Die beidenSteigungsparameter 0b und 0 sind im Rahmen der Fehler miteinander vertraglih.Untershiedlihe theoretishe Vorhersagen werden mit den Daten verglihen. Das Ein-Pomeron-Modell basierend auf der Reggetheorie beshreibt niht den starken Anstiegdes Wirkungsquershnittes (Wp) als Funktion von Wp. Das Zwei-Pomeron-Modellbeshreibt dieWp-Abhangikeit des Wirkungsquershnittes (Wp) innerhalb der kine-matishen Bereihs von HERA. Es ist aber niht fahig die kombinierten Resultate vonHERA und "xed-target"-Experimenten bei niedrigen Werten vonWp zu beshreiben.Vorhersagen der QCD werden mit dem gemessenen Wirkungsquershnitt (Wp) ver-glihen. Die Vorhersagen verwenden vershiedene Parametrisierungen der Gluonver-teilung im Proton und zeigen eine starke Abhangigkeit von der verwendeten Gluon-verteilung, da diese quadratish in den Wirkungsquershnitt eingeht. Der Vergleih derVorhersagen mit den gemessenen Werten des Wirkungsquershnittes (Wp) ist daherein sensitiver Test fur die verwendeten Gluonverteilungen, die indirekt aus inklusivenMessungen bestimmt werden. Wahrend einige dieser Analysen Gluonverteilungen bes-timmen, die mit den hier vorgestellten J= -Messungen vertraglih sind, konnen einigeandere gemessene Gluonverteilungen ausgeshlossen werden.
AbstratThe elasti photoprodution of J= vetor mesons at large values of the photon-protonentre-of-mass energy 135GeV < Wp < 305GeV is studied. The elasti photopro-dution ross setion (Wp) is measured as a funtion of Wp. The dierential rosssetion ddt is determined in the range jtj  1:2GeV2= 2. This analysis extends themeasurements of (Wp) and ddt using H1 data up to highest Wp near the kinematilimit given by the parameters of the aelerator of  318GeV.Data for two dierent event topologies were olleted with the H1 detetor at the ep-ollider HERA during the years 1999 and 2000 resulting in an integrated luminosity of30:26 pb 1 and 26:90 pb 1 for the analysed data. The level 2 neural network triggerand the bakward silion traker are important omponents of the H1 experiment whihmake this analysis possible.From the Wp dependene of the elasti ross setion (Wp) / WpÆ the parameterÆ is extrated to be Æ = 1:17  0:11  0:16 for the high Wp results of this analysisalone and Æ = 0:76 0:03 0:04 inluding data of the omplete kinemati range of theH1 experiment. The exponential slope b of the dierential ross setion ddt / e bjtj isdetermined in the highWp regime: b(hWpi = 180:6GeV) = (5:10:30:2)GeV 2 2,b(hWpi = 250:7GeV) = (5:40:40:2)GeV 2 2. The interept 0 and slope 0 of aneetive pomeron trajetory are determined. The Wp dependene of the b-slope gives0b = (0:170:040:01)GeV 2 2. TheWp dependene of the dierential ross setionddt yields both parameters: 0 = 1:210:010:01 and 0 = (0:140:030:03)GeV 2 2.The two determined slope parameters 0b and 0 are ompatible within errors.Dierent theoretial approahes are ompared to the data. The single pomeron modelbased on Regge theory does not desribe the strong rise of (Wp) as a funtion ofWp. The two pomeron model is able to desribe the Wp dependene of the rosssetion (Wp) within the kinemati regime of HERA, but is not able to desribe theombined results of HERA and of xed target experiments at low values of Wp.QCD preditions using dierent parameterisations of the gluon distribution in theproton are also ompared to the measured ross setion (Wp). The preditions showa strong dependene on the gluon distribution, sine the gluon distribution enters theross setion quadratially. The omparison to the measured ross setion (Wp)is therefore a sensitive test for the gluon distributions, whih are determined in anindiret way from inlusive measurements. While some of these analyses result ingluon distributions onsistent with the J= measurements presented here, others andenitely be exluded.
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Introdution
The searh for the fundamental building bloks of matter and the investigation oftheir properties and of the interations between them are the main tasks of elementarypartile physis. Our present knowledge is reeted in the standard model of eletro-weak and strong interations. The fundamental building bloks of matter are two typesof spin 12 fermions1: leptons and quarks. Leptons are only sensitive to the eletro-weakinteration, while quarks in addition also interat strongly. Leptons and quarks an bedesribed as three families of doublets with inreasing mass. In the lepton setor thepairs are eletron and eletron neutrino (e; e), muon and muon neutrino (; ), tauand tau neutrino (;  ). The three families of quarks are the up and down (u; d), thestrange and harm (s; ) and the bottom and top quarks2 (b; t).Interations are desribed in the framework of gauge theories, in whih the three typesof fores, eletromagneti, weak and strong are mediated by the exhange of integerspin gauge bosons. The exhange boson for the eletromagneti interation is thephoton (). The weak interation is mediated by the exhange of the heavy gaugebosons (Z0;W+;W ). The eletromagneti and weak interations are united throughtheir gauge groups into the eletroweak theory. The gluons are exhanged in the stronginteration, whih is desribed by quantum hromo dynamis QCD. Gravitation is notyet fully formulated as a quantum eld theory and is therefore not inluded in thestandard model. Also, gravitation is far too weak to have a notieable inuene oninterations of elementary partiles.The gauge bosons ouple to a harge whih is harateristi for the interation. Theeletromagneti interation is assoiated with the eletri harge, whih is arried by theharged leptons e,  and  and all quarks. The weak harge is arried by all leptonsand quarks. The olour harge ( 2 fr = red; g = green; b = blueg) of the stronginteration is arried by quarks, not by leptons. Conerning the exhanged bosons, thephoton does not arry the eletri harge, while bosons of the weak interation arrythe weak harge and the gluons arry the olour harge as a (1; 2) olour-antiolourpair.Quarks are onstituents of hadrons. Requiring olourless hadrons the quark-antiquarkstruture of mesons and the quark-quark-quark struture of baryons an be explained[1℄. All stable matter is built from the lightest family: e, u, d.1In this work natural units are used: ~ =  = 1.2Alternative names for bottom and top quarks are beauty and truth; truth has however beomeunfashionable. 1
2 IntrodutionOf speial interest for this thesis are mesons with the quantum numbers of the photon3(JPC = 1  ). Due to their spin-parity they transform like vetors and therefore arealled vetor mesons (, !, , J= , ). The lightest  vetor meson is alled J= and has a mass mJ= = (3:09688 0:00004)GeV. The eletromagneti deay J= !e+e  has a signiant branhing ratio of about 5% and provides a lear experimentalsignature.Sattering experiments are a ruial tool to investigate fundamental physis proesses.Analysing the outgoing partiles reveals the struture of the interation. The pos-sible spatial resolution is limited by the available energy in the sattering proess.At the "Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage" (HERA) [2℄ at the "Deutshes Elektronen-Synhroton" (DESY) [3℄ eletrons4 with an energy of 27:5GeV are brought to olli-sion with protons of an energy of 920GeV. This results in a entre-of-mass energyof 318GeV and therefore in a spatial resolution of less than 10 18 m, whih is morethan 3 orders of magnitude less than the harge radius of the proton (0:845  0:05) 10 15 m [4℄. This enables HERA to ontribute signiantly to the understanding ofthe struture of the proton and of the strong interation.The eletron beam an be viewed as a soure of high energy virtual photons, whihinterat with the proton. The four-momentum squared Q2 of the photon is a measurefor its virtuality. At Q2  0GeV2 the photon is quasi-real and the proess is alledphotoprodution, while for non-vanishing Q2 the proess is alled eletroprodution.Sine vetor mesons have the same quantum numbers as the photon, the photon anutuate into a vetor meson, whih then satters o the proton. If in this satteringproess only momentum and angular momentum are transferred, the proess is alleddirative. In elasti sattering the proton stays intat (proton-elasti) and the vetormeson prodution is alled exlusive, sine no other partiles are produed. In proton-dissoiative sattering the proton dissoiates into a hadroni nal state.There are two dierent theoretial approahes to desribe the exlusive vetor mesonphotoprodution. On one hand there is a phenomenologial ansatz, whih is based onRegge theory [5℄. In this ansatz the interation is mediated at high energies by theexhange of a olourless objet, whih is alled pomeron. On the other hand there arepreditions from perturbative QCD (pQCD) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄ where a olourless systemof gluons mediates the interation.Previous measurements at HERA show that the total photoprodution ross setionfor the light vetor mesons  and ! are slowly rising with inreasing photon-protonentre-of-mass energy Wp. This is quantitatively predited by Regge theory [11, 12℄.But the total ross setion of the photoprodution of the heavier J= vetor mesonrises muh more steeply with inreasing Wp than predited in Regge theory [13, 14℄.The total ross setions for the light vetor mesons  and  also rise steeply at higher3JPC : J = L + S, L=angular momentum, S=spin, P=parity (spae inversion), C=partile-antipartile onjugation4In dierent running periods HERA is using eletrons or positrons. Sine the physis proessstudied in this analysis does not depend on the harge of the lepton, the nomenlature eletron is usedfor eletron and positron.
Introdution 3values of Q2 [15, 16℄5. These measurements suggest, that there is a transition from a("soft") region where Regge theory is valid to a ("hard") region where pQCD may beapplied. This transition is governed by two sales: the mass squared m2V of the vetormeson and the virtuality Q2 of the exhanged photon.In the pQCD piture the interation of the J= vetor meson with the proton is medi-ated by the exhange of two gluons or, more generally, a gluon ladder. The strong rise ofthe proton struture funtion F2 [17, 18℄ towards low values of the Bjorken variable6 xBan be interpreted as a dramati inrease of the gluon density within the proton to-wards low values of xB. Low xB is kinematially onneted to high Wp. Therefore inpQCD the strong rise of the J= ross setion at high values of Wp an be related tothe strong rise of F2 and the gluon density. Due to the exhange of two gluons, theross setion for exlusive vetor meson photoprodution depends quadratially on thegluon density.The behaviour of the J= ross setion led to an extension of the pomeron piture.Using J= measurements at HERA an additional "hard" pomeron was phenomeno-logially introdued through a t to the data [19℄. Taking both pomerons | the old"soft" and the new "hard" pomeron | the steep rise of the total ross setion of J= photoprodution an be desribed. In the double-logarithmi presentation of the rosssetion vs. Wp the two-pomeron model always predits a "onave" shape, whilepQCD predits "onvex" or "onave" shapes, depending on the gluon density usedfor the alulations.Beyond the total ross setion the analysis presented here also extrats dierentialross setions to ompare the dierent theoretial preditions. Dirative high energysattering proesses show analogies to optial diration. In optial diration thewidth of the forward interferene maximum is shrinking with inreasing energy of theinoming light. Taking the four-momentum transfer squared t of the proton in analogyto the sattering angle in optial diration the jtj-dependene of the dierential rosssetion ddt at small jtj is investigated. Regge theory with the exhange of one pomeronpredits an inrease of the slope of ddt with rising Wp (shrinkage), while Regge theoryinluding the hard pomeron predits less shrinkage.The aim of this analysis is to inrease the preision of the measurement of the elas-ti photoprodution ross setion (Wp) in the high Wp regime and to extend themeasurement up to almost the kinemati limit of HERA. This analysis provides rstmeasurements of the dierential ross setion ddt in the high Wp regime using H1data. The new measurements in the range of 135GeV < Wp < 305GeV togetherwith previous measurements at lower values of Wp allow a omparison of the dif-ferent theoretial preditions with the data over the full Wp range aessible to H1( 30GeV < Wp < 305GeV).For this thesis data are used whih were taken with the H1 experiment in the years 1999and 2000. Important speial features of the H1 experiment, that make the analysis pos-sible, are the bakward silion traker (BST) and the Level-2-Neural-Network-Trigger(L2NN).5The Q2 dependene for ! prodution is not measured yet.6xB is the momentum fration of the sattered parton in the proton.
4 IntrodutionIn the kinemati region of Wp important for this analysis one or both of the deayeletrons of the J= are deteted in the bakward region of the H1 detetor. As thebakward region is not overed by the entral traking hambers, the basi signatureof a bakward eletron in the bakward region is an energy luster. Eletrons in theentral region are deteted by traks in the entral traking hambers. In this analysistwo dierent event topologies are used: a "trak-luster" and a "luster-luster" sample,overing the high Wp region.Espeially for the luster-luster sample the upgrade of the BST in 1998 is very im-portant. Only by the additional trak information a suÆiently preise measurementand eletron identiation are possible. The BST is the keystone in extending thisanalysis to the highest Wp, i.e. into the region up to the kinemati limit. It allowsthe assoiation of an eletron in the luster-luster sample with a trak in the BST andthus the eÆient rejetion of bakground. In this kinemati region it is very importantto rejet bakground events even during data taking in order to obtain a suÆientnumber of J= events. For this purpose H1 is using a four-level trigger system. Forthis analysis the Level-2-Neural-Network-Trigger is of speial importane to keep higheÆieny. For the trak-luster sample (highWp range) a feed-forward neural networkis used sine the middle of 1999. For the luster-luster sample (highest Wp) a speialparallel algorithm is used for the online event seletion.This thesis is strutured as follows: In hapter 1 the relevant theoretial models aredesribed. An introdution to the HERA ollider and the H1 experiment with speialemphasis on parts important for this analysis is given in hapter 2. Event topologiesare disussed in hapter 3. Sine the trigger system and neural networks play a ruialrole in this analysis, they are desribed in detail in hapter 4. Events from Monte-Carlostudies are important for the understanding of the bakground. Dierent MC methodswhih are used to estimate signal and bakground are disussed in hapter 5. Thereonstrution of simulated and real data is desribed in hapter 6 whih also ontainsthe desription of a trak nding algorithm in the BST developed in this thesis. Afterthe presentation of the seletion and analysis of the data in hapter 7 and 8 the resultsare given in hapter 9.
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CC: Figure 1.1: Feynman diagramof the deep inelasti eletronquark sattering in lowest or-der.5
6 Chapter 1 Dirative Photoprodution of J= Mesons at HERAThe kinemati variables in gure 1.1 are the four-momenta of the inoming (k) andoutgoing (k0) eletron, the inoming proton (P ) and outgoing hadroni nal state X(P 0) and of the exhanged photon (q = k k0). In order to desribe the kinematis thefollowing Lorenz invariant variables are used: The entre-of-mass energy squareds := (k + P )2 = 4EeEp +m2e +m2p  4EeEp (1.1)is xed by the energies of the eletron and proton beams. The entre-of-massenergy is ps  318GeV. The four-momentum squared of the exhanged photonQ2 :=  q2 =  (k0   k)2  0 (1.2)represents the virtuality of the spaelike photon. In the rest system of the inoming proton the fration of the eletron energywhih is transferred to the hadroni nal state is given byy := q  Pk  P : (1.3) The energy in the photon proton entre-of-mass systemWp2 := (P + q)2 = ys+m2p  Q2 : (1.4)For Q2  0 this redues to Wp2  ys. The fration of the momentum of the sattered parton with respet to the protonmomentum (Bjorken xB): xB := Q22P  q : (1.5)The kinemati variables are related as Q2 = sxBy. If the entre of mass energy ps isxed, the kinematis is fully desribed by two out of the three variables xB; y; Q2.The kinemati variables Q2 and y an be determined by measuring e.g. the energyE 0e and polar angle e of the outgoing sattered eletron in the laboratory frame (H1oordinate system, see setion 2.2):Q2 = 4Ee E 0e os2 e2 ; (1.6)y = 1  E 0eEe sin2 e2 : (1.7)This analysis onentrates on the region of Q2  0. With equation 1.6 this orrespondsto the region e  180Æ where the eletron is almost not deeted by the ollision. In
1.2 Vetor Meson Dominane Model and J= Photoprodution 7this kinemati regime the exhange of the weak gauge boson Z0 is strongly suppressedwith respet to photon exhange due to its large mass mZ0 = 91GeV and an be safelynegleted.The Q2  0 regime is alled photoprodution, whih is explained in the followingsetions.1.2 Vetor Meson Dominane Model and J= Pho-toprodutionThe eletron in gure 1.1 radiates a photon whih interats with the proton. Measure-ments [20℄ show, that the photon proton ross setion at large entre-of-mass energiesps does not fall as ps whih would be expeted from pure QED ross setions.This an be explained by the hadroni struture of the photon whih is desribed in thevetor meson dominane model (VDM) [21℄. In this model the photon ji is omposedof the eletromagneti eld jQEDi and hadroni parts jV i with the quantum numbersof the photon (JPC = 1  ; Q = B = S = 0), i.e. neutral vetor mesons:1ji = N jQEDi+XV eV jV i ; (1.8)where N is a normalisation fator and  e the harge of the eletron. The ouplingonstant V is determined by the mass mV and the leptoni width  V2V4 = 2emmV3 V : (1.9)The onnetion between the total ross setion (p! V p) and the elasti ross setion(V p! V p) of the vetor meson prodution is then(p! V p) = 4em2V (V p! V p) : (1.10)Sine pure QED ross setions fall with 1=s, where s is the entre-of-mass energysquared, and hadron-hadron ross setions rise with s" at large s, where " is a positiveonstant, the hadroni part in equation 1.8 dominates at high s.The sattering proess p ! V p an therefore be interpreted as a two step proess:The photon utuates into a neutral vetor meson (0, !, , J= , ) whih satters othe proton [21℄. Real photons are transversely polarised. In the extension of the VDMtowards virtual photons one has to take into aount, that a longitudinal omponent ispresent in addition. The ross setion for transversely polarised photons Tp dependson Q2 [22℄1In this setion generally V is used for a vetor meson with four-momentum pV and mass mV .
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ra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tion of J= Mesons at HERATp(Q2)Tp(0) =  m2Vm2V +Q22 : (1.11)The transverse omponent is therefore suppressed with inreasing Q2 and the ratio ofthe ross setions from longitudinally and transversely polarised photons is preditedto be [22℄ R(Q2) = Lp(Q2)Tp(Q2) =  Q2m2V ; (1.12)where  is a onstant.The VDM model was oneived before heavy quarks were disovered. Extending itto harm quarks the basi piture of elasti J= prodution at HERA is shown ingure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The eletron or positron beam of HERA an be viewed as a soure of virtualphotons. These virtual photons form a J= vetor meson aording to the vetor mesondominane model. The J= vetor meson satters o the proton. The J= an be detetedvia the deay into an eletron positron pair.In addition to the kinemati variables of setion 1.1 the following variables are dened: The four-momentum transfer squared at the proton vertex:t := (P   P 0)2 = (q   pV )2 (1.13)  (~ptV )2 for q2  0 (1.14)where ~ptV is the transverse momentum of the vetor meson.
1.3 Weizsaker-Williams-Approximation 9 In the speial sattering proess ?p ! V X, where X is a hadroni nal stateoriginating from the proton, the elastiity of the proess is dened asz := P  pVP  q : (1.15)The ase z = 1 is alled elasti photoprodution, beause viewed in the protonrest frame the full photon energy is arried by the vetor meson V .1.3 Weizsaker-Williams-ApproximationThe measurable quantity at HERA is the ross setion of eletron-proton sattering ep.This setion desribes the onnetion to the ross setion of photon-proton satter-ing p.The probability of a beam eletron to radiate a photon is alled ux fator F. Themeasured eletron-proton ross setion an be separated into transversal and longitu-dinal omponents [23℄:d2epdydQ2 = d2FdydQ2 p = d2FTdydQ2 Tp + d2FLdydQ2 Lp : (1.16)where FL and FT are the longitudinal and transversal omponents of F. Using animproved form of the Weizsaker-Williams-approximation (WWA) [24, 25, 26℄ whereterms of the order of m2e=Q2 are inluded, the omponents for small values of Q2 aregiven by [27, 28, 29℄d2FTdydQ2 = em2yQ2 0B1 + (1  y)2| {z }WWA  2(1  y)Q2minQ2 1CA ; (1.17)d2FLdydQ2 = em2yQ2 2(1  y) (1.18)where Q2min(y) = m2e y21 y is the kinemati smallest possible virtuality of the photon.This leads to a ux ratio of the longitudinally to transversely polarised inoming virtualphotons "F = d2FLdydQ2d2FTdydQ2  1  y1  y + y2=2 : (1.19)With the VDM predition for the ratio R (see equation 1.12) of the longitudinal andtransversal ross setions one an write
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ra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tion of J= Mesons at HERAp = Tp + Lp = Tp  (1 +R) : (1.20)Combining equations 1.18, 1.19 and and 1.20 the following formula for the eletron-proton ross setion is obtainedd2epdydQ2 = d2FTdydQ2 Tp (1 + "F R) = d2FTdydQ2 p 1 + "F R1 +R  d2FTdydQ2 p (1.21)where in the kinemati region of the analysis y  0 (see equation 1.7) and thus "F  1.Integration over y and Q2 yieldsep(ymin; ymax) = Z ymaxymin Z Q2maxQ2min(y) d2FTdydQ2 p dQ2dy= F(ymin; ymax)  p(y0; Q20) (1.22)and the photon-proton ross setion p is onneted with the eletron-proton rosssetion ep by the ux fator F in the following wayp(y0; Q20) = 1F(ymin; ymax) ep(ymin; ymax) (1.23)with F(ymin; ymax) = Z ymaxymin Z Q2maxQ2min(y) d2FTdydQ2 dQ2dy : (1.24)Sine p is slowly varying in the region I := f(y;Q2)jymin  y  ymax; Q2min(y) Q2  Q2maxg, values (y0; Q20) 2 I an be found, so that equation 1.22 holds. Q2maxis determined by the aeptane of the experiment. Below Q2max the sattered beameletron is not deteted.With equation 1.4 the interval [ymin; ymax℄ is onneted to the experimentally hoseninterval [Wminp ;Wmaxp ℄. The orresponding ux fator F(Wminp ;Wmaxp ) is obtained bynumerial integration (equation 1.24).1.4 Photoprodution of Vetor MesonsThe eletron beam at HERA an be viewed as a soure of virtual photons (see g-ure 1.2). These photons are quasi-real in the photoprodution regime of Q2  0.Generalising, the basi piture of the proess ?p ! V p is shown in gure 1.3: thephoton ? with virtuality Q2  0 utuates into a quark-antiquark (qq) pair, whih
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Figure 1.3: Basi piture of the elasti prodution of a vetor meson V in ?p sattering.The ?p entre-of-mass energy is Wp and the four-momentum transfer at the proton vertexis t.then interats elastially with the proton p. The details of the interation remainunspeied here.After the interation with the proton the vetor meson V with invariant mass mV isformed, in rst approximation by the qq pair. In the kinemati region of high entre-of-mass energy Wp the time sales involved are the following: The typial lifetime ?!qqof the ? ! qq utuation and the time qq!V for the formation of the vetor mesonV are muh longer than the duration i of the interation with the proton?!qq >> i ; qq!V >> i : (1.25)Therefore the amplitude in this basi piture fatorises into three parts: the utuationinto qq denoted by  qq, the interation amplitude with the proton Aqq+p and the wavefuntion of the vetor meson  VqqA(?p! V p) =  qq 
 Aqq+p 
  Vqq : (1.26)1.5 Hadro- and Photoprodution DataThe general features of hadro- and photoprodution data are disussed. They motivatethe models desribed in the next setions.The total ross setions for various inoming hadrons and photons are shown in g-ure 1.4. At low entre-of-mass energy ps the formation of resonanes is visible. Beyondthese resonant eets the ross setions show a derease at low values of ps and a slowrise at higher values of ps. This slow rise seems to be independent of the type ofthe sattering hadrons. This universal behaviour indiates, that it is not a propertyof the sattering partiles, but a property of "something" that is exhanged. Usingspei assumptions for that "something" Regge theory was developed to desribe thisuniversal slow rise. Regge theory is explained in setion 1.6.
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Figure 1.4: Summary of hadroni, p, and  total ross setions as a funtion of theentre-of-mass energy ps (from [20℄ p. 206).
1.5 Hadro- and Photoprodution Data 13The basi piture of photoprodution of vetor mesons (see setion 1.4) an be relatedto hadron-hadron sattering by the vetor meson dominane model (see setion 1.2). Ingure 1.5 the total photoprodution ross setion and several exlusive photoprodutionross setions are shown. The total photoprodution ross setion and the exlusivephotoprodution ross setions for the light vetor mesons , ! and  show a similarslow rise with rising entre-of-mass energy ps as observed for hadrons. However, theexlusive photoprodution ross setions for the heavy vetor mesons J= and  (2s)show a muh steeper rise. In order to desribe this dierent behaviour previous modelsbased on Regge theory had to be extended (see setion 1.6.3) and an alternative theory(pQCD) was developed (see setion 1.7).
Figure 1.5: HERA total and exlusive photoprodution ross setions as a funtion of thephoton proton entre-of-mass energy W =Wp. Fits to the data are shown. For the  rosssetion the Wp dependene is not the result of a t, but a predition from pQCD is shown.(from [30℄).
14 Chapter 1 Dirative Photoprodution of J= Mesons at HERABoth approahes, the one based on Regge theory and the other based on pQCD alu-lations, need experimental input onerning the shape of the dierential ross setionddt . In gure 1.6 the dierential ross setion ddt for elasti J= photoprodution asa funtion of jtj is shown for low jtj. Data suggest an exponential ansatz of the forme bt.
Figure 1.6: The dierential ross setion ddt for elasti J= photoprodution as a fun-tion of jtj, integrated over the energy region 40GeV  Wp  150GeV, is shown (from[14℄). Only statistial errors are shown. H1 data from 1996 and 1997 are used. The data(points) ontain bakground from proton-dissoiative J= photoprodution (dotted line) andnon resonant bakground (dashed dotted line). Together with an exponential slope e btfor the proton-elasti J= photoprodution (solid line) a t was performed. The result isb = (4:73  0:25+0:30 0:39 )GeV 2 for jtj  1:2GeV2, where the rst error is statistial and theseond is systemati.1.6 Diration in Regge TheoryWithin Regge theory [31℄ total hadroni ross setions an be desribed over a widerange of entre-of-mass energies. The total ross setions of soft dirative proessesare also desribed, if in the sattering only momentum and angular momentum areexhanged. In Regge theory the exhanged partile left unspeied in gure 1.2 andgure 1.3 is alled a pomeron.In this setion it is shown, that Regge theory with the exhange of one pomeron isuniversally appliable. The rise of the total photoprodution ross setion and the riseof the exlusive photoprodution ross setions for the light vetor mesons , ! and (see setion 1.5) an be desribed.
1.6 Diration in Regge Theory 15The strong rise of the exlusive photoprodution ross setions for the heavy vetormesons J= and  (2s) annot be desribed by the exhange of one pomeron. Theuniversal desription by one pomeron breaks down and in this approah a seondpomeron is neessary to desribe J= prodution. Sine the large mass of the vetormesons provides a "hard" sale, this regime is alled hard, while the regime of the lightvetor mesons is alled soft. The seond pomeron is alled hard pomeron.Referring to the similarity of hadron-hadron sattering and photon-hadron satteringrst hadron-hadron sattering is disussed. The theoretial model is afterwards appliedto photoprodution at HERA.1.6.1 Hadron-Hadron Sattering in Regge TheoryFor the general two-body sattering proess ab ! d (gure 1.7) the Mandelstamvariables an be dened2 s := (pa + pb)2 ; (1.27)t := (pa   p)2 = (pb   pd)2 ; (1.28)u := (pa   pd)2 ; (1.29)s+ u+ t = m2a +m2b +m2 +m2d ; (1.30)where pi and mi (i 2 fa; b; ; dg) are the four momenta and masses of the partiles.s is the square of the entre-of-mass energy and t is the square of the four-momentumtransfer, whih partile b absorbs in the proess. Beause of equation 1.30 only two ofthe three variables s, t and u are independent. Usually s and t are used as independentvariables.By rossing and the assumption of CPT invariane3 the sattering proess ab ! dan be onneted to the sattering proess b d ! a. For this proess the square ofthe entre of mass energy is given by t = (pb   pd)2. The dierent desriptions of thesattering proess are denoted by the arrows in gure 1.7. The proesses where s or tare the square of the entre of mass energy are alled s-hannel or t-hannel proessesrespetively. The terminology s-hannel exhange and t-hannel exhange is explainedin gure 1.7. The proesses in s-hannel and t-hannel oupy dierent regions in thevariables s and t. In the ase of equal mass sattering4 m0 = mi (i 2 fa; b; ; dg) |inludes mi  0 | the physial region for the s-hannel [1℄ is given bys  4m20 ; t  0 ; u  0 : (1.31)The t-hannel exhange of a partile with mass m and the sattering amplitude A isgoverned by the following propagator2The variables s and t are already dened in equation 1.1 and equation 1.14 respetively. Thedenitions are onsistent with the denitions in this setion.3C: harge onjugation, P: parity inversion, T: time reversal4For the general two body sattering refer to [31℄.
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(a) (b)Figure 1.7: The sattering proess ab! d is mediated by the exhange of a virtual partilewith four-momentum q. In ase (a) it is q2 = (pa + pb)2 = s  0. The virtual partile istime-like. A resonane in the s-hannel is produed. In ase (b) it is q2 = (pa  p)2 = t  0.The virtual partile is spae-like. A partile (trajetory (t) see equation 1.35) is exhangedin the t-hannel. A(s; t) / g2t m2  i ; (1.32)where g is the oupling onstant desribing the strength of the interation and  > 0is small.In Regge theory [32℄ the exhange of one partile is extended to the exhange of a setof partiles with idential quantum numbers, but dierent angular momentum l andmass ml. This set of partiles is alled Regge trajetory (m2l ) := l. The satteringamplitude an be written as a sum of partial wavesA(s; t) = 116 1Xl=0 (2l + 1)Al(t)Pl(os t) ; (1.33)where t is the sattering angle in the entre-of-mass system and Pl are the Legendrepolynomials. The oeÆients Al(t) are disussed in the following.Requiring an analyti ontinuation of the sattering amplitude A into the omplexplane of the angular momentum5 J = L+S, the s-hannel sattering by exhange of avirtual partile (t < 0) is onneted to the prodution of a resonane in the t-hannel(t > 0). Thus the sattering amplitude of an s-hannel exhange an be desribed bypoles in the t-hannel, whih are haraterised by the virtuality t = m2l and the spin(m2l ). Extending (m2l ) from disrete m2l to ontinuous t, the oeÆient Al(t) near apole is lim(t)!lAl(t) = (t)(t)  l (l 2 IN) ; (1.34)5L = angular momentum, S = spin
1.6 Diration in Regge Theory 17where the residuals (t) desribe the strength of the oupling. In ase of integer (t)the pole is alled a Regge pole, whih an be identied with resonanes/partiles ofmass m2 = t. Only those Regge poles, whih have the same quantum numbers asrequired for the sattering proess, ontribute to the sattering amplitude. Plotting(t) versus m2 = t (see gure 1.8) suggests a linear ansatz for the Regge trajetory(t) = 1 + "| {z }=:0 +0t ; (1.35)where 0 is the interept and 0 the slope of the trajetory. " := 0 1 is a onventionalabbreviation. Extrapolating the trajetory to t < 0 the sattering in the s-hannel anbe desribed. The sattering amplitude is alulated by integration over all poles ofthe trajetory. In the region t < 0 and s!1 the partial wave expansion leads to thesattering amplitude of one trajetoryA(s; t)  (t)s(t) : (1.36)The dierential ross setion for one trajetory isddt = 116s2 jA(s; t)j2 / s2((t) 1) : (1.37)In the following the elasti sattering proess ab ! ab is onsidered. Let j(t) be thestrength of the oupling of the Regge trajetory to the partile j 2 fa; bg. Then theamplitude and dierential ross setion is obtainedA(s; t)  a(t)b(t)s(t) ; (1.38)ddt = 116s2 jA(s; t)j2 = 1162a(t)2b (t)s2((t) 1) : (1.39)Experimental data (e.g. gure 1.6) and the analogy to optial diration suggest thefollowing exponential ansatz for small jtj:2(t) = 2a2b e b0jtj : (1.40)This leads to the elasti dierential ross setion for the exhange of one trajetorydabel (s; t)dt = 1162a2b s2"e (b0+20 ln ss0 )jtj / s2"e b(s)jtj ; (1.41)with b(s) = b0 + 20 ln ss0 : (1.42)Integration over t leads to the total elasti ross setion
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Figure 1.8: For the set of partiles , !, f , a the total angular momentum (spin) is plottedversus the mass squared. This is alled a Chew-Frautshi plot [33℄. These partiles belongto one Regge trajetory, whih in setion 1.6.3 is assoiated with reggeon exhange. The lineis (t) = 0:44 + 0:93  t (from [5℄).
1.6 Diration in Regge Theory 19abel (s) = 1162a2b s2"b(s) / 1b(s)s2" : (1.43)The total ross setion for the exhange of one trajetory is obtained by the optialtheorem from the imaginary part of the sattering amplitude at t = 0:tot = 1s=(A(s; t = 0)) = 116abs0 1 / s" : (1.44)Summarising, Regge theory gives the following preditions: The ross setions are proportional to a power of s.The interept 0 of a Regge trajetory auses the hange of the ross setionwith s. For " > 0 (" < 0), i.e. 0 > 1 (0 < 1), the ross setion rises (falls) withinreasing s. The shape of the dierential ross setion hanges with s.The slope of the trajetory 0 aets the dierential ross setion ddt . 0 ausesthe inrease of the slope b(s) of the dierential ross setion ddt with inreasing s.Therefore the forward peak at small jtj beomes narrower for rising s. This eetis alled shrinkage.The strong (exponential) drop of the elasti dierential ross setion ddt away from theforward diretion is harateristi for optial diration. Beause of this behaviour,the proess is alled dirative.Using the analogy to optial dirative sattering from a blak disk the data frompp-sattering an be used to estimate the radius of the proton to be Rp  1:3 fm (see[34℄), whih is omparable to the proton harge radius Rp = (0:845 0:05) fm [4℄.1.6.2 Appliation to Photoprodution at HERAIn the VDM framework the photoprodution proess p! J= p is related to the elastiproess J= p! J= p. The entre-of-mass energy for this proess is Wp. Replaing sby Wp2 in equations 1.41 and 1.43 the following relations are obtained:dJ= pel (Wp; t)dt / e b(Wp)jtjWp4" ; (1.45)J= pel (Wp) / 1b(Wp)Wp4" ; (1.46)b(Wp) = b0 + 40 ln WpWp0 : (1.47)Assuming 0 = 0 the slope b(Wp) beomes independent of Wp and with Æ := 4" thefollowing holds approximately J= pel (Wp) / WpÆ : (1.48)
20 Chapter 1 Dirative Photoprodution of J= Mesons at HERA1.6.3 Parameterisation of Donnahie and LandshoIn setion 1.6.1 the total ross setion for only one Regge trajetory was given (seeequation 1.44). Donnahie and Landsho [5℄ assume two trajetories and performed aRegge t with a sum of two powers for the total ross setiontot = Xs" + Y s  : (1.49)They used all data on hadroni nal states available at that time like ross setionsshown in gure 1.4. The result is6" = 0:0808;  = 0:4525 : (1.50)The rst term ("-term) in equation 1.49 an be identied as arising from pomeronexhange and the seond term (-term) from reggeon exhange. The orrespondingtrajetories are IP(t) = 0IP + 0IP  t (pomeron) (1.51)IR(t) = 0IR + 0IR  t (reggeon) (1.52)where the onstants 0IP(0IP) and 0IR(0IR) are the interept (slope) of the trajetories.The reggeon exhange an be identied with the exhange of the mesons , !, f , a (seegure 1.8). From the Chew-Frautshi plot in gure 1.8 the parameters for the Reggetrajetory an be obtained:0IR = 0:44; 0IR = 0:93GeV 2 2 : (1.53)The ontribution from reggeon exhange to the total ross setion falls with risingentre-of-mass energy. At high entre-of-mass energies the reggeon exhange is stronglysuppressed and an be negleted.For the pomeron exhange the t yields [5℄0IP = 1:08 ; 0IP = 0:25GeV 2 2 : (1.54)Regge theory thus produes an extremely simple and eonomial parameterisation ofall total ross setion data available at the time of [5℄ (see also gure 1.4).The orret predition of the slow rise of the total ross setion, see gure 1.5, and thevetor meson ross setions for the light vetor mesons (, !, ) in this new kinematidomain is a triumph for the pomeron exhange piture.The measurement of the strongly rising ross setion for the heavy vetor mesons (J= , (2s)), see gure 1.5, however, does not easily t into this piture.6In this setion values for most of the parameters of the two-pomeron t, the soft and hard pomeronare presented without errors, sine in [5, 19, 35, 36℄ no errors are provided.
1.6 Diration in Regge Theory 21In order to desribe the steep rise of the ross setion Donnahie and Landsho intro-dued a seond pomeron trajetory into equation 1.49, whih they all "hard" pomeronexhange [19℄. The previous pomeron is now alled "soft" pomeron. Using HERA datathe interept of the hard pomeron is determined to be0HP = 1:418 0:05 : (1.55)By ts [35℄ to the dierential ross setions of the early elasti J= photoprodutiondata the values 0GeV2 and 0:2GeV2 for the boundaries for the slope of the hardpomeron 0HP are obtained and the following value as a good hoie for the slope of thehard pomeron is taken: 0HP = 0:1GeV 2 2 : (1.56)Taking both pomerons into aount the dierential ross setion is predited to beddt = jT (s; t)j2, where the amplitude T (s; t) ontains a sum over ontributions of thehard (i = 0) and the soft (i = 1) pomeron [35, 36℄:T (s; t) = i 1Xi=0 i(t) si(t) 1 exp  12 (i(t)  1) : (1.57)For the pomeron oupling funtions i(t) the following assumptions are made. Thepomeron--J= oupling is independent of t and the oupling of the proton to the softand hard pomeron is proportional to F1(t), the Dira elasti form fator of the proton:i(t) = 0i F1(t) (i 2 f0; 1g) ; (1.58)F1(t) = 4m2   2:79t4m2   t 1(1  t=0:71)2 : (1.59)Integrating ddt over t a predition for the total ross setion for p! J= p is obtained[37℄. This two-pomeron t to H1 data from [14℄ and xed-target data yields [36℄00 = 0:46 and 01 = 5:4 : (1.60)In gure 1.9 a two-pomeron t with the ontributions of the soft and hard pomeron andtheir interferene is shown. The two pomeron t, adjusted to relative ontributions ofthe two pomerons, is able to desribe the data. The muh larger interept of the hardpomeron ompared to the soft pomeron auses the steep rise of the ross setion withrising Wp (see equation 1.46).Though neither pomeron has zero slope, the ombined eet of the two pomerons showsalmost no shrinkage.
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Figure 1.9: The total ross setion (p! J= p) versus Wp from [14℄ and previous resultsare shown. Data up to the year 1997 were used. The inner and outer error bars show thestatistial and total errors, repetively. In gure a) the full line is a t of the form p /WpÆwith Æ = 0:83  0:07. The dashed lines are pQCD preditions by Frankfurt et al. [38℄ usingvarious parameterisations of the gluon density in the proton. In gure b) also results fromxed target experiments are shown. The full line represents a t of the two-pomeron modelby Donnahie and Landsho. The ontributions of the soft and hard pomeron amplitudeswere adjusted [19℄. The ontributions from the hard and soft pomeron and the interfereneare indiated by the dashed lines. For the two-pomeron model it is harateristi, that thet has a "onave" shape in the double logarithmi presentation, while the shown QCDpreditions in a) have a "onvex" shape. New QCD preditions also show "onave" shapes(see gure 9.8).
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Figure 1.10: In proton-dissoiative sattering the proton is exited and dissoiates intohadrons. The hadroni system is alled X.1.6.4 Proton-dissoiative Vetor Meson ProdutionIn proton-dissoiative sattering the proton dissoiates into hadrons. The hadronisystem is alled X and its mass is MX (see gure 1.10). Espeially systems withlow MX may not be deteted. Therefore the proton-dissoiative J= prodution is apotential bakground to the proton-elasti J= prodution. In order to determine thisontamination a simulation of proton-dissoiative J= prodution will be used7, forwhih the theoretial foundation is laid out here.In the ase of the dirative sattering proess J= p ! J= X, where the proton pdissoiates into the hadroni state X, the exhange of one pomeron trajetory leads tothe double dierential ross setion [39℄d2J= ppdissdt dMX2 / p(0)2J= (t)s2  s2"   sMX22IP(t)   MX22IP(0)= p(0)  2J= (t)  s2"  e bpdiss(s)jtjMX2(1+") ; (1.61)where p and J= desribe the ouplings of the pomeron to the proton and the J= meson and bpdiss(s) = 2bpdiss;0 + 20IP ln sMX2 : (1.62)7see hapter 5 and setion 8.5
24 Chapter 1 Dirative Photoprodution of J= Mesons at HERAApplying this in analogy to setion 1.6.2 to proton-dissoiative J= photoprodutionat HERA with s = Wp2 leads to:d2J= ppdiss (Wp; t)dt dMX2 / e bpdiss(Wp)jtjWp4" 1MX2(1+") ; (1.63)bpdiss(Wp) = bpdiss;0 + 40 lnWpMX : (1.64) In rst approximation the proton-dissoiative ross setion shows the same Wpdependene as the proton-elasti ross setion: / Wp4". The proton-dissoiative ross setion has a similar t dependene as the proton-elasti ross setion: / e bpdiss(Wp)jtj, however bpdiss 6= bel. The Wp dependene of the slope bpdiss is the same logarithmi dependene as forthe proton-elasti ase, but the slope dereases logarithmially with inreasingMX . At xed Wp and t the ross setion is / 1MX2(1+")  1MX2 .1.7 Perturbative QCDIn perturbative QCD (pQCD) the reation ?p! V p is viewed as a three step proess(see gure 1.11): The virtual photon ? utuates into a qq pair. The qq pair satters o the proton exhanging a olourless objet. This objetan be desribed to leading order in QCD by a olour singlet two-gluon system,more generally a gluon ladder. 8 The qq pair forms a vetor meson.Perturbative QCD is only appliable, if a suÆiently large sale is present. Experimen-tal data from J= prodution and the prodution of the light vetor mesons  and [15, 16℄ suggest, that any of the following sales is suÆient to ause "hard" behaviourof the ross setion: the photon virtuality Q2 >> 2QCD, the mass of the vetor meson m2V >> 2QCD or8Meson exhange is already exluded beause of high entre-of-mass energies, f. reggeon exhangein setion 1.6.3.
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Figure 1.11: Feynman diagram of the J= photoprodution in the pQCD piture. the four-momentum transfer squared at the proton vertex t >> 2QCD.QCD haraterises the energy sale at whih the strong oupling onstant s beomeslarge. At large energy sale >> QCD the oupling between quarks and gluons is small,s ! 0 and perturbative methods an be applied.The oupling of the two gluons to the qq utuation an then be treated reliablywithin pQCD. Sine in this analysis the vetor meson is produed in photoprodution(Q2  0) and jtj  1GeV2 the hard sale is provided by the mass of the vetor mesonm2J=  10GeV2.The relevant alulations [8, 9, 10℄ were arried out in leading order of S ln  Q2=2QCD.The predition for the forward dierential ross setion isd?pdt t=0 = 123 eem3Vem(Q2 + 4m2)4 S( ~Q2)1 + i2 dd lnx xg g(xg; ~Q2)21 + "F Q2m2V  C(Q2)(1.65)where em and S are the eletromagneti and strong oupling onstants. g(xg; ~Q2) isthe density of the gluons in the proton and m is the mass of the harm quark. "Fis the ux ratio of the longitudinal to transversely polarised inoming virtual photons(see equation 1.19) whih in the ase of photoprodution (y  0, see equation 1.7) islose to 1. C(Q2) is determined from the vetor meson wave funtion.xg  Q2 +m2VWp2 (1.66)
26 Chapter 1 Dirative Photoprodution of J= Mesons at HERAis the momentum fration arried by the gluon. The oupling of the vetor meson wavefuntion to the photon is enoded in the eletroni width  ee. The eetive sale isgiven by ~Q2 := (Q2 +m2V )=4 QCD.In oder to predit the total elasti ross setion from the forward elasti dierentialross setion, the t dependene has to be known. An exponential form exp( bjtj)is assumed, with an experimentally measured slope parameter b [40, 41℄. As pQCDneither predits the exponential form nor its parameter, no statement about shrinkagean be made. The total elasti ross setion is?p = 1b d?pdt t=0 : (1.67)In the photoprodution regime at high Wp equation 1.66 and 1.65 lead to?p  xg g(xg; ~Q2)2 with xg / 1Wp2 : (1.68)The steep rise of the ross setion with rising Wp an therefore be onneted with thedramati inrease of the gluon density g(xg; ~Q2) towards small xg, whih was measuredat HERA by the strong rise [17, 18℄ of the proton struture funtion F2 towards lowvalues of the Bjorken variable xB. Figure 1.9 ompares pQCD preditions with HERAdata.
Chapter 2The H1 Detetor at HERA
The H1 detetor is operated at the HERA faility at the German researh entre DESY(Deutshes Elektronen-Synhroton) in Hamburg. In this hapter rst an overview ofthe HERA ollider is presented. Then the H1 detetor is desribed with emphasis onthe omponents, whih are important for this analysis.2.1 The HERA Collider
Figure 2.1: The eletron proton storage ring faility HERA is shown on the right hand side.An enlarged view of the pre-aelerators is presented in the dashed box on the left hand side.The HERA-ollider ("Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage") (see gure 2.1) onsists of twostorage rings with a irumferene of 6:3 km for eletrons1 of 27:5GeV and protonsof 920GeV [2℄. At HERA there are four interation regions for experiments: At H11The nomenlature eletron is used for both eletrons and positrons.27
28 Chapter 2 The H1 Detetor at HERAin hall north and ZEUS in hall south the eletron and proton beams are brought toollision; HERA-B and HERMES are xed target experiments. HERA-B uses only thehalo of the proton beam and HERMES the eletron beam.The partiles are aelerated to the ollision energies in a multi step proess. Pre-aelerators (LINAC, DESYIII, PETRA) bring the eletrons and protons to energiesof 12GeV and 40GeV, respetively. With these energies they are injeted into theHERA storage rings where they are aelerated to their ollision energies.Beginning from the rst aeleration in the linear aelerators (LINAC) the partilesare paked in bunhes. Proton and eletron bunhes onsist of 2:1  1013 protons and0:8  1013 eletrons, respetively. PETRA ("Positron-Elektron-Tandem-Ring-Anlage")an hold up to 70 bunhes. Three PETRA lls with protons and three PETRA lls witheletrons are needed to ll 210 bunhes in HERA. HERA has in total 220 bunh plaes.Taking the 220 bunh plaes and the irumferene of 6336 m into aount the result-ing frequeny of proton-eletron bunh ollisions (bunh rossing) is 10:4 MHz, whihorresponds to a bunh rossing time (BC) of 96 ns [42, 43℄. Bunh rossings wherethe orresponding other bunh position is not lled are alled pilot bunh rossings.These are important for the study of bakground. The spatial size of the eletron andproton bunhes are: ex  280 m, ey  60 m, ez  1 m, px  180 m, py  60 m,pz  11 m. Typial beam urrents are shown in gure 2.2. The design luminosity is1:5  1031 m 2 s 1.
Figure 2.2: Typial eletron and proton beam urrents are shown. The strong derease ofthe eletron urrent during the ll is aused by synhrotron radiation.While the eletron beam energy is limited by the energy loss due to synhrotron radi-ation, the strength of the magneti eld of approximately 5 T of the superondutingmagnets of the proton ring sets the limit for the proton beam energy. In mahinestudies it was demonstrated, that the superonduting oils for the proton beam ansafely operate with a urrent 10% above design. In 1998 the proton beam energy wasthus inreased from the original value of 820GeV to 920GeV. This orrespondinglyinreased the entre-of-mass energy from 300GeV to 320GeV.A period of data taking with the same ll of eletrons and protons is alled a luminosityll and lasts  12 hours (see gure 2.2). A time period of experimentally stable running
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tor 29onditions is alled a run. Runs an take from minutes to several hours, but are usuallynot longer than two hours.2.2 The H1 DetetorThe H1 detetor [42, 43℄ is designed as a general purpose detetor to study high energyinterations of eletrons and protons at HERA.The H1 experiment is arranged ylindrially symmetri around the beam axis (seegure 2.3). The origin of the H1 oordinate system is at the nominal interation point.The z-axis is pointing in the diretion of ight of the inoming protons and the y-axis is pointing vertially upwards. The denition of the polar angle  and azimuthalangle  is shown in gure 2.3. The positive (negative) z-diretion are alled forward(bakward). The region around the interation point is referred to as the entral region.Due to the imbalane of the energy of the beam eletrons and beam protons the entre-of-mass system is boosted in positive z-diretion with respet to the laboratory system.Therefore the H1 detetor has dierent instrumentation in the forward/bakward re-gion.Starting at the nominal interation point and proeeding outwards the H1 detetor isbuild up from following detetor omponents. Detetor omponents important for thisanalysis are highlighted in bold font: traking system{ entral (CST) and bakward silion traker (BST){ entral and forward traking hambers{ bakward drift hamber alorimetry{ Liquid-Argon (LAr) alorimeter{ bakward spaghetti alorimeter (SpaCal) superonduting oil with uniform solenoidal magneti eld of 1:2 T muon system{ entral muon system inluded in the iron return yoke{ forward muon detetor in a toroidal magneti eld proton remnant tagger in the very forward region time of ight systems luminosity detetors.
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Figure 2.3: Shemati view of the H1 detetor and the H1 oordinate system
2.2 The H1 Detetor 31In the following speial emphasis is put on parts of the H1 detetor whih are essentialfor the analysis presented here. A detailed desription of the H1 detetor an be foundin [42, 43℄.2.2.1 Traking SystemTwo tehnologies are used in the H1 traking system. Close to the beam pipe sili-on strip detetors are deployed. The large volume part of the system is realised asproportional hambers. An overview is given in gure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Side view of the H1 traking system. For the abbreviations refer to the table.CST entral silion traker CIZ entral inner z-hamberBST bakward silion traker COZ entral outer z-hamberCJC1 entral jet hamber 1 CIP entral inner proportional hamberCJC2 entral jet hamber 2 COP entral outer proportional hamberBDC bakward drift hamber SpaCal bakward spaghetti alorimeter2.2.1.1 Central Silion TrakerThe entral silion traker (CST) [44, 45℄ surrounds the beam pipe in the region aroundthe nominal interation point. It has an ative length of 35:6 m along the z-axis, whih
32 Chapter 2 The H1 Detetor at HERAorresponds to a overed range in the polar angle of 29Æ <  < 151Æ. The silion stripdetetors are arranged at radii of 5:75 m and 9:75 m parallel to the z-axis. Themain purpose of the CST is to measure seondary verties. A resolution of 57 m isahieved. Beause of multiple sattering it is very important to keep the amount ofmaterial in front of the other detetors small. The CST adds only 1:4% of a radiationlength.2.2.1.2 Bakward Silion TrakerThe bakward silion traker (BST) [46, 47℄ is loated in the bakward region of theH1 detetor in front of the bakward drift hamber BDC and the alorimeter SpaCal(see gure 2.4). It overs the range in polar angle of 165Æ <  < 175Æ.
Figure 2.5: A shemati view of the BST II detetor: The four planes at '1' are from BST I.The four planes at '2' are the four new planes of BST II (gure from [48℄).The BST onsists of planes of silion detetors whih are arranged perpendiular to thebeam axis (see gure 2.5). Originally the BST was installed in 1996 with four planes.This setup is alled 'BST I'. In 1998 additional four planes were installed. The eightplane setup is alled 'BST II'.Eah of the eight planes is divided in 16 segments in the azimuthal angle  and eahof these segments is planned to onsist of three dierent types of detetors. They area silion pad detetor and two kinds of silion strip detetors, whih have a dierentorientation of the strips. One orientation is parallel to the radial diretion (-stripdetetor) and the other is perpendiular to the radial diretion (r-strip detetor).The pad detetors are used for triggering, while the r-strip and -strip detetors areused for the measurement of the position in r and  of the impat points of partiles.In 1999/2000 only one setor was equipped with -strip detetors [48℄. Therefore onlythe r-strip detetors are used in this analysis.The r-strip detetors ontain 1537 strips with radii from 5:24 m to 12:16 m. Thepith of the strips is 45 m. Only every seond strip is read out. The strips extend
2.2 The H1 Detetor 33in  over 2=16 in order to gain a little overlap with the adjaent setors. Thereforethe setors are staggered in z when mounted to a plane. With this overlap eÆienyheks and alignment are possible.The BST geometry was optimised in order to obtain a very good resolution in the polarangle  and to provide the most eÆient detetion of the sattered eletron. With anon-equidistant arrangement in z of the planes the largest possible plateau of the BSTpolar angle aeptane was reahed [46, 49℄. The z-positions in m of the planes are-35.12, -38.46, -42.12, -46.02, -72.46, -79.29, -86.76, -94.92, where the rst four positionsare the positions of the additional planes of BST II. The BST adds  1:3 radiationlength.The BST detetor is a keystone for this analysis. The rz-hit information allows re-onstrution of traks in the bakward region with a resolution in the polar angle  of  0:03Æ. The BST traks are used to determine vertex positions. In addition theexistene of a trak provides separation between eletrons and photons.2.2.1.3 Central Traking ChambersThe entral traking hambers surround the nominal interation point (see gure 2.4)and over the range in polar angle 20Æ <  < 160Æ. The entral traking hambersare a ombination of the following hambers: the entral jet hamber 1/2, the entralinner/outer z-hamber, the entral inner/outer proportional hamber.The two entral jet hambers CJC1 and CJC2 ontain signal wires, whih are parallel tothe z-axis. These wires are arranged in rows, whih are angled by 30Æ with respet to theradial diretion. The CJC1 (CJC2) ontains 30 (60) ells in  (see gure 2.6). Throughthis arrangement of the rows the ionisation eletrons of high energeti traks driftalmost perpendiular to these rows due to the magneti eld. In addition ambiguitiesare avoided. The CJC1 and CJC2 measure the projetion of the traks on the r (xy)plane with a spatial hit resolution in the r plane of r = 170 m and a momentumresolution of p=p2 < 0:01GeV 1. Information about the z-position an be obtainedby harge division with a resolution of about 2 m.The inner and outer z-hambers CIZ and COZ are thin drift hambers and surroundthe CJC1. The z-hambers onsist of irular wires and improve the spatial resolutionin z to z  350 m.The inner and outer multi wire proportional hambers (CIP, COP) are loated at theinner side of CIZ and the outer side of COZ. The CIZ (COZ) onsists of 60 (18)segments in the z-diretion and of 16 setors in . Both are mainly used for triggeringpurposes (see 4.1.2).2.2.1.4 Forward Traking ChambersThe forward traking system overs the range of 5Æ <  < 25Æ. It is build up from 3 su-per modules. Eah of these ontain a radial and a planar drift hamber, a proportionalhamber (FPC) and a transition radiation traker.
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Figure 2.6: Radial view of the entral traking system2.2.1.5 Bakward Drift ChamberThe bakward drift hamber (BDC) is loated in front of the bakward alorimeterSpaCal at z   142 m and overs the range in polar angle of 151Æ <  < 177:5Æ(see gure 2.4). The wires of the BDC are arranged in an otagonal form, whih formfour double-layers. These layers are rotated by 11:25Æ with respet to eah other (seegure 2.7). The resolution of the trak polar angle is  = 1:0 mrad  0:06Æ with asystemati unertainty of 0:5 mrad  0:03Æ [50℄.2.2.2 CalorimetersThe H1 detetor ontains several alorimeters in order to determine the energy of nalstate partiles. The two main alorimeters are the liquid argon alorimeter and thespaghetti alorimeter.2.2.2.1 Liquid Argon CalorimeterThe liquid argon alorimeter (LAr) surrounds the entral traking system (see g-ure 2.8) and overs the entral and forward region (4Æ <  < 153Æ). In order to haveminimal dead material in front of the alorimeter, the LAr alorimeter diretly followsthe entral traking system, i.e. is plaed inside of the superonduting solenoid oil.The LAr alorimeter is segmented in an inner eletromagneti part and an outerhadroni part. In both parts liquid argon is used as ative medium. Liquid argon
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Figure 2.7: The shematiview of the BDC shows the o-tagonal form of the arrange-ment of the signal wires andthe rotation of the four dou-ble-layers.
Figure 2.8: The side view of the LAr alorimeter surrounding the forward and entraltraking system, the bakward drift hamber and the bakward alorimeter SpaCal are shown.The alorimeter is strutured in an inner (eletromagneti) part (E) and an outer (hadroni)part (H). In addition there is a segmentations into barrels: inner forward (IF), outer forward(OF), entral barrel (CB) and bakard barrel eletromagneti (BBE).
36 Chapter 2 The H1 Detetor at HERAhas high Z nulei and does not ath eletrons from ionisation. In the eletromag-neti part 2:3 mm thik lead plates are used as absorbing material, while the hadronipart ontains 16 mm steal plates. Lead is hosen beause of the high Z of its nulei.Steal is used beause of the mehanial stability. The eletromagneti part amounts to 20 30 radiation lengths and the total depth of the alorimeter is  5 8 interationlengths.The alorimeter is not ompensating, i.e. pions with the same energy as eletrons givea redued energy response. The proles of eletromagneti and hadroni showers havea dierent shape. The ne segmentation in the eletromagneti and hadroni part |the alorimeter has  6:5 104 hannels | allows to distinguish the dierent showers bythe shape and therefore to orret the dierent energy response. The LAr alorimeterprovides a preise measurement of the energy of eletrons, photons and hadroni jets.The energy resolution for eletromagneti showers is em(E)=E = 12%=pE=GeV1%and had = 50%=pEh=GeV 2% for hadroni showers[51, 52, 53℄.2.2.2.2 Spaghetti CalorimeterThe spaghetti alorimeter (SpaCal) [54℄ is loated in the bakward region (see gure 2.4and gure 2.9) at about z   150 m. The inner radius is 6:5 m and the outer radiusis 80 m (gure 2.10). This orresponds to an angular aeptane in the polar angle of153Æ <  < 177:5Æ.
Figure 2.9: The bakward region of the H1 detetor: bakward silion traker (BST),bakward drift hamber (BDC), spaghetti alorimeter (SpaCal).
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Figure 2.10: r--view of the SpaCal
38 Chapter 2 The H1 Detetor at HERAThe SpaCal is separated in an eletromagneti part and a hadroni part. Both partsonsist of grooved lead plates as absorber with grooves ontaining sintillating bres.These spaghetti like bres gave the alorimeter its name.The sintillation light is guided by total reetion at both surfaes by the oating of thebres. From the bres the light goes to light mixers and then to photomultipliers. Sinethe energy measurement depends strongly on the photomultiplier gain, it its importantto monitor any short-term utuations and long term drifts of the gain with a preisionof a few per mil. This is done by the light-emitting diode (LED) monitoring system,whih onsists of LEDs onneted by optial bres to the light mixers and photodiodes.Eah LED pulses several photomultipliers and its light output is ontrolled with aphotodiode. Eah photomultiplier is tested by two dierent LEDs. The shortest pulselength has a rise time and a deay time of 10 ns. The monitoring system operatesusually at a rate of 1 Hz [54, 55℄.The eletromagneti setion is built up from ells with a ross setion of 40:540:5 mm2in the xy-view mathing the Moliere radius of 25:5 mm. This allows good eletron-pion separation and good position resolution. Taking the lateral dimensions of hadronishowers into aount the ell ross setion in the hadroni part is 119:3 119:0 mm2.The smallest mehanial unit of the eletromagneti setion are 2-ell modules. These2-ell modules are ombined to square 16-ell modules, whih are the main buildingbloks of the eletromagneti setion. Due to the lead-bre struture, the signal andepend on the orientation of the absorber plates. This eet is alled hanneling andauses the worsening of the energy resolution. The 2-ell modules are ombined to 16-ell modules depending on the position of the 16-ell module so that dierent horizontalor vertial orientations of the lead plates are ahieved. This minimises hannelling.Due to the round shape of the SpaCal it is not entirely built out of 16-ell modules.At the outer boarder the modules are redued in size aordingly. The entral moduleof the eletromagneti setion around the beam pipe | the insert module | is alsoadapted in shape (gure 2.11). It ontains 16 ells, where the four 8 mm thik ellssurrounding the beam pipe, are alled veto layer ells. With these veto layer ellsenergy leakage into the beam pipe an be determined. The outer radius of the vetolayer ells is 65 mm and orresponds to   177:5Æ. A tantalum shielding protets theative detetor elements from synhrotron radiation.The eletromagneti and the hadroni part dier in the thikness of the lead plates andthe diameter of the bres. The eletromagneti setion has 0:78 mm thik lead platesand bres with a diameter of 0:5 mm. The hadroni part onsist of 1:9 mm thik leadplates and bres with a diameter of 1 mm. This auses dierent a lead-to-bre ratiosof 2:3 : 1 by volume for the eletromagneti part and of 3:1 : 1 for the hadroni part.The lead-to-bre ratios are a ompromise between improving the sampling term and amore ompat alorimeter.The 250 mm thik eletromagneti setion orresponds to 28 radiation length. Theenergy leakage for 30GeV eletron showers is negligible. The hadroni part adds 1.02interation lengths to the 1.0 interations length of the eletromagneti setion.The spatial resolution for eletrons is xy = (4:40:4) mm=pE=GeV+(1:00:2) mm,








Figure 2.11: SpaCal:r -view of the insert module
whih results in a resolution for the polar angle   2 mrad  0:1Æ.Due to the small bre diameter in the eletromagneti part a high sampling frequenyis obtained, whih gives an energy resolution of em(E)=E = 7%=pE(GeV)  1%.The energy resolution of the hadroni part is had(E)=E  29%=(E=GeV) [56, 57℄.The time resolution is (0:38 0:03) ns.2.2.3 Muon SystemThe H1 experiment ontains two systems of muon detetors: the entral muon detetorand the forward muon detetor.2.2.3.1 Central Muon DetetorThe entral muon detetor (CMD) is part of the instrumented iron yoke, whih guidesthe magneti eld of the main solenoidal oil. It overs the polar angle 4Æ <  < 175Æand is used to detet muons with E > 1:2GeV.2.2.3.2 Forward Muon DetetorThe forward muon detetor (FMD) onsists of a toroidal magnet and three double-layerdrift hambers in front of and behind the magnet (see gure 2.12). The geometrialaeptane is 4Æ <  < 17Æ.
40 Chapter 2 The H1 Detetor at HERAUsually the FMD [58, 59, 60℄ is used for the measurement of high energeti muons(p > 5GeV) in the forward region.In this analysis the FMD is not used in order to detet muons, but to distinguishbetween proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative events. The hadrons produed in aproton-dissoiative event interat with the beam pipe and ause the prodution ofseondary partiles. These seondary partiles are deteted in the FMD. The sensitivityof the FMD to proton-dissoiative events extends far beyond the geometrial aeptaneto low polar angles   0:15Æ [61℄. Sine the drift hambers behind the toroidal magnetare aeted by synhrotron radiation, only the three drift hambers in front of themagnet are used in order to tag proton-dissoiative events.
Figure 2.12: The positions of the forward muon detetors and the proton remnant tagger.2.2.4 Proton Remnant TaggerThe proton-remnant-tagger (PRT) [62℄ is loated at z = 24 m and onsists of sevendouble-layer plasti sintillators (see gure 2.13), whih are operated in oinidene.The PRT overs the polar angle 0:06Æ <  < 0:25Æ and is used to detet the produtsof proton-breakup or the sattered proton itself. In this analysis the PRT is used todistinguish between proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative events.2.2.5 Time of Flight SystemThe time of ight system onsists of several sintillating detetors with high timeresolution. In order to introdue the nomenlature, rst the purpose of these detetorsis desribed.One big soure of bakground events are events produed by the interation of beampartiles with e.g. residual gas in the beam pipe. If the interation position is outsidethe nominal interation region the produed partiles an have the wrong diretion ofight ompared to partiles oming from the nominal interation region. To distinguishsuh partiles, detetors with a time resolution of the order of 1 ns measuring the timeof ight (ToF) are needed. The bunh rossing time denes a time slie for signal
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Figure 2.13: The gureshows a shemati xy-viewof the proton-remnant-tagger(PRT). In the entre the twobeam pipes for the proton andeletron beams are marked.The seven double-layer sin-tillators are onneted to pho-tomultiplies with light guides.The numbers in the gure givethe hannel number of theread out. [62℄events. By heking this time slie with the ToF detetors additional bakground anbe rejeted.The H1 experiment ontains the following ToF sintillators: The Forward-ToF is loated at z = 700 m and onsists of two layers of sintil-lators perpendiular to the beam with a size of 20 60 m2. The Plug-ToF is part of the plug alorimeter at z = 530 m. The absorber platesare interleaved with eight layers of sintillators with size 15 15 m2. The Forward Interation Timer (FIT) is loated at z = 270 m. The sintillatorextends to r = 25 m. The inner veto wall is loated near the beam at z =  650 m and extends over100  90 m2. The outer veto wall is plaed at z =  810 m and has a size of500 400 m2. The VLQ-ToF is part of the "Very Low Q2" detetor (VLQ) at z =  320 m nearthe beam pipe. The VLQ-ToF onsists of two layers of sintillators extending tor = 16 m. The two layers are operated in oinidene [63℄.In addition also the SpaCal provides ToF information.2.2.6 Luminosity SystemThe luminosity system onsist of two small alorimeters: the eletron tagger and thephoton tagger. The eletron tagger is loated at z =  33:4 m and the photon taggeris loated at z =  102:9 m (see gure 2.14). The two alorimeters use TlCl and TlBr
42 Chapter 2 The H1 Detetor at HERArystals as sintillators. The eletron tagger has a ross setion of 154 mm 154 mmin the xy-plane and the photon tagger of 100 mm 100 mm.The two alorimeters are operated in oinidene in order to detet the eletrons andphotons produed in the Bethe-Heitler proess ep ! ep. This proess is used as areferene to determine the luminosity, whih depends on the atual beam onditions.The ross setion of the Bethe-Heitler proess is preisely alulable within quantumeletro dynamis (QED). In addition the ross setion is large enough to provide suÆ-ient statistis. The luminosity system provides an online (oine) measurement of therelative luminosity with an auray of  5% s 1 ( 2% s 1). The main bakgroundfor the luminosity measurement arises from the residual gas in the beam pipe by theproess eA ! eA. This bakground is expeted to be 10% of the total ep ! eprate and is determined using data from eletron pilot bunh events (see setion 2.1).Further details of the determination of the luminosity at H1 an be found in [64℄.
Figure 2.14: a) The position of the eletron tagger (ET) and the photon tagger (photondetetor = PD) with respet to the nominal interation point (IP) is shown. b) A xy-viewof the ET and the eletron beam pipe is shown. ) The PD is proteted from the highsynhrotron radiation ux by a water Cerenkov veto ounter (VC) and a lead lter (Filter).In the HERA tunnel the proton beam is separated from the eletron beam. The proton ringis above the eletron ring. The vertial distane between the beams at z =  103 m is visiblein the piture.
Chapter 3J= Event Topologies
In this thesis the deay of the J= to e+e  is used for the analysis.1 Aording to thedetetor regions where the deay eletrons are deteted the events an be lassied intothree topologies (see gure 3.1): trak-trak topology: The two deay eletrons enter the entral part of the de-tetor, where they are deteted as traks in the entral traking detetor andorresponding energy depositions in the LAr alorimeter. trak-luster topology: One of the deay eletrons enter the entral part of thedetetor, where it is deteted as a trak in the entral traking detetor with aorresponding energy deposition in the LAr alorimeter. The other deay eletronenters the bakward region, where it is deteted as an energy deposition in theSpaCal and hits in the BST. luster-luster topology: Both deay eletrons enter the bakward region of thedetetor, where both are deteted as an energy deposition in the SpaCal and hitsin the BST.
(a) (b) ()Figure 3.1: The three event topologies of the J= deay to e+e  are shown: (a) trak-trak(40GeV < Wp < 150GeV), (b) trak-luster (135GeV < Wp < 235GeV) and () lus-ter-luster (205GeV < Wp < 305GeV).1J= deays with hadrons in the nal state are not used, beause of a high ontamination frombakground events. The J= deay in a +  pair is disussed later in this setion.43










s Figure 3.2: The Wp dis-tributions from simulationfor the trak-trak (dashedline), trak-luster (solidline) and luster-lustertopologies (dotted line) areshown.This analysis onentrates on high photon-proton entre-of-mass energies Wp wherethe data were previously limited in statistis. The high Wp regime orresponds toto the trak-luster and luster-luster topologies. Detailed event displays for thesetopologies are shown in gure 3.3.For trak-luster and luster-luster topologies at least one deay eletron enters thebakward region of the H1 detetor. In this region the momentum of muons annot bedetermined. Therefore the deays of J= mesons into +  pairs are not used in thisanalysis.The experimental signature of the J= events is the detetion of their deay eletrons.In order to give an impression of the properties of the deay eletrons their angle andenergy distributions from simulation are shown for the trak-luster and the luster-luster topologies in gure 3.4 and gure 3.5, respetively. These properties are takeninto aount in order to selet the J= events during data taking, whih is the topi ofthe next hapter.No detetor information exists to unambiguously separate of the proton-elasti andlow mass proton-dissoiative J= prodution. For both hannels the proton or lowmass proton-breakup leaves the detetor either undeteted or auses a detetor signalin the following forward detetors: the inner forward region of the LAr alorimeter(see setion 2.2.2.1), the FMD (see setion 2.2.3.2) and the PRT (see setion 2.2.4).Detetor signals an also be aused by noise. Events with a signal in one of theforward detetors are alled fwd.-tagged. The others are alled fwd.-untagged. Forthe determination (see setion 8.5) of the 'true' number of proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative events, the frations of proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative events in the2In this setion results from the simulation of proton-elasti J= photoprodution are shown. Thesubjet of simulation is presented in hapter 5.
45
(a) J= trak-luster event
(b) J= luster-luster eventFigure 3.3: Event displays of a J= trak-luster event (a) and a J= luster-luster event(b) from data of the year 2000 are shown. In the four subpitures a side-view and radial-viewof the H1 detetor, a zoomed radial view of the BST and a zoomed radial view of the SpaCalare presented. For the SpaCal lusters the BST traks are shown in the side-view and thezoomed radial-views.


































































































































































































































Figure 3.5: For the luster-luster topology the distributions of the polar angle , the energyE, the transverse momentum pt and the dierene  of the azimuthal angles of the J= deay eletrons and the distribution of the kinemati variable t are shown. Events from thesimulation of proton-elasti J= photoprodution is used. The deay eletrons are sorted by: the index 1 refers to the luster-eletron with lower  and the index 2 to the luster-eletronwith higher .
48 Chapter 3 J= Event Topologiesfwd.-untagged and fwd.-tagged samples are used. These frations are determined bysimulation (see setion 6.4.3).
Chapter 4Trigger System
The purpose of the trigger system is to selet interesting events in a fast way duringdata taking and to start the omplete read out of these seleted events.The read out rate is limited by the bandwidth available for the data transfer to massstorage devies. A full read out of the H1 experiment takes  1 ms. During this timethe experiment is not sensitive, i.e. the read-out-time ontributes to the dead-time ofthe experiment. Due to the limited transfer rate1 and the aim for small dead-time thetrigger system is needed.The interesting events are physis events, i. e. those oming from ep-interations2. AtHERA the ep-interations ause mainly photoprodution events, whih have a rosssetion of several b. This leads to a rate of about 20   30 Hz at design luminosity.Events with e.g. high Q2, where the beam eletron is sattered to the LAr-alorimeter,have a rate of a few Hz.Bakground events ome from non ep-interations. The rate of bakground events is 100 kHz and thus exeeds the rate of ep-interations by several orders of magni-tude. The main soures of bakground events are: beam-gas interations, beam-wall-interations, synhrotron radiation, osmi radiation, whih are desribed in the follow-ing: The dominant soure of bakground events are ollisions of the beam protons withatoms of the residual gas ( 10 1 Pa) in the beam pipe (beam-gas interations). Usingthe ross setion of pp-sattering the rate of beam-gas interations an be estimatedto 100 kHz for a proton beam urrent of 100 mA. Protons from the halo of the protonbeam interat with the beam pipe or parts of detetors (beam-wall interations). Theyare topologially very similar to beam-gas interations. The beams are adjusted withmagnets. This auses synhrotron radiation emitted by the beam eletrons3. Usingollimators a large fration of this bakground an be rejeted. Muons from osmi1Using the read-out-time of  1 ms and the average size of a raw event of  110 kByte (seesetion 4.4) the data rate an be estimated to  107 MByte= s. This is muh larger than the possibletransfer rate to mass storage of  10events= s, whih orresponds to  1:1 MByte= s.2Also some speial events from non ep-intrations are interesting. E.g. muon events from osmiradiation (a straight muon passing through the full detetor) are used for the alignment of the detetorand events from pilot-bunhes (see setion 2.1) are used for bakground studies.3Synhrotron radiation of the beam protons is strongly suppressed by the large mass of the protons.49
50 Chapter 4 Trigger Systemradiation hit the detetor with a rate of  1 kHz. Using topologial requirements, likea vertex near the nominal interation point, these events an be eÆiently rejeted.In order to ope with the high rate of bakground events ompared to physis eventsH1 is using a 4 level trigger system (see gure gure 4.1): Level 1 and 2 are hardwaretrigger levels and level 3 and 4 are software trigger levels. In the years 1999 and 2000the level 3 was not used.Detetor omponents (subdetetors) provide fast trigger information for eah bunhrossing, i.e. every 96 ns. This information is stored in pipelines in order to provide adead-time free level 1 trigger. With a lateny of about 2:3 s a level 1 trigger deisionis derived.After a positive L1 deision the read out of the detetor is started and the level 2trigger starts to build its deision. At this point the primary dead-time starts. Nofurther level 1 triggers are aepted until the read out is ompleted or aborted by afast lear signal due to a negative deision of the level 2 trigger. The level 2 trigger hasto provide a deision after 20 s in order to ope with a maximum rate of 1   2 kHzfrom level 1 while keeping the dead time below 2%.After a positive level 2 deision the full event information is sent to the trigger level 4.The trigger level 4 is a proessor farm, where a full event reonstrution is performedand the nal deision for permanent storage of the event is taken. The maximuminput rate for level 4 is 100 Hz and the output rate is limited to about 10 Hz due tothe bandwidth for writing on permanent storage.In order to take the dierent onditions during a luminosity ll into aount, dierentsettings for the trigger system exist. These dierent settings are alled trigger phases.In the following setions the trigger levels are desribed in more detail.4.1 Level 1Most of the subdetetors provide fast trigger information for eah bunh rossing. Theresulting information pakages are alled level-1-trigger-elements (L1TE). There are196 L1TEs. Due to the dierent tehnologies used in the dierent subdetetors, ittakes dierent amounts of time for dierent subdetetors to reate their L1TEs. Forexample the maximum drift time in the CJC is  1 s and the maximum of the triggersignal of the LAr-alorimeter-trigger is reahed after 1:4 s [65℄. In order to ope withthe dierent limits due to physis and eletronis the L1TE information is stored inpipelines, whih an hold the information for up to 30 bunh rossings4.After the synhronisation of the L1TE information originating from one bunh rossingthis information is used to form 128 raw level-1-subtriggers (raw L1ST) by logialombinations.From the raw L1ST the atual L1ST are formed taking presale ounters into aount,i.e. only for eah n-th ativated raw L1ST the atual L1ST is ativated, where n is the4Usually only 24 plaes are oupied.














































Figure 4.1: The trigger system and data taking system of the H1 detetor: dashed linesshow signals, solid and dashed-dotted lines show the ow of data. For the trigger levels themaximum input rates are given. The trigger level 3 was not used in the running periods 1999and 2000. An overview of the trigger system is presented in the beginning of hapter 4. Thedetailed desription of the dierent trigger levels is given in the setions 4.1 (L1), 4.2 (L2),4.3 (L4) and 4.4 (L5).
52 Chapter 4 Trigger Systempresale fator spei for eah single L1ST. This is the simplest method to redue therate of a raw L1ST.If one of the 128 atual L1ST res, the level 1 trigger sends the signal L1Keep. Thelevel 1 trigger deision is obtained after 2:3 s (24 bunh rossings). Due to the usageof pipelines this time is just a lateny but does not reate dead-time.The L1Keep signal auses that no further level 1 triggers are aepted. All L1TEinformation is sent to the level 2. Now the dead-time of the experiment starts.In the following setions the trigger systems of the subdetetors (subdetetor triggers)and trigger elements important for this analysis are desribed. Sine the trigger level 2uses the full information of the level 1 trigger as input, these quantities are also de-sribed at the level 1 trigger systems, whih reate them.After the desription of the trigger elements the subtriggers built up from them areexplained.4.1.1 DCr Trigger ElementsThe entral drift hambers CJC1 and CJC2 (see setion 2.2.1.3) provide trigger infor-mation, whih onsists of fast information about trak andidates in the r plane. Thesystem is alled Drift Chamber r-trigger (DCr-trigger).The DCr-trigger uses 10 out of the 56 wire layers of the CJC1 and CJC2 drift ham-bers. The signals are digitised and ompared to 104 masks in order to identify trakandidates. There are masks for traks of positively and negatively harged partileswith high (pt > 800MeV) and low (400MeV < pt < 800MeV) transverse momentum.The masks are only ativated, if the distane of losest approah (DCA) of the trakto the z-axis is less than 2 m. By this the bakground from beam-wall-events andsynhrotron radiation is massively redued.The number of mathing masks for eah ombination high/pos, high/neg, low/posand low/neg is ounted in 45 setors in . With this information the DCr-triggerbuilds several level 1 trigger elements. The trigger elements used in this analysis arelisted in table 4.1.4.1.2 z Vertex Trigger ElementsThe multi wire proportional hambers CIP, COP (see setion 2.2.1.3) and FPC (seesetion 2.2.1.4) are used for a simple and fast validation of traks on trigger level 1.Espeially the impat points on the z-axis are estimated. Therefore the system is alledthe z Vertex trigger.CIP and COP have eah 16 segments in  and together 4 layers in r. If three or foursegments in one -setor give signals, a ray is formed. All rays are extrapolated to thez-axis. The impat positions are lled into the z vertex histogram (see gure 4.2),whih has 16 bins and overs the entral z-region of jzj < 43:9 m. For forward trakandidates also information from the FPC is used.
4.1 Level 1 53Trigger Information from the DCr Triggername desriptionL1TE DCRPh Ta al least one DCr mask ativatedL1TE DCRPh T al least  = 3 DCr masks ativatedL1TE DCRPh THig at least 1 mask for a trak with pt > 800MeVativatedL1TE DCRPh NL many at least 20 negative low momentum trak andi-dates are foundL1TE DCRPh NH many at least 20 negative high momentum trak andi-dates are foundL1TE DCRPh PL many at least 20 positive low momentum trak andi-dates are foundL1TE DCRPh PH many at least 20 positive high momentum trak andi-dates are foundL2 input trtot total number of masks ativatedTable 4.1: Desription of the L1 trigger elements of the DCr trigger and the input quantitiesfor level 2 used in this analysis.In addition a bitmap of the rays is reated. This bitmap is alled bigray-bitmap andhas 16 segments in  and 14 segments in .The trigger elements used in this analysis are shown in table 4.2.Trigger Information from the z Vertex Triggername desriptionL1TE zVtx T0 at least one rayL1TE zVtx mul< 2 not more than 5 entries in the z vertex histogram(zVtx mul is an enoded number.)L2 input pvmax maximum entry in z vertex histogramL2 input pvsum sum of entries in z vertex histogramL2 input nbigbwd number of rays in the most bakward -bins 11,12, 13 of the bigray-bitmapL2 input nbigray total number of rays the bigray-bitmapTable 4.2: Desription of the L1 trigger elements of the z vertex trigger and the inputquantities for level 2 used in this analysis.4.1.3 LAr Trigger ElementsThe LAr alorimeter (see setion 2.2.2.1) also provides trigger information. The LArtrigger is one of the most important subdetetor triggers of the H1 experiment. Thistrigger is essential for triggering events with high Q2 or missing transverse momentum.A detailed desription of the powerful LAr trigger an be found in [65℄.
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Figure 4.2: Signals of the CIP, COP and FPC are used to build rays. These rays are extrap-olated to the z-axis. The impat points of the rays are lled into the z vertex histogram.The energy deposition of the eletron trak in trak-luster events is too small for aneÆient use of LAr trigger elements. But some bakground events deposit suÆientenergy in the inner forward part of the LAr alorimeter [66℄. The LAr trigger elementlarife (see table 4.3) ontains the energy in the inner forward part (see gure 2.8)and is used as input to trigger level 2 in order to suppress bakground events.Trigger Information from the LAr Triggername desriptionL2 input larife energy in the inner forward part of the LAralorimeterTable 4.3: Desription of the input quantities for level 2 from the LAr trigger used in thisanalysis.4.1.4 SpaCal Trigger ElementsThe eletromagneti and hadroni ells of the SpaCal (see setion 2.2.2.2) are used toprovide trigger information for three dierent energy thresholds. The trigger informa-tion also inludes a oarse position information.The basi building bloks of the eletromagneti part of the SpaCal are 40:540:5 mm2ells. For the trigger 2 2 ells are grouped together, their analog signals are summedup and so alled analog-sums are reated. 2  2 analog-sums are again grouped totrigger modules. The trigger modules overlap. Eah analog-sum is therefore part offour trigger modules (see gure 4.3). Due to the overlap eah eletromagneti showeris fully ontained in one trigger module [67℄.If the SpaCal would be quadrati, there would be 20 20 trigger modules. Due to theirular shape of the SpaCal only 308 real trigger modules exist, the others are set to 0.Comparing the signals of the trigger modules with three energy thresholds 0:5GeV,1:7GeV and 5:2GeV [68℄ the SpaCal Intrinsi Eletron Trigger bits (SIET) are built.
4.1 Level 1 55Taking the 20  20 SIET bits and grouping them in groups of 4  4 the 5  5 LoalIntrinsi Eletron Trigger bits (LIET) are ahieved (see gure 4.4). The grouping isdone for all three energy thresholds separately. Performing a logial or on all LIETbits (with exeption of the entral LIET module surrounding the beam pipe) threeglobal trigger elements for the dierent thresholds are derived.The good time resolution of  0:4 ns is used to rejet upstream beam-related bak-ground. These bakground events have a dierene in their time-of-ight of  10 nswith respet to events originating from the nominal interation point. With thismethod a part of the high rate beam-gas and beam-wall bakground aused by theproton beam an be rejeted on trigger level 1.The trigger elements used in this analysis are shown in table 4.4. From the hadroniSpaCal only time-of-ight trigger elements are used.Trigger Information from the SpaCal Triggername desriptionL1TE SPCLe IET> 1 global trigger element for the middle energythresholdL1TE SPCLe IET> 2 global trigger element for the high energy thresh-oldL1TE SPCLe IET Cen 3 the entral LIET bit for the high energy thresholdL1TE SPCLh AToF E 1SPCLh ToF E 2 energy deposition in the hadroni part of theSpaCal at a time, whih does not orrespond toan ep-interationL2 input spent1 number of SIET bits ontributing to the entralLIET bit for the low energy thresholdL2 input spent3 number of SIET bits ontributing to the entralLIET bit for the high energy thresholdL2 input spllisplhj bit paked information from the SIET bits for themedium threshold (i 2 f0::31g n f6g,j 2 f0::31g nf4; 6g)Table 4.4: Desription of the L1 trigger elements of the SpaCal trigger and the input quantitiesfor level 2 used in this analysis.
4.1.5 Time-Of-Flight Trigger ElementsIn this setion the level 1 trigger elements, whih are used as a veto against bakgroundevents are olleted. The trigger elements are built from information of the time-of-ight system (see setion 2.2.5) and tag events where the detetor response orrespondsto the time window of a rossing of an eletron-bunh with a proton-bunh or not. TheToF L1TEs used in this analysis are listed in table 4.5.
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Figure 4.3: A shemati view of the SpaCal ells, the analog-sums and the trigger modulesis shown. The small squares are the SpaCal ells (solid and dashed lines). 2  2 ells aregrouped together (solid lines). Their analog signals are summed up and a so alled analog-sumis reated. Four of the analog-sums build a trigger modules (SIET bits) (shaded squares).The trigger modules overlap. Therefore one analog-sum (marked by ) is taken into aountfor four trigger modules. Figure 4.4: The segmenta-tion of the SpaCal into SIETbits is shown. For simpli-ity the overlap of the trig-ger modules is not show. Foreah trigger module only theleft lower analog-sum | theone marked by  in gure 4.3d) | is drawn. This ausesan asymmetry in the presen-tation. Therefore in the pi-ture the beam pipe (markedby a irle) is slightly shiftedfrom the entre. 4  4 SIETbits are ombined to a LIETbit. This is indiated bythe dashed lines. The en-tral LIET bit is highlightedby the dark shaded squares.Due to the overlap of the trig-ger moduls also the 8 adjaentSIET bits ontain informationfrom the SpaCal insert mod-ule (see gure 2.11).
4.1 Level 1 57Trigger Information from ToF Triggersname desriptionL1TE PToF IA PLUG ToF hit interation time windowL1TE FToF IA forward ToF hit in main proton time windowL1TE FToF BG forward ToF hit in late satellite time windowL1TE VETO Inner BG inner veto wall proton related bakground timingL1TE VETO Outer BG outer veto wall proton related bakground timingL1TE VLQToF BG VLQ ToF hit proton time windowTable 4.5: Desription of the L1 trigger elements of the time-of-ight system used in thisanalysis.4.1.6 Level 1 SubtriggersLevel 1 subtriggers (L1ST) are logial ombinations of L1TEs (see previous setions).In this setion the L1STs are desribed, whih are used to selet the trak-luster andluster-luster events. In order to take into aount the dierent event topologies ofthe trak-luster and luster-luster samples (see setion 3), dierent level 1 triggerelements are used and ombined to subtriggers.The signature of the trak-luster sample is a trak in the entral region of the detetorand a luster in the SpaCal. In order to selet the trak the L1TE DCRPh Ta is required,whih implies that at least one DCr mask is ativated. In addition multi trak eventsare suppressed by the L1TE zVtx mul < 2, whih is rejeting events with more than5 entries in the z vertex histogram. In order to selet the luster in the SpaCal aradius dependent energy riterion is used: In the entral region the high threshold isrequired (L1TE SPCLe IET CEN 3) and for the non-entral region the middle energythreshold is required (L1TE SPCLe IET > 1). In order to suppress bakground eventsfrom non eletron-proton bunh rossings additional veto L1TEs are used. The L1TEsare ombined by logial operations to the L1ST S33 (see table 4.6).For the trak-luster sample in addition the L1ST S61 is used as an independent mon-itor trigger for the trigger level 2. The trak requirement for the S61 is the L1TEDCRPh THig, whih requires that at least 1 mask for a trak with pt > 800MeV isativated. The luster is seleted by the L1TEs SPCLe IET > 2 and SPCLe IET Cen 3,whih require an energy deposition in the SpaCal passing the high threshold. The for-mal denition of the L1ST S61 with the additional veto trigger elements an be foundin table 4.6.The signature of the luster-luster sample are two lusters in the SpaCal and an'empty' entral detetor. The lusters in the SpaCal are seleted by the L1TE SPCL IET> 1. In order to have an 'empty' entral detetor a veto on more than 2 ativated DCrmasks is applied by the negated L1TE :DCRPh T. Also here additional veto L1TEsare used. The reated L1ST is alled S40 (see table 4.6).
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S33i = S33C ^ S33V i (i 2 f0; 1; 2g)S33C = ((SPCLe IET > 1) _ SPCLe IET CEN 3) ^ (zVtx mul < 2) ^ DCRPh TaS33V 0 = :SPCLh AToF E 1 ^ :SPCLh ToF E 2^:VETO inner BG ^ :VETO Outer BG ^ :VLQToF BG)^:(DCRPh NL many ^ DCRPh NH many ^ DCRPh PL many ^ DCRPh PH many)S33V 1 = S33V 0 ^ (FToF IA _ :FIT BG)S33V 2 = S33V 0 ^ ((FToF IA _ FIT IA) _ (:FToF BG ^ :FIT BG))S40i = S40C ^ S40V i (i 2 f0; 1; 2g)S40C = SPCL IET > 1 ^ :DCRPh TS40V 0 = (zVtx mul < 7) ^ :SPCLh AToF E 1 ^ :VLQToF BG^:VETO inner BG ^ :VETO Outer BGS40V 1 = S40V 0 ^ (FToF IA _ :FToF BG)S40V 2 = S40V 0 ^ ((FToF IA _ FIT IA) _ (:FToF BG ^ :FIT BG))S61i = S61C ^ S61V i (i 2 f0; 1; 2g)S61C = DCRPh THig ^ ((SPCLe IET > 2) _ SPCLe IET Cen 3)S61V 0 = :SPCLh AToF E 1 ^ :SPCLh ToF E 2^:VETO inner BG ^ :VETO Outer BG ^ :VLQToF BG)^:(DCRPh NL many ^ DCRPh NH many ^ DCRPh PL many ^ DCRPh PH many)S61V 1 = S61V 0 ^ (FToF IA _ :FIT BG)S61V 2 = S61V 0 ^ ((FToF IA _ FIT IA) _ (:FToF BG ^ :FIT BG))Table 4.6: The denition of the level 1 subtriggers S33, S61 and S40 is shown. Eah subtriggeris built up from a "ore" part (C) and a set of veto onditions (V ). The dierent vetoonditions pay attention to the hanging detetor status in dierent run periods. This isindiated by the index i. A detailed list of the hanges to the L1 subtriggers an be obtainedfrom [69℄. The trigger elements are desribed in the tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.3 and 4.5. For aninformal desription of the subtriggers refer to the text.
4.2 Level 2 594.2 Level 2The input for the trigger level 2 (L2) is the information, whih is used to build thelevel 1 trigger elements. The rst possibility to have all this information available inone plae is the trigger level 2. Here for the rst time orrelations between the variousinputs an be exploited.The level 2 trigger must built its deision within 20 s. In order to ope with the timeonstraints, on the trigger level 2 inherent parallel mahines are used. Two dierentsystems are implemented: the Level-2-Topologial-Trigger (L2TT) and the Level-2-Neural-Network-Trigger (L2NN). The L2TT exploits the orrelations by onventionalmatrix operations and logial ombinations. This analysis uses only the L2NN.The L2NN uses a freely programmable parallel hardware, whih is mainly used toevaluate feed-forward-neural-networks (FFNN). FFNN have been proven to be a verygood tehnique in solving pattern reognition problems. In addition FFNN an beimplemented easily on parallel hardware. An introdution into the subjet of neuralnetworks is given in setion 4.2.1. Besides the FFNN also a speial parallel algorithm isevaluated (see setion 4.2.4). The hardware of the L2NN is desribed in setion 4.2.2.The algorithm and parameters of the two L2STs used in this analysis are presented insetion 4.2.3 and setion 4.2.4.Eah of the two level 2 trigger systems (L2NN, L2TT) reates 16 trigger deisions, thelevel 2 trigger elements (L2TE). The L2TE are ombined with logial expressions toraw level 2 subtriggers (raw L2ST). While the transformation from the L2TE is justa opy proedure for the L2NN, the L2TT is using the logial ombinations heavily.Taking possible presale fators into aount the atual L2ST are formed from the rawL2ST.Eah of the atual L2STs is used to validate a set of atual L1STs. Tehnially this isdone by a logial vetor matrix multipliation. Usually a L1ST with high eÆieny forphysis events has an intolerably high rate. Using the full trigger information the level 2trigger therefore has the task to redue the exess bakground rate in this subtriggerwithout reduing the eÆieny for the hosen physis hannel. L1ST, whih are notassoiated with a L2ST of the L2NN or L2TT, are validated by an artiial L2ST,whih res for eah event.If one L1ST is validated by a L2ST, the signal L2-keep is sent, the detetor read outis not aborted and the event is passed to the trigger level 4. If no L1ST is validated, afast lear signal is sent and the trigger level 1 is ativated again.4.2.1 Introdution to Neural NetworksThis setion is a brief introdution to neural networks. A more detailed introdutionan be found e.g. in [70℄.A neural network is dened as a set of onneted neurons. The mathematial denitionof a neuron is a nonlinear funtion f : Rn ! R, whih maps a high dimensional inputto one dimension.
60 Chapter 4 Trigger SystemA biologial neuron gets many inputs xi(i 2 f1; ::; ng), whih are weighted with theweights wi and summed up. The result is ompared with a threshold w0:f lw(x) := nXi=1 wixi   w0 (x 2 Rn and w 2 Rn+1) : (4.1)Using a nonlinear funtion, alled the transfer funtion, the "ativation" fw 2℄0; 1[ isreated. A onventional hoie for the transfer funtion is the sigmoid funtions() = 11 + e  ( 2 R) ; (4.2)whih leads to fw(x) := s(f lw(x)) (x 2 Rn and w 2 Rn+1) : (4.3)This denition of a neuron is alled a pereptron. The spae is divided by the planeinto two regions: fx 2 Rn jf lw(x) > 0g and fx 2 Rn jf lw(x)  0g. Applying the sigmoidfuntion s this separation is represented by the two regions: fx 2 Rn jfw(x) > 0:5g andfx 2 Rn jfw(x)  0:5g. The dierene of fw(x) from 0:5 gives a handle on the distaneof x to the separating plane.Taking again nature as a paradigm a speial hoie for the onnetions between theneurons is made. All neurons are arranged in layers. The neurons of the rst layerget x 2 Rn as input. The outputs of the neurons of the rst layer are passed to theneurons of the seond layer as inputs (see gure 4.5). This proedure an be repeateduntil the outputs of the nal layer are taken as the output of the neural network. Dueto this arrangement information is proessed forward through the layers. This networktopology is alled feed forward neural network (FFNN) ormulti layer pereptron (MLP).A large part of the ortex of the human brain for example has this feed forward topologywith 6 layers [70℄ and in total 3  1010   1011 neurons [71℄.Now the problem how to onstrut a neural network and to determine the weightsis approahed. Again nature gives a lue for solving this problem by looking at thefollowing example. If a pupil should learn "voables" (xj; oj) 2 Rn  Rm(j 2 f1; ::g)this ould be done under the supervision of a teaher. The teaher presents the pupil a"word" xj and asks for the answer. If the answer is right, i.e. oj, the teaher lauds thepupil. If the answer is false, the teaher orrets the pupil. By this supervised trainingproedure the pupil gets the "voables" trained.Transferring this to the neural networks, the multi layer neural network with n inputsand m outputs is represented by the funtionNw : Rn ! Rm : (4.4)where w 2 Rp are the weights of all neurons in all layers. The dimension p dependson the number of layers and on the number of the neurons in the layers. The errorfuntion
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Figure 4.5: In a feed-forward-neural-network (FFNN) the neurons are arranged in layers.The output of the neurons in one layer is taken as input for the next layer. The FFFN shownontains three layers: the input layer with N0 neurons, the hidden layer with N1 neuronsand the output layer with N2 neurons. Eah neuron of the hidden and output layer performsan operation of the form fw with dierent weights w for eah neuron. The weights and theow of information is represented by the arrows. The nodes with ontent 1 are added in orderto be able to handle the thresholds for the neurons in a oherent piture.Ew(xj; oj) := Nw(xj)  oj2  0 ((xj; oj) 2 Rn  Rm and j 2 f1; ::g) (4.5)desribes the dierene between the orret answer oj and the network result Nw(xj).In order to "laud" or "orret" the neural network the weights w have to be adjusted.This is done by minimising the error funtion. The neural network Nw is built upfrom funtions of the type fw. Therefore Nw is dierentiable. A usual gradient desentmethod w ! w    Ew(xj; oj)w (4.6)with a step size (learning parameter)  an be improved taking the layer strutureof the neural network into aount. Beginning with the last layer for eah layer thederivatives Ew=w are alulated. The error Nw(xj)   oj is therefore bakwardspropagated through the network: bak propagation algorithm (BPA) [72℄. The trainingof a neural network an also be interpreted as a funtion approximation problem.For the training of the neural network the data (xj; oj) 2 Rn  Rm(j 2 f1; ::g) isseparated into two parts: the training data and the test data. With the training datathe neural network is trained as desribed above. With the independent test data theperformane5 of the network is ontrolled during the training. Also the very importantfeature of neural networks, the generalisation, the response to unknown inputs, istested.5One handle on the performane of a FFNN is the eÆieny versus rejetion plot (see gure 4.7)
62 Chapter 4 Trigger SystemAording to the theorem from Kolmogorov (1957) (see [70℄) eah multi layer FFNNan be represented by a FFNN with only one hidden layer. While this is simplifying thenetwork struture and usually also the training, it also inreases the number of neuronsin one layer, whih has to be taken into aount for a hardware implementation.There are many methods to improve the performane of a neural network. The simplestis the variation of the training parameter  or the start weights w. Also the numberof intermediate layers (hidden layers) and the number of the nodes ontained in them(hidden nodes) an be varied. The number of hidden nodes determines the total numberof weights, whih are the free parameter in the training. As rule of thumb the numberof free parameters should not exeed a tenth of the size of the training sample. Withhigher number of free parameters the network learns the training data "by heart", butthe generalisation beomes worse. Sine a high generalisation with a high number oforretly lassied data is aimed for, the number of hidden nodes should be kept small.Not all omponents of the input data xj are neessarily important to derive the out-put oj. The seletion of the important omponents xji is essential in order to ahieveneural networks with a good performane. The redution of the dimension of the inputdata also redues the number of free parameters. This redution an also be performedby speial preproessing of some input data. Further information about the supervisedtraining of neural networks an be found in [34℄.In ontrast to the supervised learning methods for the two lass problem, also unsuper-vised learning methods for one or multiple lass problems exist. One appliation wouldbe e.g. the enapsulation of bakground events [73℄. Unsupervised learning methodshave the advantage of evading possible bias in the seletion of a spei physis lass fortraining against the bakground. Unsupervised methods are not used in this analysis.4.2.2 Hardware of the Level-2-Neural-Network-TriggerAll neural networks used in the L2NN trigger are feed-forward neural networks withone input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The output layer ontains onlyone neuron. Therefore the hallenge is not the neural network arhiteture, but thehardware implementation of the neural network and the input and preproessing ofdetetor data to usable input variables for the neural networks. In addition to FFNNalso a speial parallel algorithm is evaluated on L2NN.In this setion the hardware of the L2NN trigger is desribed. The desription proeedsas the data stream goes from the level 1 system through the data preproessing andthe evaluation of the neural networks to the building of the level 2 trigger elements. Amore detailed desription of the hardware of the L2NN an be found in [74℄.The trigger information of the various level 1 subsystems arrive in dierent formats(e.g. alorimetri energy sums, traker vertex histograms, traker rays (bits in the-plane), bit oded muon hit maps, et.) on eight 10 MHz-buses with a width of 16bits eah: the L2-bus. The maximal amount of data per subsystem is 512 bits. Thisorresponds to a transmission time of 3:072 s.
4.2 Level 2 63The input and preproessing of the data is performed by data distribution boards(DDB), whih listen to the L2-bus. In order to deal with the dierent formats of thedata, eah DDB is able to pik up a freely hooseable set of items from the L2-bus. Onthese items 8 bit 7! 8 bit look-up tables (LUT) an be applied. LUTs for a bit ounter,a single bit position nder and a dynami range redution table (overow handler) areup to now implemented. After the LUT high and low bytes may be summed up. Anyindividual DDB an be initialised to perform a dierent preproessing. Eah DDBprepares at most 64 preproessed 8 bit words, whih are then sent diretly to the loalbus of the neural network boards via a speially developed so alled mezzanine boardin order to ope with the time onstraint.The networks are evaluated on the neural network boards featuring the 1064-CNAPShips (20 MHz, 128 Mps) by Adaptive Solutions [75℄. This parallel-proessor hip wasommerially available. It is an array of 64 parallel xed-point arithmeti proessors.The proessors are freely programmable in the single-instrution-multiple-data (SIMD)arhiteture. The CNAPS hip is able to perform fast matrix-vetor multipliation andaumulation, whih are the basi operations needed for the evaluation of FFNNs butalso other parallel algorithms an be implemented. The neural network boards areusually equipped with only one 1064-CNAPS hip whih leads to the upper limit onthe size of the proessable FFNN of 64 64 1.For synhronisation the neural network boards are driven with an external lok at20:8 MHz (2 times the HERA lok frequeny of 10:4 MHz). Performing the rstmatrix-vetor multipliations already parallel to the input of network inputs, a 64 64  1 FFNN is evaluated within 8 s. The 8 bit network result is then sent bak tothe orresponding DDB from where it is sent to the entral trigger logi.The DDB and the orresponding neural network board is alled a trigger box (L2TB).Eah trigger box reates one level 2 trigger element of the L2NN trigger. In the years1999 and 2000 the L2NN had 12 trigger boxes. Eah trigger box is running a FFNNor a speial parallel algorithm for dediated physis reations. This modular approahresults in easy maintenane and update of the trigger. The FFNN and the parallelalgorithm used in this analysis are desribed in the setions 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.In order to load and monitor the L2NN trigger a Themis Sun Spar two proessorVME workstation is used. An additional ard, the "spy" ard, is listening also to theL2-bus and is olleting the raw detetor data, the data preproessed by the DDBs andthe network results. Due to time onstraints this annot be performed for eah event,but is done with a rate of  10 Hz. The olleted raw detetor information is taken asinput for a bit-preise simulation of the L2NN trigger (see [76℄ and setion 6.1). Thesimulated DDB-preproessed data and the simulated network result are ompared tothe real data (online-hek).Easy and onvenient requesting and heking of the monitoring results is providedby a CGI-based6 interative web-interfae [77℄ whih was developed as part of thiswork. This web-interfae allows to ontrol the running of the L2NN only requiring anusual web-browser. The information provided inludes the system status of the Sun6ommon gateway interfae
64 Chapter 4 Trigger Systemworkstation, the urrent and arhived trigger rates, the urrent and arhived ontrolhistograms and the results of the online-heks. In order to quikly | before thetimeout of the web-server | retrieve the arhived trigger rates and ontrol histogramsa speialised database system was developed.4.2.3 Feed Forward Neural Network for the Trak-ClusterSampleSine July 1999 a FFNN is running on trigger box 8 (L2TB 8) of the L2NN in orderto trigger J= events of the trak-luster sample. The trigger box 8 is validating thehigh rate L1ST S33 (see gure 4.6).The FFNN has 8 input nodes, 6 hidden nodes and one output node. The 8 inputquantities to the network ontain information about the number of the trak maskof the DCr-trigger, the maximum and total ontent of the z vertex histogram, thenumber of bigrays, and the energy in the LAr-alorimeter and the SpaCal:trtot (see table 4.1)pvmax, pvsum (see table 4.2)nbigbwd, nbigray (see table 4.2)larife (see table 4.3)spent1, spent3 (see table 4.4)For the training of the neural network J= events of the Trak-Cluster sample of theyear 1997 were used. These events were seleted for an analysis ontributing to [14℄.During the development of this neural network the L1ST S33 was reated. In order totake the bakground situation of the new S33 into aount, bakground events had tobe taken from the year 1999. The development of the S33 and training of the neuralnetwork are desribed in [66℄. The neural network is operated in the L2NN with athreshold value of the output node of 0:68, whih orresponds to a working point at aneÆieny of 94% and a rate redution of a fator 16 (rejetion of 93:8%). The eÆienyversus rejetion plot ontaining the working point is shown in gure 4.7.4.2.4 SpaCal-Bak-To-Bak Algorithm for the Cluster-ClusterSampleOn trigger box 6 (L2TB 6) a speial parallel algorithm, the SpaCal-Bak-to-Bak(SBaBa) [68℄, is running. This algorithm is designed to detet the bak-to-bak topol-ogy of the two lusters in the SpaCal of the deay eletrons of the J= in the luster-luster topology. The trigger box 6 is validating the high rate L1ST S40 (see gure 4.6).The SBaBa-algorithm uses the 20  20 SIET-bits of the medium threshold as input(see setion 4.1.4). The information is transfered in the 61 bitpaked words splli andsplhj. The 400 trigger bits are mapped by a parallelised vetor-matrix multipliationto 64 topologial masks. These masks have a setor-like shape and the masks in theentral region of the SpaCal are smaller than those in the outer part. A mask is
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Figure 4.6: For the trigger box 6 (luster-luster sample) and the trigger box 8 (trak-lustersample) the input rate from level 1 (middle line) and the output rate of level 2 are shown(lower line) versus time. The orresponding sale is the logarithmi sale on the right side inHz. From the input and output rates the rejetion of the trigger boxes are alulated (upperline). The orresponding sale is the linear sale on the left side in perent. The gures showthe rates for 24 hours (Feb. 20, 2000). The dereasing rate from level 1 shows the dereasingbeam urrents with time (see gure 2.2).



















Figure 4.7: The eÆieny versus the rejetion of the FFNN for the trak-luster sample isshown. The eÆieny is the fration of signal events, whih pass the network deision. Therejetion is the the fration of bakground events, whih are lassied as bakground. Thedierent points result from a variation of the threshold value (output ut) of the neuron inthe output layer. In order to obtain the values for eÆieny and rejetion the independenttest sample (see setion 4.2.1) was used. The data for the plot are taken from [66℄. Theworking point of the network is hosen to be at an output ut of 0:68, whih is marked bythe ross. The eÆieny versus rejetion plot is a handle on the performane of the FFNN.The performane is better, if the urve is loser to the point (1,1).
4.3 Trigger Level 4 67ativated, if one of the ontained SIET-bit is set. Eah of the mask is then assoiatedwith one proessor node of the CNAPS-hip in order to allow fast parallel proessing.The next steps of the algorithm are explained using an example (see gure 4.8). Anevent with two bak-to-bak lusters in the SpaCal is onsidered. The SIET-bits ofone luster ativate a mask A. The SBaBa-algorithm heks two onditions: Bak-to-bak ondition: For the mask A a orresponding bak-to-bak zone isdened. It is then heked, if there is an ativated mask in the bak-to-bak zoneof mask A. In this example it is the mask B. Veto ondition: Around the mask A a neutral zone is dened. It is heked, if amask is ativated, whih does not belong to the neutral zone or the bak-to-bakzone. In this example there is no suh mask.A fullled bak-to-bak ondition and failed orresponding veto ondition is neededfor a positive trigger deision of the SBaBa. The bak-to-bak ondition and theveto ondition are performed for all 64 masks, whih is implemented as parallel salarproduts.The algorithm is designed to have an uniform eÆieny up to a violation of the bak-to-bak ondition of 30Æ. This diretly aets the shape of the bak-to-bak and neutralzone.In addition to the topologial onditions the SIET-bits of the low threshold around thebeam pipe are used as a veto. The total proessing time on the CNAPS hip is 7:9 s.
Figure 4.8: The "steps" of the SpaCal-Bak-To-Bak algorithm are shown: a) For the twolusters two SIET bits re, shown in dark gray. The ativated mask is shown as a dashed box.b) The orresponding bak-to-bak zone for the mask is highlighted. ) In the bak-to-bakzone an ative mask is found. The bak-to-bak ondition is fullled. d) The bak-to-bakzone and the neutral zone are highlighted. Outside of both zones no ative mask is found.The veto ondition is not fullled. The "steps" are alulated in parallel on the CNAPS hip.
4.3 Trigger Level 4At the trigger level 4 the detetor is fully read out and the detetor data is fullyavailable on trigger level. The information is stored in an event buer with a apaity
68 Chapter 4 Trigger Systemof 30 events. After the information for one event is synhronised (event builder) a fullevent reonstrution is performed.The strategy of the trigger level 4 is, that only events tagged by nders pass and are sentto permanent storage. A nder is a small software routine designed to selet events ofa speial physis lass. For monitoring purposes a small fration of the rejeted eventsis kept. Events not tagged by a nder get a high presale, alled L4 weight, of  100.Aording to the nders the events get a lassiation bit.Regarding the dierent event topologies of the trak-luster and luster-luster events(see setion 3) the nders JPSPATC and JPSPAC7 are used in this analysis. The ndersare desribed in the following in the order JPSPAC, JPSPATC in order to start with asimpler nder and to proeed to the more ompliated one: JPSPAC: This nder selets events of the photoprodution J= luster-lustertopology. All eletromagneti lusters in the SpaCal have to full the require-ments on the energy and the radius of the luster: E > 3GeV and rl < 5 m.An additional energy ut is applied on the energy Emax of the most energetiluster in the SpaCal. The ut value depends on the distane Rl of the lusterfrom the z-axis: Emax > 12GeV for Rl < 15 mEmax > 7GeV for Rl < 25 mEmax > 5GeV for Rl  25 m JPSPATC: The nder selets events of the photoprodution J= and  trak-luster topology and the eletroprodution J= trak-luster topology, wherethe beam eletron is sattered into the SpaCal. The algorithms for the bothphotoprodution nders are similar. For all lusters onsidered a minimal energyof 0:2GeV and a maximal radius of 5 m is required. For all traks onsidereda maximal distane-of-losest- approah to the z-axis of 4 m, a minimal traklength of 10 m, a minimal transverse momentum of 0:15GeV and a maximaldistane of the starting point of the trak to the z-axis of 50 m are required.There have to be 1 or 2 lusters in the SpaCal and 1 to 4 traks in the entralregion. One of the traks has to full  > mini and a orresponding lusterwith the "bak-to-bak" ondition mini < jtrak   lusterj < maxi has to exist(i 2 fJ= ;g). This luster has to full in addition an energy ut of the thefollowing form Eluster < siR  Roseti + Eoseti ; (4.7)where Eluster is the luster energy, R is the distane of the luster from the z-axis and the parameters are listed below. In addition a ut on the energy ofthe highest energy luster is applied Emaxluster < Emaxi in order to rejet eventsfrom DIS. For the  event seletion an additional lower energy ut of the type7The naming onvention for the nders is not onsistent. JPSPAC was the rst nder for J= eventsusing SpaCal information. Later the nder JPSPATC for the trak-luster events was implemented.
4.4 Trigger Level 5 69equation 4.7 is applied. The parameters are marked by "<", ">" for the upperand lower energy ut. The parameters for the J= and  sample aresJ= = 5GeV m ; RosetJ= = 10 m ; EosetJ= = 2:5GeV ;minJ= = 1:40 rad  80Æ ; minJ= = 1:64 rad  94Æ ; maxJ= = 4:64 rad  266Æ ;EmaxJ= = 20GeV ;s< = 15GeV m ; Roset;< = 10 m ; Eoset;< = 4:5GeV ;s> =  6GeV m ; Roset;> = 10 m ; Eoset;> = 24GeV ;min = 0:35 rad  20Æ ; min = 2:64 rad  151Æ ; max = 3:64 rad  209Æ ;Emax = 10:1GeV :For the eletroprodution J= trak-luster sample 1 to 4 traks and 2 to 3lusters are required. The energy E1 of the luster with highest energy hasto full E1 > 10GeV. The energy E2 of the luster with the seond highestenergy has to full a position dependent ut of the form of equation 4.7 with theparameterssJ= ;DIS = 10GeV m ; RosetJ= ;DIS = 7 m ; EosetJ= ;DIS = 3GeV :In addition to the event seletion the full event information is used in order to performan online hek of the previous trigger levels and the detetor read out. The read outof the detetor omponents and the read out of the orresponding trigger systems areompared. For example the L1ST are realulated and validated.4.4 Trigger Level 5The trigger level 5 is an oine trigger level and uses the raw-data tapes (RAWD)( 110 kByte=event) as input. On this trigger level the full event reonstrution isperformed. Originally this trigger level was planned to also rejet events. This beameobsolete when the trigger level 4 was upgraded to perform a full event reonstrution.The dierene between the event reonstrution of the online trigger level 4 and theoine trigger level 5 is, that in the oine stage information an be used, whih is onlyavailable after a run is nished. Suh information are e.g. already improved alignmentand alibration and better information about the beam position.From the raw detetor data the reonstrution builds e.g. traks and lusters. Thisinformation and a subset of the information from the raw-data tapes are written tophysis output tapes (POT) ( 150 kByte=event). The information from POT is sub-jeted to further seletion and ompression and is stored on data summary tapes (DST)( 14 kByte=event).With this multi step proess of data seletion and ompression the DST are ahieved,whih allow a onvenient physis analysis. For heks of the detetor read out, thetrigger funtionality and the performane of the event reonstrution in addition themore basi information from POT and RAWD is neessary.
70 Chapter 4 Trigger SystemAfter the data taking and the rst physis analyses better alignment and alibrationis ahieved. Taking this into aount a new event reonstrution is done using RAWDas input. The orresponding POT and DST are numbered with the reonstrutionnumber: POT1, POT2, POT3, DST1, DST2, DST3.
Chapter 5Monte Carlo Simulation
The simulation of a physis event is a two step proess: the generation and the detetor-simulation, whih are desribed in this hapter. The reonstrution of simulated eventsand real data is desribed in the next hapter.The generation step starts with the initial state partiles | here eletron and proton| and builds a set of nal state partiles with four-vetor information aording tothe physis proess being studied. A physis proess an either be simulated from rstpriniples or aording to probability distributions. In either ase a nite event sampleis produed, whih has to be large enough to represent the rihness of the proess.Tehnially this is done by throwing random numbers aording to the probabilitydistributions, whih gave this tehnique the name Monte Carlo method (MC). Theprograms are alled event-generators or generators.In the detetor-simulation step the nal state partiles are propagated through the H1detetor aording to their four-vetors and the detetor response is simulated.The reonstrution step (see hapter 6) uses the simulated detetor response in orderto build physis objets like traks and energy-lusters. The generated events whihpassed the detetor-simulation and the reonstrution are alled MC events.The MC usage and the atual physis proesses, whih are simulated, are the topi ofthe following setion.5.1 Event GeneratorsIn this analysis MC events are used in order to obtain the aeptane of the detetor, the eÆieny of subdetetors and triggers, the ontamination from other physis proesses (bakground).71
72 Chapter 5 Monte Carlo SimulationFor eah of the purposes dierent event-generators are used. In order to obtain theaeptane and the eÆienies, simulated events from proton-elasti J= photoprodu-tion (signal MC) are used (see setion 5.1.1).The ontamination from other physis proesses has several soures. These proessesshow the same basi experimental signatures as the proton-elasti J= photoprodution(signal events) (see hapter 3): detetor signals from two eletrons, detetor signals from the forward detetors (fwd.-tagged/fwd.-untagged) and an empty detetor otherwise.The ontaminating proesses (see gure 5.1) are the proton-dissoiative J= photo-prodution, the eletron pair prodution and the QED ompton sattering, whih aredesribed in the following.In the proton-dissoiative J= phototoprodution (see gure 5.1 (b)) the proton is ex-ited suh, that it dissoiates into hadrons X. This hadroni system leaves the detetoreither undeteted through the beam pipe (fwd.-untagged) or is deteted by the forwarddetetors (fwd.-tagged). The basi experimental signature is the same as for the signalevents and ontributes to bakground. The orresponding generator is desribed insetion 5.1.1.In eletron pair prodution (see gure 5.1 () and (d)) both the beam eletron and thebeam proton radiate a photon and an eletron pair is reated. If the beam eletronleaves the detetor undeteted through the beam pipe, these events also show the basiexperimental signature of signal events and ontribute to bakground. The eletronpair prodution event generator for proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative events ispresented in setion 5.1.2.In QED Compton sattering (see gure 5.1 (e) and (f)) the beam eletron radiates aphoton. If the photon hits the detetor in an area, where no photon-eletron separationis possible, or the photon onverts to an eletron-positron pair of whih only one isdeteted. The basi experimental signature is the same as for the signal events andthese events ontribute to the bakground. The QED Compton event generator is thetopi of setion 5.1.3. Proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative events an be generated.5.1.1 Vetor Meson Event Generator DiffVMThe generator DiffVM [78, 79℄ simulates the dirative prodution of vetor mesons.It is based on the Vetor Meson Dominane Model (see setion 1.2) and Regge theory(see setion 1.6). The generator is able to desribe a variety of physis proesses, i.e.the proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative prodution of dierent vetor mesons andtheir deay in dierent hannels. In this analysis the prodution of J= vetor mesonswith the deay into an e+e  pair is used.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)Figure 5.1: Feynman diagrams for the proton-elasti (a), the proton-dissoiative J= pho-toprodution (b), the eletron pair prodution ( and d) and the QED Compton sattering(e and f) are shown. The proesses (b) - (f) an exhibit the basi experimental signature ofsignal events (a).
74 Chapter 5 Monte Carlo SimulationThe parametrisation of the Q2 dependene of the ross setion is based on equation 1.11and equation 1.12. The exponent 2 in equation 1.11 is replaed by the parametern = 2:1 (5.1)and the proportionality sign of equation 1.12 is replaed by an equal sign.The parametrisation of the Wp and t dependene of the ross setion is based onequation 1.45 for the proton-elasti ase and on equation 1.61 for the proton-dissoiativease. The parameters are set to the values" = 0   1 = 0:175 ; (5.2)0 = 0:0 ; (5.3)bpelas = 4:8GeV 2 2 ; (5.4)bpdiss = 1:6GeV 2 2 : (5.5)In the ase of proton-dissoiative J= prodution the DiffVM generator inludes thefollowing parametrisation of the ross setion with the mass of the hadroni systemMX [78℄ (see also equation 1.63)dJ= ppdissdMX2 / f(MX2)MX2(1+"M ) ; (5.6)where the parameter "M an be hosen independently from " and is set to"M := 0:0808 : (5.7)For small MX < 3:6GeV= 2 the dissoiated proton is assumed to be one of the res-onanes N(1440), N(1520), N(1680) or N(1700), whih deay isotropially in theirrest system. A t to data from proton-deuterium sattering in this mass regime yieldsthe funtion f(MX2) [39℄. For larger masses MX  3:6GeV= 2 the funtion is set tof(MX2) = 1 and the fragmentation of the dissoiated proton is treated aording tothe Lund-String-Model using the JETSET program [80℄.5.1.2 Lepton Pair Prodution Event Generator LPair2The eletron pair prodution proess e+p ! e+p e+e  ontributes to the bakgroundfor the elasti J= photoprodution. The lowest order Feynman graphs are shown ingure 5.2. The main ontribution to the bakground results from the Bethe-Heitlerproess [81℄ (see gure 5.2 (a) and (b)), where both the beam eletron and beam protonradiate a photon whih satter and produe an eletron-positron pair.
5.1 Event Generators 75The generator LPair2 [82℄ simulates the Bethe-Heitler proess. The interferene be-tween the beam positron and the positron of the eletron pair is inluded.In the Cabibbo-Parisi proess (see gure 5.2 () and (d)) a photon is exhanged betweenthe beam eletron and the beam proton. The beam eletron radiates another photonwhih onverts to an eletron-positron pair. In [83, 84℄ it is shown, that additionalontributions due to the Cabibbo-Parisi proess or further proesses ontaining theradiation of a photon from the proton or the exhange of Z0 do not give signiantadditional ontribution and an be negleted.
(a) (b)
() (d)Figure 5.2: The lowest order Feynman graphs whih ontribute to the eletron pair produ-tion are shown. The graphs (a) and (b) are alled Bethe-Heitler proess and the graphs ()and (d) are alled Cabibbo-Parisi proess.5.1.3 QED Compton Sattering Event Generator COMPTONIn the QED Compton proess e+p! e+p the beam-eletron interats with the beam-proton by the exhange of a virtual photon and the beam-eletron radiates a realphoton (see gure 5.1 (e) and (f)).The simulation of the QED Compton proess is done by the COMPTON generator [85,86℄. [87℄ implemented the generation of the hadroni nal state, i.e. proton breakup.
76 Chapter 5 Monte Carlo SimulationThe elasti, resonane and ontinuum inelasti QED Compton events are generatedsimultaneously. For the prodution of the hadroni nal state with low hadroni massMX < 5GeV= 2 the EPSOFT2 pakage is used. EPSOFT2 is based on EPSOFT [88℄,whih is a generator for soft dirative and non-dirative photoprodution ollisions.For high hadroni mass MX > 5GeV= 2, where the quark parton model is valid, thefragmentation is done by PYTHIA and JETSET [89℄.5.1.4 AbbreviationsIn the legend of gures the following abbreviations for the dierent MC samples areused: DVM pel. : proton-elasti DiffVMDVM pdi. : proton-dissoiative DiffVMLPR pel. : proton-elasti LPair2LPR pdi. : proton-dissoiative LPair2COM pel.+pdi. : proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative COMPTON5.2 Detetor SimulationThe output of the dierent generator programs for eah event is a set of partiles inthe nal state with four-vetor information. In the detetor simulation these partilesare propagated through a virtual detetor and the interations of the partiles withthe detetor omponents are simulated. For this purpose the GEANT program pakage[90, 91℄ is used. It also applies MC methods. From the simulated interations and theresulting ionisations and energy depositions the detetor response is alulated. Thisis done in the H1SIM program pakage [92℄, whih inludes the GEANT program pakageand handles the simulation of the full H1 detetor. The result of the detetor simulationis detetor response information, whih has the same format as real data. The detetorresponse information is taken as input for the reonstrution (see hapter 6).
Chapter 6Reonstrution
The result of the detetor read out and of the MC simulation is detetor responseinformation, whih is aused by loalised energy depositions or ionisations. Basedon this information the reonstrution builds high level physis objets like traks orenergy lusters. The detetor response information for real data and for simulated MCevents has the same format and is proessed with the H1REC [93℄ program pakage. Forsimulated MC events the standard reonstrution inludes also the alulation of thetrigger deision.The desription of the reonstrution onentrates on the following topis essentialfor this analysis: the trigger alulation, espeially the level 2 neural network trigger(see setion 6.1), the speial BST trak nding (see setion 6.2), the reonstrution ofkinemati variables (see setion 6.3) and the treatment of the forward detetors (seesetion 6.4.3). The standard reonstrution is desribed in [93℄.6.1 Trigger CalulationThe trigger alulation is part of the H1REC [93℄ and H1TRIG program pakages. Thealulation of the trigger deision for simulated MC events is the basis for the deter-mination of the level 1 trigger eÆienies and for the hek and determination of thelevel 2 trigger eÆienies (see setion 8.4).In order to ross hek the alulation of the level 1 subtriggers S33 and S40 for thetrak-luster and luster-luster sample (see setion 4.1.6) the distribution of the level 1trigger elements for simulated MC events are ompared to data. Figure 6.1 shows goodagreement of simulation with data.The alulation of the level 2 neural network trigger (L2NN) (see setion 4.2) is per-formed by the program pakage NETSIM [76℄, whih is a part of H1TRIG. The alulationof the L2NN takes the alulated output of the level 1 subdetetor triggers as input.NETSIM performs a bit-preise simulation of the L2NN. It simulates the preproessingof the input data by the DDB (see setion 4.2.2) and the alulation of the neuralnetworks or other algorithms on the CNAPS hips.77
































































































Figure 6.1: The distribution of the level 1 trigger elements of the L1ST S33 and S40 areompared for data and MC events. The trigger elements are desribed in setion 4.1 and theabbreviations in the legend are desribed in setion 5.1.4.In gure 6.2 and gure 6.3 the distributions of the input quantities and the triggerresults for the L2TE of the trak-luster and luster-luster samples are shown for dataand MC events. The distributions agree well. Thus the simulation an be used todetermine the trigger eÆieny from MC.Further appliations of the simulation of the L2NN are the monitoring of the L2NNsystem and the training of new networks. Monitoring of the operation of the L2NNhardware is performed by omparing the trigger information delivered by the hardwareto the alulated result. This omparison is done online in regular intervals on theSun-workstation of the L2NN. It is planed to implement NETSIM into the trigger level4 in order to inrease the online-monitoring apabilities. As an oine appliationNETSIM monitors, whether onsistent data is written to tape. NETSIM omputes alsothe network inputs from already taken data. This information is used for the trainingand testing of new networks.6.2 BST Trak FindingIn the luster-luster sample both J= deay eletrons are deteted in the SpaCal andno entral traks exist. Therefore no event vertex information is available, whih wouldlead to a preise measurement of the polar angle  of the deay eletrons. In order todetermine the event vertex for luster-luster events the use of other traking detetorsis disussed.The bakward drift hamber BDC (see setion 2.2.1.5) has limited spatial extension in


































































































Figure 6.2: For the trak-luster neural network the distributions of the input quantities andthe network deision are shown. The network is desribed in setion 4.2.3. There referenesto detailed desriptions of the input quantities are given.











































Figure 6.3: For the SBaBa algorithm (see setion 4.2.4) the distribution of a subset of the61 input quantities (see setion 4.1.4) and the trigger deision are shown.z-diretion. This results in an insuÆient resolution in the polar angle  of the stan-dalone BDC traking. Therefore the BDC annot be used for the vertex determination.However, the BDC is used to improve the measurement of the spatial position of theSpaCal lusters.The preise hit information of the bakward silion traker BST (see setion 2.2.1.2)enables us to perform a trak-t in the very bakward region with suÆient resolution.Therefore an algorithm for the reonstrution of traks based on BST hit informationwas developed in this analysis in order to reonstrut an event vertex.In the following setions the algorithm of the BST trak nding is desribed.6.2.1 BST Trak Finding AlgorithmIn this analysis independent traking in the BST is not attempted. Instead a traknding proedure for a given SpaCal luster with polar angle  and azimuthal angle is implemented. The trak nding algorithm is performed for eah J= deay eletronluster.The BST-II detetor provides hit information from the r-strip detetors (setion 2.2.1.2)for the 8 planes in z-diretion with 16 segments in . The event display in gure 3.3shows r-strip hits in the xy-view. The 8 planes in z-diretion are overlaid.First step of the algorithm is to obtain a set of (r; z)1 pairs being andidates to belongingto the trak for the given luster.The BST hits are seleted by the -position of the entre of their segment seg: jseg j < 2=16. This takes the 16 segments in  of the BST into aount.For the seleted BST hits the r-position is determined. Based on the r-strip numberand the azimuthal angle  of the luster the r-position of the hit is determined. Using the shape of the r-strips is taken into aount (see gure 3.3). In this proedure1r =px2 + y2
6.2 BST Trak Finding 81the internal and external alignment2 of the BST is applied. The r-position is furtherorreted for the xy-beam position and for the beam tilt. This results in a set of (r; z)pairs for the hits whih are distributed over the 8 planes in the z-diretion.The next step is the seletion of hits, whih are used for the trak nding.Traks starting from the region of the nominal vertex ause usually hits in at most5 neighbouring planes [94℄. Therefore all 5-hit, 4-hit, 3-hit and 2-hit ombinationsin 5 neighbouring planes are used as andidates for the trak nding. The tehnialimplementation of the seletion of hit ombinations is shown in gure 6.4. This proe-dure ensures, that traks with higher number of hits are preferred to those with lowernumber of hits. The proedure yields high preision and high eÆieny.For eah of the hit ombinations a straight line t (linear regression) is performedtaking into aount also the r-position of the SpaCal luster.In the t the following errors on the radial position of the hits and the luster areused: BSTr = 12 m and SpaCalr = 0:559 m. The value for SpaCalr is obtained by"stand-alone" BST traking, i.e. the r-position of the SpaCal luster is not taken intoaount for the t. The impat position of the trak in the SpaCal and the positionof the SpaCal luster are ompared. The value of BSTr is determined requiring a atdistribution of the t probability. For further desription refer to gure 6.5.If the probability of a trak t exeeds 1% the orresponding trak is taken and thetrak nding is stopped. For the traks with 2 BST hits the following riteria arerequired in addition: The distane of the impat point of the trak to the SpaCalluster is less than 1 m; the distane of the z vertex of the trak to the run-vertex isless than 35 m; the polar angle  of the trak is less than 178Æ.The resulting trak is used for the measurement of the polar angle . The reonstrutionof the event vertex depends on the number of traks. In the ase of one trak the vertexposition is obtained ombining the trak information and information of the xy-beamposition. In the ase of two BST traks the vertex position for eah trak is determinedand for the event vertex the average is taken.6.2.2 Improvement of the Measurement of the Polar Angleand the Vertex PositionWithout BST trak nding the best hoie for the vertex position is the average vertexposition in a run zrunvtx . Using this vertex information the following resolutions for thevertex position zvtx and the polar angle  are obtained from MC simulation:(zvtx) = (10:5 0:3) m ; () = (0:52 0:02)Æ (no BST trak nding).2For the determination of the r-position of hits a routine of the oÆial BST reonstrution odeBSTREC is used. BSTREC is part of H1REC.
82 Chapter 6 Reonstrutiona) b) Figure 6.4: The seletion of hit ombi-nations for the trak t is shown.a) A look-up-table withhit-seletion-masks is used. The 8olumns represent the 8 planes of theBST-II. The lines ontain all possibleombinations of 5, 4, 3 and 2 hits onthe eight planes. The ombinations aresorted by the number of hits. A planewith a possible hit is shaded. Eah linerepresents a hit-seletion-mask.b) The ordering of the hit-seletion-maskwith equal number of hits is randomisedin order to minimise a possible bias dueto the ordering of the masks. For anatual event the hits on the BST planesare taken and stored in a hit-pattern.In the hit-pattern all planes are marked(), whih ontain one ore more hits.The hit-pattern is ompared to thehit-seletion-masks in the look-up-tablestarting from the top. If all seletedplanes of a hit-seletion-mask ontaina mark of the hit-pattern, a set ofplanes is found, whih ontain hits beingandidates for the trak t. The hitinformation is presented to the trak tproedure. If there are more than onehit per plane, a loop over the multiplehits is performed.This seletion proedure ensures, thathit ombinations with higher hit numberare presented to the trak tting beforethose with lower hit number.











s Figure 6.5: The t probability of BSTtraks tted to 3 hits is shown for data.Beyond a probability of 0.2 the distribu-tion for data is at, whih is expeted, ifthe errors taken into aount for the t arewell understood. For gaussian errors theprobability distribution is at over the fullrange. The strong rise to very low proba-bilities is due to noise hits.With the trak information from the BST trak nding the vertex resolution with oneBST trak improves to:3(zvtx) = (0:27 0:01) m ; () = (0:026 0:01)Æ (with BST trak nding).The zBSTvtx measurement based on BST traks is ompared to the zCTDvtx vertex positionfor trak-luster events. zCTDvtx is determined from the entral trak and has a resolutionof (zCTDvtx ) = (0:18 0:04) m. Using data the following resolution for the omparisonof the entral trak and the BST trak is obtained(zBSTvtx   zCTDvtx ) = (0:49 0:02) mwhih is larger than the quadrati sum of the single resolutions. In addition to thegaussian errors systemati eets like the relative alignment of the entral trakingdetetors and the BST or the xy position of the beam have to be taken into aount.Avoiding these systemati eets the zBSTvtx;1, zBSTvtx;2 positions of two BST traks areompared using a subset of the luster-luster sample where both lusters are in theaeptane of the BST: (zBSTvtx;2   zBSTvtx;1) = (0:55 0:03) m:This value is onsistent with the resolution obtained from the omparison to the entraltrak.6.2.3 Trak Finding EÆieny and Data/MC AdjustmentThe eÆieny of the BST trak nding is studied for data and MC4 with speial trak-luster samples, where the luster is in the aeptane of the BST. This sample is suited3The eet of the improved measurement on the invariant mass of the two deay eletrons of theJ= is later shown in gure 7.4. For this plot the reonstrution of the invariant mass and the eventseletion are neessary, whih are desribed in the following setions.4In this setion MC refers to proton-elasti DiffVM.
































































































































































(d)Figure 6.6: The BST trak nding eÆieny for data and MC is shown as a funtion of thepolar angle  and the azimuthal angle  for the running period 2000 e+. The four sets of plotsorrespond to dierent levels of data and MC adjustment: a) no adjustment; b) after theadjustment of the BST detetor response; ) after the adjustment of the eÆieny as funtionof  and ; d) after the adjustment of the total eÆieny as a funtion of the run number.6.2.3.1 Adjustment of the BST Detetor ResponseIn order to improve the desription of the BST trak nding eÆieny by MC the basidetetor response of the BST is studied as a rst step. The basi detetor response forthe trak nding is the BST hit information. Eah of the 8 BST-planes ontains 16setors of detetor plates, whih ontain 640 r-strips (see setion 2.2.1.2). The numberof hits per strip is shown in gure 6.7 and gure 6.8 for data and MC events. Thedierenes between data and MC an be lassied as follows:5For the trak-luster sample the bakground is originating from the QED-Compton proess andthe eletron-pair-prodution proess. The rejetion of QED-Compton bakground events is desribedin setion 7.3.4. The ontribution of the QED-Compton bakground an be negleted here (seethe ontrol distributions in gure 7.6). The remaining bakground is aused by the eletron-pair-prodution proess. Where both J= deay eletron andidates are due to harged partiles, i.e.eletron and positron.
6.2 BST Trak Finding 85
Figure 6.7: The number of hits per strip (strip number 0 to 639) are shown for the -setor4 on z-plane 2 for the running period 2000 e+. The dots represent data and the shadedhistogram MC. The upper gure ontains unorreted data and MC. Here the 'run-away'noisy strips are learly visible. The ineÆient region in the data is also not desribed by MC.In the middle gure orreted data and MC are shown: The 'run-away' noisy strips and theineÆient region are ut out. The ut-out data points are drawn in grey. In the lower gureorreted data and MC are ompared in a wider binning and agree well.
86 Chapter 6 Reonstrution
Figure 6.8: The number of hits per strip (strip number 0 to 639) are shown for the -setor12 on z-plane 4 for the running period 2000 e+. Noisy regions in the data are learly visible.For further desription refer to the desription of gure 6.7.
6.2 BST Trak Finding 87 'run-away' noisy strip, i.e. a single strip with very high number of hits omparedto the average hit number of the surrounding strips; noisy region, i.e. a region of neighbouring strips with a higher number of hits asthe average of the surrounding hits or of the detetor plate; ineÆient region, i.e. a region of strips with low operation eÆieny; dead region, i.e. a region of non operational strips; dead setor, i.e. a full setor is not operational.For the searh for the 'run-away' noisy strips a two step proess is used: In a regionof 50 strips around eah strip the mean  and standard deviation  of the numberof hits is alulated. If the entral strip has more than  + 3   hits, this strip islassied as 'run-away' noisy strip and is removed. Then a global mean and standarddeviation riterion is applied to lassify further strips as 'run-away' noisy strips. Thedead regions are also deteted as part of this automati proedure. The noisy regionsand dead setors are seleted by 'hand'.For all of the above lasses the problemati strips and regions are ut out from data andMC. The number of orretions for the dierent running periods is listed in table 6.1.run period dead 'run-away' noisy strips noisy and ine. regionssetors and dead regions1999 e  39 1750 371999 e+ 8 1953 402000 e+ 8 1606 77Table 6.1: The number of orretions for BST stips applied to data and MC are listed forthe running periods 1999 e , 1999 e+ and 2000 e+. In 1999 e  the rst two z-planes were notoperational at all, whih results in the high number of dead setors.The BST trak nding eÆieny after the orretion of the BST detetor response isshown in gure 6.6 b). This orretion improves the shape of the trak nding eÆienyas a funtion of the polar angle  and azimuthal angle , but further orretions areneessary.6.2.3.2 Adjustment of the BST Trak Finding EÆieny as a Funtion ofthe Angles  and  in MCThe eÆieny of the trak nding in MC is adjusted to the eÆieny determined fromthe data. The proedure is desribed in the following.The statistis in the data sample is not suÆient for a two dimensional (; ) orretionof the trak nding eÆieny. Therefore the eÆieny in MC is adjusted in two steps.First the eÆieny is adjusted to data as a funtion of the azimuthal angle  and thenas a funtion of the polar angle . The adjustment as a funtion of  is the main eet,while the adjustment as a funtion of  is only a small orretion of up to  2%.


























































































































Figure 6.9: The BST trak nd-ing eÆieny is orreted in MCseparately for the run ranges in2000 e+: a) run number < 269000,b) 269000 < run number < 272000 and) 272000 < run number. In the runrange b) is a drop in the eÆieny for180Æ <  < 360Æ. After orretion MCdesribes the eÆieny in the data for allthree run ranges.The MC adjustment is shown in detail for the running period 2000 e+. For the runningperiods 1999 e  and 1999 e+ the same proedures are applied. For these running periodsonly the nal adjustment is presented in setion 6.2.3.4.6.2.3.3 Adjustment of the total BST Trak Finding EÆieny as a Funtionof the run number in MCIn gure 6.10 the total eÆieny of the BST trak nding is shown as a funtion of therun number for the running periods 1999 e+ and 2000 e+.76This is also visible in the event yield (see gure 8.2).7The running period 1999 e  is not used in this analysis, as explained in setion 6.2.3.4.
6.2 BST Trak Finding 89The run range 290000 to 272000 in 2000 e+ with lower eÆieny is already well or-reted, by splitting up 2000 e+ in three regions. The run dependent orretion is a smalladjustment. The nal adjusted BST trak nding eÆieny is shown in gure 6.6 d).The running period 1999 e+ has not suÆient statistis to allow orretions like theprevious setions in smaller ranges. Therefore the run dependent orretion for therunning period 1999 e+ is larger.6.2.3.4 Final adjusted EÆienies for the dierent Running PeriodsThe nal orreted eÆienies of the BST trak nding for the dierent running periodsare shown in gure 6.11.In the running period 1999e  the rst two z-planes were not operational at all. Thisauses the low trak nding eÆieny for the low values of the polar angle  (seegure 6.11 a)). In this running period the BST was generally not working well. Thisresults in a low eÆieny. Although the orreted eÆienies in data and MC agreewell, the running period 1999 e  is exluded due to the small statistis and the unstabledetetor situation. 8The BST trak nding eÆieny applies to a single trak. For luster-luster eventswith two BST traks the orretions are applied independently for eah trak. Here, theeet of the trak nding eÆieny applies squared. In the ase of the small eÆienyin the running period 1999 e  the squared eÆieny is 'vanishing'.For the running periods 1999 e+ and 2000 e+ and the ombined run range 1999 e+ +2000 e+ the nal orreted BST trak nding eÆienies in data and MC agree well.The larger errors for the running period 1999 e+ are aused by the smaller statistis.6.2.3.5 Coherent LossA speial kind of ineÆieny of the BST are the so alled oherent losses, whih areaused by several reasons due to the detetor struture and the readout mehanism.The onversion of the analog detetor signals to digital signals depends on the gainof the preampliers and on the oset of the FADC's9. Due to the quadrant-wisereadout struture an overow results in a 'hot' quadrant with more than 500 hitsand an underow results in a 'silent' quadrant with no hits. In the online hit ndingproedure all hits of a 'hot' quadrant are rejeted. For both ases | 'hot' and 'silent'quadrants | the online hit nding proedure fails. In addition also problems in thepipeline ounters and in the data aquisition add to oherent losses [96, 49℄. The eetof oherent losses is studied in detail in [49℄ and amounts to  4%.Due to the method of adjusting MC to the data, the eet of oherent losses is alreadyovered. A systemati error of 3% is applied[96℄.8The low eÆieny of the BST trak nding in the running period 1999 e  is also visible in theevent yield as a funtion of the run number (see gure 8.2).9Fast Analog Digital Converter


































































































































1999 e+ 2000 e+ data
MC
Figure 6.10: The total BST trak nding eÆieny for data and MC is shown as a funtionof the run number for the running periods 1999 e+ and 2000 e+. The four plots orrespondto dierent levels of data and MC adjustment: a) no adjustment; b) after the adjustmentof the BST detetor response; ) after the adjustment of the eÆieny as funtion of  and; d) after the adjustment of the total eÆieny as a funtion of the run number. The runrange from 269000 to 272000 in the running period 2000 e+ with lower eÆieny is desribedin setion 6.2.3.2.
































































































































































(d)Figure 6.11: The BST trak nding eÆieny for data and MC is shown as a funtion ofthe polar angle  and the azimuthal angle  for the following running periods: a) 1999 e ,b) 1999 e+, ) 2000 e+, d) 1999 e+ + 2000 e+.6.2.4 Comparison to the Standard BST TrakingNo traking for the BST-II was available at the beginning of this analysis. Thereforethe BST trak nding desribed above was developed. Now also a traking developedby the BST group [49℄ exists. This standard BST traking is based on a sagitta riterionof hits in three neighbouring planes for the pattern mathing of traks.For the omparison of the two algorithms standard BST traks are taken into aount,whih are in a wide10 window around the SpaCal luster:  < 1Æ and  < 360Æ=16.The eÆieny for a standard BST trak in this wide window is 0:72 0:01, if a trakof the BST trak nding exist. The eÆieny for a trak of the BST trak nding is0:95 0:01, if a standard BST trak exists. The BST trak nding of this analysis hasa  1:3 1:4 times higher eÆieny than the standard BST traking. This is espeiallyimportant, sine the eÆieny enters quadratially in the luster-luster sample withboth lusters in BST aeptane.10The -range is wide, ompared to the resolution in  presented in setion 6.3.
92 Chapter 6 Reonstrution6.3 Reonstrution of Kinemati VariablesFor this analysis the following kinemati variables are needed: 11 me+e  the invariant mass of the two deay eletrons of the J= vetor meson, p2t the transverse momentum squared of the J= vetor meson, t the four-momentum transfer squared at the proton vertex (see equation 1.14)and Wp the p entre-of-mass energy (see equation 1.4).The reonstrution of the kinemati variables is based on angular and energy informa-tion of the reonstruted physis objets traks and lusters.In photoprodution the sattered beam eletron is not deteted. Therefore no informa-tion about the beam eletron an be obtained. Also no kinemati information about thesattered beam proton is available. From the possible detetor response of the forwarddetetors no kinemati information is obtained. This leaves the two deay eletrons ofthe J= vetor meson as only soure of information for the kinemati variables.For the lusters in the SpaCal the harge of the partile annot be diretly obtained,beause the trak urvature of the orresponding trak annot be measured. For thetrak-luster sample the harge of the luster-partile is hosen opposite to the hargeof the trak-partile and the eet of the magneti eld is taken into aount (seegure 6.12). In the luster-luster sample only for few J= deay eletron andidateswith low azimuthal angle  a harge information from the entral traking detetoris available. In the ase of harge information the harge of the other J= deayeletron andidate is hosen to be opposite. If no harge information is available, bothJ= deay eletron andidates get no harge assigned. This results in a triple peakstruture in the resolution plot for azimuthal angle 1 for eletron 1 and in a wide peakfor the resolution in azimuthal angle 2 for eletron 2 (see gure 6.13).The invariant mass me+e  of the J= deay eletron system is alulated by the anglesand energies of the deay eletron andidatesme+e 2 = (pe+ + pe )2 (6.1)= 4Ee+Ee  sin2 (=2) ;where pe+ and pe  are the four-momenta and Ee+ and Ee  the energies of the J= deay eletron andidates in the laboratory system.  is the opening angle betweenthe J= deay eletron andidates in the laboratory system. For the trak-luster andluster-luster sample the energy resolution of the J= deay eletron andidates andthe resolution of the invariant mass are shown in gure 6.12 and gure 6.13.12

























































































































Figure 6.12: Trak-luster: The dierene between reonstruted and generated values forthe energy and angle of the deay eletrons and the opening angle  and the invariant massme+e  are shown.


























































































































Figure 6.13: Cluster-luster: The dierene between reonstruted and generated valuesfor the energy and angle of the deay eletrons and the opening angle  and the invariantmass me+e  are shown. In the distributions of the azimuthal angle re;1=2   gen;1=2 theeet of the unknown harge is visible. For some eletrons with low azimuthal angle  aharge information is avaliable. This results in the triple peak struture of the re;1   gen;1distribution and the wide distribution of re;2   gen;2.
6.3 Reonstrution of Kinemati Variables 95For the reonstrution of the kinemati variable t the approximation jtj  p2t (seeequation 1.14) annot be diretly used. Though the approximation is very well fullledin the photoprodution ase, the detetor eets limit the resolution on the measuredp2t . In gure 6.14 the reonstruted p2t is ompared to the generated p2t and generatedjtj. The main eet is the limited resolution in the reonstrution of p2t .An unfolding method is applied in order to improve the measurement by treatingthe migration due to the limited resolution in p2t . The unfolding method uses the(p2t re; jtjgen) information from the simulation. In setion 8.2 the binning in p2t is in-trodued. The handling of migration and the unfolding proedure is presented insetion 8.6.For general DIS events without information about the sattered beam eletron (NC) orthe sattered neutrino (CC), the hadron method or Jaquet-Blondel method [97℄ is usedto alulate yJB, where only information from the hadroni nal state is used. Appliedto the photoprodution of J= vetor mesons the hadroni nal state onsists of theJ= , respetively its deay eletrons. The hadron method alulates for the hadroninal state the variable  =Xi (Ei   pz;i) ; (6.2)where the summation takes all partiles of the hadroni nal state | here the J= deay eletrons | into aount and Ei is the energy and pi the momentum of partile i.Using the variable  the kinemati variable yJB is obtained by the hadron methodyJB = 2Ee ; (6.3)where Ee is the energy of the inident eletron beam. With equation 1.4 the p entre-of-mass energy is obtained Wp2  yJB s+m2p ; (6.4)where mp is the mass of the proton. The resolution for yJB and Wp is shown ingure 6.14 for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample. In setion 8.2 the binning inWp is introdued. It is shown, that the migration is small and no unfolding proedureis neessary.11The invariant mass me+e  is used in setion 8.3 for the signal extration. The kinemati variablesp2t , t and Wp are used in setion 8.2 and setion 8.6 for the binning of the ross setion measurement.12The eet of the BST traking on the distribution of the reonstruted invariant mass is shownin gure 7.4. For the understanding of this plot the event seletion is neessary, whih is desribed inhapter 7. Mass signals in bins of the kinemati variablesWp and p2t are used for the signal extrationand are presented in setion 8.3 and appendix A.



































































































































Figure 6.14: The reonstruted and generated values for the variables p2t , jtj, yJB and Wpare ompared for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample.
6.4 Alignment and Calibration 976.4 Alignment and CalibrationIn this setion speial alignment and alibration of detetor omponents are desribed.The SpaCal alorimeter is aligned using the BST trak nding. A alibration forthe energy measurement of the lusters in the SpaCal is applied. The alignment andalibration of the SpaCal is done for both, data and MC. The desription of the forwarddetetor response is adjusted in MC to data.The distribution of the vertex position zvtx is adjusted in MC to data.6.4.1 SpaCal AlignmentBST trak nding is used to improve the relative alignment between the BST and theSpaCal. For this purpose the r-position of the SpaCal luster is not taken into aountfor the traking. The resulting trak is extrapolated to the SpaCal. The alignmentparameters for data and MC in table 6.2 are obtained.run period x ydata 1999 e   0:10 0:02 m  0:18 0:02 mdata 1999 e+  0:09 0:01 m  0:20 0:01 mdata 2000 e+  0:06 0:02 m  0:19 0:01 mMC all  0:22 0:02 m  0:05 0:01 mTable 6.2: The SpaCal is shifted by the alignment parameters x and y in order toimprove the relative alignment betweeen the BST and the SpaCal.6.4.2 SpaCal Energy CalibrationThe standard energy alibration of the SpaCal alorimeter uses the position of thekinemati peak of the sattered beam eletron at  27:5GeV. This method leads toa good alibration for high energies but not for low energies. In this analysis energiesdown to  4GeV are used. Therefore an additional alibration is needed.The alibration for low energies was developed in [87, 98℄ using elasti QED Comptonevents with the aim to provide a alibration down to energies 4GeV. First MC is ali-brated in suh a way, that it desribes data. Then an additional "absolute" alibrationis applied on both data and MC. The distribution of the energy alibration fators fordata and MC are shown in gure 6.15.For the alibration QED Compton events from the running period 1997 are used. Sinethe SpaCal detetor is unhanged from 1997 to 2000, this alibration is applied in thisanalysis. The quality of the alibration is heked by omparing the position of themass peak to the value of the the J= mass mJ= = (3:09688  0:00004)GeV. Ingure 6.16 this omparison is done for data and MC. The alibration provides betteragreement of the mass peak position with the J= mass.
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Figure 6.16: The J= mass peak for data and MC for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample are shown.For the plots in the rst line standard SpaCal alibration is applied, i.e. no additional alibration ("no alib.").For the plots in the seond line the alibration desribed in the text is applied. The alibration shifts in dataand MC the peak position to the mass of the J= : mJ= = (3:09688  0:00004)GeV. The t parameter P3represents the peak position. For the event seletion refer to hapter 7. The t proedure is desribed in detailin setion 8.3.




































































































































Figure 6.17: Trak-luster: The detetor response of the forward detetors, the results ofthe uts on the forward detetors, the logial ORfwd of these uts and the distribution of thekinemati variables p2t and Wp are shown. Data is ompared to a set of MC, whih ontainsproton-elasti and proton-dissoiative ontributions from DiffVM, LPair2 and COMPTON MCevents.




























































































































Figure 6.18: Cluster-luster: The detetor response of the forward detetors, the results ofthe uts on the forward detetors, the logial ORfwd of these uts and the distribution of thekinemati variables p2t and Wp are shown. Data is ompared to a set of MC, whih ontainsproton-elasti and proton-dissoiative ontributions from DiffVM, LPair2 and COMPTON MCevents.
102 Chapter 6 Reonstrutiontrak-luster luster-lusterhzvtxi [ m℄ zvtx [ m℄ hzvtxi [ m℄ zvtx [ m℄data 3:6 0:2 11:2 0:2 2:7 0:3 11:7 0:2unorreted MC 2:2 0:2 10:7 0:2 0:9 0:3 10:9 0:2orreted MC 3:4 0:2 11:0 0:2 2:2 0:3 11:1 :02Table 6.3: Gaussian ts are applied to the distributions of the zvtx position of data, unor-reted and orreted MC. The mean value hzvtxi and the width zvtx are listed.6.4.4 zvtx ReweightingThe distribution of the vertex position zvtx dier in data and MC. Gaussian ts areapplied to the distributions and the MC events are reweighted aordingly. In table 6.3the values of the mean value hzvtxi and the width zvtx are listed for data, unorretedand orreted MC for both the trak-luster and the luster-luster sample.
Chapter 7Seletion of J= Mesons inPhotoprodutionIn this hapter the seletion of J= vetor mesons in photoprodution is desribed.First the run and event seletion, i.e. uts1 whih ensure a well operating detetor, aredesribed. Then the kinemati seletion and the trigger seletion are presented. Bothtake into aount the topology of the J= events for the seletion. While the kinematiseletion is applied on analysis level the trigger seletion is applied during data taking.7.1 Run SeletionIn this setion uts are presented, whih ensure a well operating detetor system, i.e.a minimum set of operational subdetetors, trigger omponents and readout systems.This set depends on the analysed physis proess. For the seletion of trak-lusterand luster-luster events the following detetor omponents are neessary either fora measurement or a veto for/against e.g. traks: entral traking system (see se-tion 2.2.1.3), LAr alorimeter (see setion 2.2.2.1), SpaCal (see setion 2.2.2.2), PRT(see setion 2.2.4), FMD (see setion 2.2.3.2) and BST (see setion 2.2.1.2) (only luster-luster).The status of detetor omponents is reorded for eah run, i.e. a time period ofexperimentally stable running (see setion 2.1). In order to ensure a well operatingdetetor system uts on the following information are performed: the run quality, the readout status, the trigger phase, the status of the level 1 subtrigger and1Seletion riteria are alled uts. 103
104 Chapter 7 Seletion of J= Mesons in Photoprodution unstable runs.Depending on the overall detetor performane, bakground situation or problems withthe readout runs are lassied as "good", "medium" or "poor" (run quality). Thislassiation takes the main detetor omponents (entral traking hambers, LAralorimeter, SpaCal et.) into aount. In this analysis a run quality of "good" isrequired for the event seletion.Aording to the requirements of the speialised physis analysis heks on the readoutstatus of detetor omponents are done. The readout of the detetor is divided intoseveral branhes, the so alled TAXI branhes2, for dierent subdetetor systems. Thestatus of the branhes is stored bit-enoded for eah run. In this analysis the followingbranhes are required to be in readout: LAr alorimeter trigger, LAr alorimeter ADC3and SpaCal, entral drift hambers CJC1 and CJC2, multi wire proportional hambers(CIP, COP), silion detetors (e.g. BST) (only for luster-luster).The trigger phase (see setion 4) is set aording to the beam ondition and the bak-ground situation during a luminosity ll (see setion 2.1). Espeially in the beginningof a luminosity ll | trigger phase 1 | the traking detetors annot be swithed on,due to the severe bakground situation. Therefore this analysis uses only runs withtrigger phase 2 to 4.The status of a level 1 subtrigger is stored in the so alled L1ST-enable-ag. It on-tains the information, if the orresponding L1ST is operational. For the trak-lusterseletion the operation of the subtrigger S33 has to be enabled; for the luster-lusterseletion the operation of the subtrigger S40. At this stage it is heked only, that theL1ST is operational, not the trigger deision.In addition to the previous seletion riteria some unstable runs are rejeted due tounstable performane of dierent detetor omponents: PRT or FMD has high noise;FMD is not operational; L2NN is not working; CJC1, CJC2 have a broken wire in1999; the L2 neural network for the trak-luster topology is not installed in someranges of year 1999; trigger level 4 is in transparent mode; trigger level 2 and 4 are intransparent mode; trigger level 4 is not working.7.2 Event SeletionIn addition to the detetor status, whih is reorded for eah run, the informationabout the detetor status for shorter timeslies is available. During data taking every 10 s the status of hardware omponents is heked and written to a database. Thisinformation is aessible for eah single event (event wise status information).H1 uses the so alled high-voltage-bit system, whih reates the high-voltage bits (HV-bits), and the slow ontrol system, whih reates the BBL3-bits. A failure of the or-responding hardware system is represented by a bit set. The reorded information is2The name TAXI branh omes from the name of the read out hardware: VME-TAXI[100℄.3analog digital onverter
7.3 Kinemati Cuts 105dierently delayed for the individual status bits, sine it takes time from seonds to aminute for the high voltage system and the slow ontrol system to build the detetorstatus information. Even though the information is delayed, the event wise detetorinformation is used to selet events, as reommended and disussed in [101℄.Aording to the detetor requirements for this analysis (see setion 7.1) the followingstatus bits are used:HV-bits: CJC1, CJC2, CIP, COP (only trak-luster), BST (only luster-luster),SpaCal, luminosity systemBBL3-bits: CJC1+CJC2, SpaCal and the low and high voltage status of CIP+COP,LAr alorimeter ADC and luminosity system.The COP has negligible geometrial aeptane for luster-luster events (see gure 2.4)and is therefore only required for the trak-luster sample.The event wise detetor status informations enables to use those runs, in whih somedetetor omponents are not operational for a short time. The fration of the runuseful for physis analysis is determined and the luminosity for the run is orretedaordingly.47.3 Kinemati CutsIn this setion the seletion riteria are desribed, whih selet events aording to theJ= topology. In order to be able to treat data and MC events in the same way thefollowing proedure is applied.The seletion of the events from real data is done in a two step proess. The rststep uses DST (see setion 4.4) as input and performs a 'soft' seletion, whih is alledpreseletion. Only for those events, whih full the preseletion, information is writtenin the Ntuple-format to HBOOK les.The seletion of MC events uses generated-simulated-reonstruted events as input.Here the information is written in the Ntuple-format for all events. This is neessaryfor the alulation of eÆienies. The preseletion deision is added to the Ntuple.Data and MC events are subjeted to the same seletion starting from the Ntuple.The seletion is separated into the following groups of uts, whih are desribed in thefollowing setions:5 basi uts: preseletion (see setion 7.3.1), angular uts: uts on the angle of the J= deay eletron andidates (seesetion 7.3.2),4The alulation of the luminosity takes also other eets into aount and is the topi of setion 8.1.5The ordering of the ut groups is based on the determination of the eÆienies in setion 8.4.
106 Chapter 7 Seletion of J= Mesons in Photoprodution energy uts: uts on the energy and transverse momentum of the J= deayeletron andidates (see setion 7.3.3), misellaneous uts (see setion 7.3.4), mass ut: window ut on the invariant mass of the J= deay eletron andidates(see setion 7.3.5), BST ut: BST trak requirement for the luster-luster sample (see setion 7.3.6), trigger uts: ut on trigger level 1, 2 and 4 (see setion 7.3.4) forward lassiation (see setion 7.5).7.3.1 Basi CutsThe basi uts are the seletion riteria applied in the preseletion. Although most ofthe uts are applied on analysis level in stronger version, the preseletion uts haveto be treated separately | as explained in setion 7.3 | beause of the eÆienydetermination (see setion 8.4).The preseletion uts use properties of entral traks, energy lusters in the LAralorimeter and the SpaCal. Aording to the nomenlature 'trak-luster' and 'luster-luster' sample, in the following 'trak' refers always to a trak in the entral trakingsystem and 'luster' refers to an energy deposition in the SpaCal. Traks resultingfrom the BST trak nding are expliitely alled 'BST-traks' and energy depositionsin the LAr alorimeter are alled LAr-lusters.The trak seletion is based on [102℄. There, small trak segments are ombined anddouble ounting of trak andidates is avoided. The following uts are applied on thetrak andidates: trak > 20Æ ; (7.1)trak < 160Æ ;ptrak > 0:6GeV=  ;ptrakt > 0:15GeV=  ;DCAtrak < 2:0 m ;rtrakstart < 50:0 m ;ltrak > 10:0 m for trak < 150Æ ;ltrak > 5:0 m for trak > 150Æ ;elqual  poor ;where trak, ptrak, ptrakt are the polar angle, the momentum and the transverse mo-mentum of the trak andidate. DCAtrak is the distane of losest approah of the trakto the beam axis and rtrakstart is the distane of the starting point of the trak to the
7.3 Kinemati Cuts 107beam axis in the xy-plane. The dierent ut values for the trak length ltrak take thegeometry of the traking hambers at large polar angle  into aount (see gure 2.4).The quantity elqual is a handle for the partile identiation of the trak andidateas originating from an eletron. The energy deposition of hadrons, e.g. pions, in theLAr alorimeter (see setion 2.2.2.1) is less than the energy deposition of eletronswith the same energy (non ompensating alorimeter). The hadroni and eletromag-neti shower also dier in shape. In order to determine elqual the trak andidate isprolonged to the LAr alorimeter. On basis of alorimeter ells the energy in the ele-tromagneti part and the hadroni part, the weighted distane of the alorimeter ellto the trak, the weighted shower depth and the ratio of the energy deposition in thealorimeter to the trak momentum is alulated. The evaluation of the shower shapeis neessary due to the low energy deposition in the alorimeter. Taking the ontribu-tions into aount, the quality riterion elqual is reated. For a detailed desriptionrefer to [68℄. For the event seletion the low riterion 'elqual  poor' is used.For the trak-luster seletion exatly one trak fullling the onditions in equation 7.1is required. For the luster-luster seletion no trak andidate passing the riteria inequation 7.1 is allowed.The onditions for the luster andidates in the SpaCal are dierent for the trak-luster(TC) and luster-luster (CC) seletion:TC : Eluster > 3:0GeV ; luster > 150ÆCC : Eluster > 3:5GeV ; maxfElusterg > 5:0GeVTC and CC : rluster < 4 m ; Elusterhad < 0:5GeV (7.2)Eluster, luster, rluster are the energy, the polar angle and the radius ('size') of thelusters. Elusterhad is the energy in the hadroni SpaCal behind a luster in the ele-tromagneti SpaCal. For the desription of the uts on rluster and Elusterhad refer tosetion 7.3.4. The values for the energy uts are motivated by gure 3.4 and gure 3.5.For the trak-luster seletion one luster and for the luster-luster seletion two lus-ters have to full the onditions in equation 7.2. In addition to these lusters additional4 lusters are allowed, whih are used in setion 7.3.4.An opening angle  > 50Æ in the xy-plane between the two deay eletron andidatesis required.7.3.2 Angular CutsThe deay eletron andidates are sorted by the polar angle . For the trak-lustersample the index 1 refers to the 'trak' and the index 2 to the 'luster'. The followinguts on the polar angle of the deay eletrons are applied for the trak-luster (TC)and the luster-luster (CC) sample:80Æ < TC1 < 155Æ ; 160Æ < CC1 < 174:0Æ ;160Æ < TC2 < 177Æ ; 160Æ < CC2 < 175:5Æ :
108 Chapter 7 Seletion of J= Mesons in PhotoprodutionThe polar angle ranges are basially determined by the the aeptane of the or-responding detetor omponents: the entral traking hambers 20Æ <  < 160Æ (seesetion 2.2.1.3), the LAr alorimeter 4Æ <  < 153Æ (see setion 2.2.2.1) and the SpaCal153Æ <  < 177:5Æ (see setion 2.2.2.2).The lower limit of 80Æ for the polar angle TC1 of the trak in the trak-luster seletionis determined by the L4 nder JPSPATC (see setion 4.3). The lower limit of 160Æfor the polar angle TC2 for the luster in the trak-luster seletion is a remnant ofthe preseletion. Its purpose is a lear lassiation as 'trak' and 'luster' for thetrak-luster sample.For the other limits refer to the distribution of the polar angle of the J= deayeletron andidates in gure 7.6 and gure 7.7 for both samples, trak-luster andluster-luster. There all uts desribed in this hapter are applied with exeption ofthe ut on the orresponding polar angle and the forward lassiation (see setion 7.5).It is visible, that the other uts | mainly the energy uts | work as impliit -uts.The expliit  uts are therefore very soft uts. They are applied with view on thedetermination of the geometrial aeptane in setion 8.2.1.The ut CC1 < 174Æ ensures for the luster-luster sample, that at least one SpaCalluster is in the geometri aeptane of the L1 trigger element SPCLe IET > 1 (seesetion 4.1.4).An additional impliit -ut is applied. Events with one luster in the xy-regions ofineÆient SpaCal trigger ells are not seleted for the analysis. The xy-regions varywith the run number [103℄.7.3.3 Energy CutsThe following uts on the momentum p1, the energy E1 and E2 and the transversemomentum pt;1 and pt;2 of the J= deay eletron andidates are applied for trak-luster (TC) and luster-luster (CC) seletion:pTC1 > 0:8GeV=  ; ECC1 > 4:2GeV ;ETC2 > 4:2GeV ; ECC2 > 4:2GeV ;ETC2 > 6:0GeV (in SpaCal-box) ; maxECC1 ; ECC2 	 > 6:0GeV ;pTCt;1 > 0:7GeV=  ; pCCt;1 > 1:0GeV=  ;pTCt;2 > 0:7GeV=  ; pCCt;2 > 1:0GeV=  :The energy and momentum distributions are shown in gure 7.6 and gure 7.7. There,all uts with exeption of the ut on the orresponding quantity and the forwardlassiation (see setion 7.5) are applied. The trigger seletion leads to impliit energyuts. The distributions show, that the above uts are soft. They are applied, in orderto determine the ombined aeptane of the angular and energy uts in setion 8.2.1.The ut 'ETC2 > 6:0GeV (in SpaCal-box)' is neessary, beause the L1 subtrigger S33(see setion 4.1.6) ontains the trigger element SPCLe IET CEN 3 (see setion 4.1.4).This trigger element is built from SpaCal trigger information from the entral region:




















MC Figure 7.1: The eÆ-ieny of the trigger ele-ment SPCLe IET CEN 3 asa funtion of the energyis shown for data andMC. The spatial rangeis restrited to the en-tral region of the SpaCal: 24:5 m < x < 16:6 m, 17:2 m < y < 24:5 m.The following ut on the reonstruted squared transverse momentum p2t of the J= isapplied to data and MC events: 6p2t < 1:2GeV2= 2 for fwd.-untagged events,p2t < 5:0GeV2= 2 for fwd.-tagged events.Using this ut the proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative ross setions of the J= photoprodution are equal and the MC ontributions an be mixed taking the samenumber of generated events for eah sample [84, 104, 105℄.7.3.4 Misellaneous CutsThe following seletion riteria are applied for the trak-luster (TC) and the luster-luster (CC) seletion: TC and CC : rluster < 3:5 m ;TC and CC : jzvtx   zrunvtx j < 40 m ;TC : jpeslus < 0:06 ;CC : jpeslus < 0:04 :The lateral size of lusters rluster in the eletromagneti SpaCal is a good handle forthe separation of hadroni and eletromagneti shower. This is possible due to thene segmentation of the eletromagneti SpaCal and the Moliere radius of 25:5 mm6For the nomenlature 'fwd.-untagged' and 'fwd.-tagged' refer to setion 3, setion 6.4.3 or se-tion 7.5.




















s cluster-cluster Figure 7.2: The energyfration jpeslus is shownfor the the trak-lusterand luster-luster samplefor data (dots) and MCevents (solid line).Usually a ut on yJB is applied in order to rejet QED-Compton events[68, 109℄. Inthe ase of QED-Compton events ep! ep the sattered beam eletron and a photonare deteted in the detetor and give a topology similar to J= deays. Due to energy
7.3 Kinemati Cuts 111and momentum onservation it is therefore yJB  1. yJB is onneted to the p entreof mass energy Wp by equation 6.4: Wp2  yJB s+m2p. An usual value for the ut onyJB is 0:81. In setion 8.2 the binning in Wp is presented for the trak-luster and theluster-luster sample. The binning in Wp for the trak-luster sample is impliitly aneven stronger ut on yJB. The upper limit Wp  235GeV orresponds to yJB  0:54.Due to the Wp range for the luster-luster sample, the yJB ut annot be applied.Therefore no expliit ut on yJB is applied for the trak-luster and luster-lusterseletion.7.3.5 Mass CutFor the alulation of eÆienies the following ut on the invariant mass me+e  of theJ= deay eletron andidates is applied for the trak-luster (TC) and the luster-luster (CC) seletion:TC : 2:6GeV= 2 < me+e  < 3:4GeV= 2CC : 2:8GeV= 2 < me+e  < 3:4GeV= 2These mass windows are also used in setion 8.3 as intervals for the integration in thesignal extration. The asymmetri mass window for the trak-luster ut around thenominal J= mass mJ=  3:1GeV= 2 is a onsequene of the radiative tail in thedistribution of the invariant mass towards lower masses (see setion 8.3).7.3.6 BST CutThe BST ut is based on the traks resulting from the BST trak nding (see se-tion 6.2). The main purpose of the BST traks is the reonstrution of a vertex, if noinformation from a entral trak is available. With the vertex position the measure-ment of the polar angle  in the bakward region is improved. If a vertex informationis already avaliable, the additional improvement by the preise  measurement is asmall eet. While the improvement on the resolution is negligible for the trak-lustersample, it is essential for the luster-luster sample. Taking this and the eÆieny ofthe BST trak nding into aount (see gure 6.11), no BST trak is required for thetrak-luster seletion, sine the entral-trak already provides the vertex information.For the luster-luster sample the BST trak nding is essential, sine no entral trakexists and only the BST trak provides vertex information. Therefore at least oneBST trak is required for the luster-luster seletion. If the seond luster is also inthe geometrial aeptane of the BST, a seond BST trak is required, in order tosuppress bakground events originating from the QED-Compton proess, where oneluster is aused by a photon.The geometrial aeptane of the BST is determined from the data. For eah planeand eah -segment the minimum and maximum radius of hits is determined. Bythis method ineÆient regions at the inner or outer edges of the segments are takeninto aount. Based on this information, the z-position of the vertex zvtx and the
112 Chapter 7 Seletion of J= Mesons in Photoprodutionpolar angle  of a partile andidate the number of BST planes nplanes is determinedwhih would be hit. Taking into aount in addition the resolution of zvtx and , theminimum nplanesmin and maximum number nplanesmax of BST planes is determined whih apartile andidate would ross. In gure 7.3 the values of nplanes, nplanesmin and nplanesmax areshown as funtions of the polar angle  for dierent values of the vertex position zvtx.A luster is in the geometrial aeptane of the BST, if nplanesmin  3.In gure 7.4 the distribution of the reonstruted invariant mass me+e  of the J= deay eletron andidates is shown for the luster-luster sample: without BST ut,with BST ut and in addition with improved polar angular measurement. The gureshows, that the usage of the BST information is essential in the luster-luster seletion.7.4 Trigger CutsThe triggers for the trak-luster and the luster-luster seletion are desribed inhapter 4. The motivation for the hoie of the partiular hain of level 1 subtrigger(see setion 4.1.6), level 2 subtrigger (see setion 4.2.3 and setion 4.2.4) and L4 nder(see setion 4.3) for eah of the two topologies is also given in hapter 4:sample L1ST L2ST L4 ndertrak-luster S33 L2TB 8 JPSPATCluster-luster S40 L2TB 6 JPSPACThe ativation of the orresponding L1ST and L2ST and L4 nder are required for theseletion of data and MC events.The trigger hain is determined by the hoie of the L1ST. In order to study otherL1ST andidates all uts desribed in this hapter are applied with exeption of thetrigger uts. All ativated L1STs are shown in gure 7.5. In order to study whetheralso other L1ST are suitable for triggering J= events, the ativated L1ST are shown,where the subtrigger S33 for the trak-luster sample and the S40 for the luster-lustersample are not ativated respetively. Figure 7.5 shows, that the other L1ST delivernot enough statistis to be inluded in the analysis. The independent L1 subtriggersS61 is used to rosshek the eÆieny of the L2NN for the trak-luster seletion.No independent L1 subtrigger exists for the the luster-luster seletion, sine all highstatistis L1 subtrigger in gure 7.5 are also validated by L2 subtriggers.A possibility to inrease the statistis would be, to take several L1ST (L1ST oktail)for the seletion of one sample. This ompliates the alulation of the luminosity. Insetion 8.1 the alulation of the luminosity is desribed, where the presale fator ofone L1ST is taken into aount. For a L1ST oktail the relative presale fators ofall L1ST in the oktail have to be taken into aount. The individual presale fatorsare adjusted automatially in order to take the dierent beam onditions into aount.Therefore the relative presale fators for the L1ST oktail an hange from run torun. Comparing the additional systematis and the low statistis of the other L1ST,the possibility of a L1ST oktail is disarded. Therefore only one L1ST is hosen foreah sample.
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Figure 7.3: The points show the number nplanes of BST planes a trak with a given polarangle  and vertex position zvtx would ross at azimuthal angle  = 0Æ. The variation of thepolar angle  and the vertex position zvtx by the measurement resolution gives the shadedband of the minimum nplanesmin and maximum number nplanesmax of BST planes a trak would hit.This information is used to determine the geometrial aeptane of the BST.
















































Figure 7.5: The ativatedL1ST for the trak-lusterand luster-luster sampleare shown. All uts ofthis hapter with exep-tion of the trigger se-letion are applied (solidline). The lled histogramsshow the ativated L1STin the ase when S33 andS40 are not ativated forthe trak-luster and lus-ter-luster sample respe-tively.
7.5 Forward Classiation 1157.5 Forward ClassiationThe information of the forward detetors | the forward part of the LAr Calorimeter(see setion 2.2.2.1), the forward muon detetor FMD (see setion 2.2.3.2) and the pro-ton remnant tagger PRT (see setion 2.2.4) | is used for the lassiation of events asfwd.-tagged and fwd.-untagged (see setion 3 for the nomenlature). The lassiationriteria are already dened in setion 6.4.3. An event is alled fwd.-tagged if one of thefollowing uts is fullled: ELAr10 > 0:75GeV, NFMD > 1 in the layers 1, 2 and 3 of the FMD, NPRT > 0 for the hannels 1, 2 and 3 of the PRT,where ELAr10 is the energy in the forward LAr alorimeter for the polar angle range < 10Æ, NFMD is the number of hits in the FMD and NPRT is the number of hits inthe PRT.The lassiation in fwd.-tagged or fwd.-untagged is used for the determination of thenumber of proton-elasti or proton-dissoiative events (see setion 8.5).7.6 Control DistributionsIn gure 7.6 and gure 7.7 the distribution of the the energy E1=2, the transversemomentum pt;1=2, the polar angle 1=2, the azimuthal angle 1=2, the zvtx position andthe kinemati variables Wp and p2t are shown for the ombined data of the runningperiods 1999 e+ and 2000 e+. The two plots for the kinemati variable p2t ontain thesame data, but have a dierent sale on the absissa.For the trak-luster seletion the index 1 refers to the trak, the index 2 to the luster.For the luster-luster seletion the index 1 refers to the deay eletron andidate withlower polar angle .The distributions of data are ompared with the sum of proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative MC distributions of the generators DiffVM (see setion 5.1.1), LPair2 (seesetion 5.1.2) and COMPTON (see setion 5.1.3). For the distributions all uts desribedin hapter 7 are applied exept the ut on the plotted quantity and the forward lassi-ation (see setion 7.5). The data distributions are well desribed almost everywhere.Two wires of the CJC2 in the region of the azimuthal angle   0Æ broke at run 263235and 265173 respetively. This aets the distribution 1 of the trak-luster sample,whih shows a drop in the number of events at around 1  0Æ. The distribution ofthe azimuthal angle 2 of the luster shows the expeted lower statistis at 2  180Æ.The eet of the broken wires is well desribed by MC.
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Figure 7.6: Trak-Cluster: For the desription of the distributions refer to setion 7.6.























































































































Figure 7.7: Cluster-Cluster: For the desription of the distributions refer to setion 7.6.
Chapter 8AnalysisIn this hapter the basis for the alulation of ross setions is presented. The formulafor the alulation of the elasti photoprodution ross setion p!J= p isp!J= p = Nnotag  (1  f (2S))  fedF  "tot  B  L ; (8.1)where Nnotag is the number of fwd.-untagged signal events for the orresponding hannelin a region of phase spae, B = (5:93 0:10)% [110℄ is the branhing ratio for J= !e+e , L the integrated luminosity, "tot the total eÆieny and F is the photon uxfator onneting the p ross setion with the ep ross setion (see equation 1.24).fed is the orretion fator for the proton elasti photoprodution and f (2S) is theorretion fator for the ontamination from  (2S) deays.The alulation of the integrated luminosity L is desribed in setion 8.1.The elasti photoprodution ross setion1 (Wp) is alulated for dierent regions ofphase spae, in this ase for intervals in Wp. These intervals are also alled bins. Thedierential ross setion ddt will be given in bins of jtj  p2t . The hoie of binning ispresented in setion 8.2.At HERA the e+p ross setion e+p!J= e+p is measured. In order to obtain the pho-toprodution ross setion p!J= p equation 1.23 is used whih onnets the two rosssetions by the photon ux fator F (see setion 1.3):p!J= p = 1F e+p!J= e+p : (8.2)The photon ux fator F is alulated by numerial integration of equation 1.24 forthe orresponding Wp ranges of the dierent binnings (see setion 8.2.3).The total eÆieny "tot inludes eets from detetor aeptane and the seletion rite-ria from hapter 7 inluding the kinemati and the trigger seletion. The determinationof the eÆienies is desribed in setion 8.4.1The shorthand notations (Wp) and ddt are used for the total and dierential elasti J= pho-toprodution ross seions. 118
8.1 Luminosity Calulation 119The signal extration and the bakground subtration are explained in setion 8.3. Thenumber of proton-elasti events is obtained by applying the orretion fator fed. Itsdetermination is desribed in setion 8.5.The J= signal ontains also events originating from  (2S) deays to J= and neutralpartiles. The ontamination amounts to f (2S) = 0:040  0:005 [99℄. This ontami-nation is redued to fTC (2S) = 0:012  0:005 and fCC (2S) = 0:005  0:005 by the utjpeslus (see setion 7.3.4) for the trak-luster and the luster-luster samples re-spetively [111℄.For the alulation of the dierential ross setion ddt an unfolding of the number ofevents in bins of p2t to the number of events in bins of jtj is neessary. The unfoldingmethod is desribed in setion 8.6.In setion 8.7 the determination of the systemati errors is presented.8.1 Luminosity CalulationFor eah run an integrated luminosity is measured by the luminosity system (see se-tion 2.2.6). The following orretions are applied: satellite bunh orretion, HV-bitorretion and L1ST-presale orretion.The HERA proton beam has a ompliated longitudinal struture. This is the onse-quene of the methods used for the aeleration. In addition to the main bunhes (seesetion 2.1) several neighbouring bunhes | so alled satellite bunhes| exist. Eventsoriginating from ollisions of the proton satellite bunhes with bunhes of the eletronbeam ontribute to the measurement of the luminosity. Events from suh ollisions are'out of time' and therefore lead to additional peaks in the distribution of the vertexposition zvtx besides the main interation region. The largest eet on the luminosityalulation have the 'late satellite bunhes', whih lead to an additional peak in thezvtx distribution at +72 m. On the other hand, for the seletion of J= events theut jzvtxj < 40 m (see setion 7.3.4) is applied. This ut is taken into aount inthe alulation of the integrated luminosity (so alled satellite bunh orretion). Thisorretion is typially 5  10% with an unertainty of 0:6  1% [112, 113℄.In addition the integrated luminosity is orreted aording to the requirements ofthe individual physis analysis. Eah physis analysis needs a speial set of detetoromponents to be operational. The fration of a run in whih these detetors areoperational is obtained from the event wise detetor status information (see setion 7.2).The integrated luminosity is orreted aordingly (HV-bit orretion).The presale fators (see setion 4.1) of the orresponding L1ST are also taken intoaount for the luminosity alulation (L1ST-presale orretion). The integrated lu-minosity is orreted for eah run. The amount of data, taken with dierent presalefators of the L1ST S33 and S40, is shown in gure gure 8.1. The ontinuous, integerdistribution of the presale fators is a feature of the autopresale mehanism, whihadjusts the presale fators aording to the maximum rate of the subtrigger. Theaverage presale fators for the dierent running periods are listed in table 8.1.





































Figure 8.1: The amountof data, taken with dif-ferent presale fators ofthe L1ST S33 and S40for the trak-luster andthe luster-luster sele-tion, is shown for the run-ning period 2000 e+. Theentries in the histogramsare weighted by the inte-grated luminosity of theruns (solid line) and bythe nal orreted inte-grated luminosity (shadedhistogram).The nal orreted integrated luminosity is summed up for all runs passing the runseletion desribed in setion 7.1. In table 8.1 the value and error of the orretedintegrated luminosity for the L1ST S33 and S40 for the dierent running periods arelisted.The number of seleted events per 1 pb 1 for the trak-luster and luster-lustersample is shown in gure 8.2. The low event yield for the running period 1999 e is aused by the low BST trak nding eÆieny (see gure 6.11). The running period1999 e  is therefore exluded from this analysis. The seond half of the running period1999 e+ (run number > 256000) is exluded from the analysis due to broken wires ineah the CJC1 and the CJC2. The drop in the event yield for the luster-lusterseletion in the run range 269000  run number  272000 is aused by BST read-outproblems [95℄, whih result in a redued BST trak nding eÆieny (see gure 6.9).trak-luster luster-luster1999 e+ hpri 1.20 1.16L [pb 1℄ 5.89 6.10ÆL [%℄ 1.10ÆLsat [%℄ 1.00ÆLtot [%℄ 1.502000 e+ hpri 1.54 1.80L [pb 1℄ 24.37 20.80ÆL [%℄ 1.30ÆLsat [%℄ 0.60ÆLtot [%℄ 1.45total hpri 1.47 1.65L [pb 1℄ 30.26 26.90ÆLtot [%℄ 1.50
Table 8.1: The aver-age presale fators hpriand the orreted inte-grated luminosity L forthe trak-luster and lus-ter-luster sample for thedierent run periods areshown. The relative errorof the luminosity measure-ment ÆL, the relative errorof the satellite bunh or-retion ÆLsat and the to-tal relative error ÆLtot aretaken from [113℄.
8.2 Binning and Photon Flux 121Figure 8.2: The num-ber of seleted events per1 pb 1 for the trak-lusterand luster-luster sampleand the mean values for therunning periods 1999 e+and 2000 e+ are shown. Alluts of hapter 7 are takeninto aount with the ex-eption of the forward se-letion. Bakground is notsubtrated.
8.2 Binning and Photon FluxThe measurement of the ross setions (Wp) and ddt is performed in intervals of thephase spae. The hoie of these intervals, the so alled binning, is desribed in thefollowing setions 8.2.1 and 8.2.2.The photon ux F depends on the Wp interval. The alulation is desribed insetion 8.2.3.8.2.1 Wp BinningThe ross setion (Wp) is measured in bins of Wp, the so alled Wp binning. Theoverall Wp ranges for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples are determined bythe aeptane. In the hosen Wp range the aeptane is  30% (see gure 8.3).The Wp bins are hosen to have similar statistis in the bins within the sample. Thishoie of binning leads to a statistially stable signal extration (see setion 8.3).The denition of the bins used for the ross setion alulation is listed in table 8.2.As absissa for the ross setion measurements the mean value hWpi of the Wp binsis used. hWpi is determined as the entre of gravity by MC.The resolution of Wp within the bins ranges from 2:9GeV to 3:4GeV whih is muhsmaller than the width of the bins. The migration of events from bin to bin is studiedusing purity and stability. The quantities purity and stability are dened for eah binin the following way: purity = Ngen+re=Nre ; (8.3)stability = Ngen+re=Ngen ;
























































































Figure 8.4: The purityand stability for the Wpbinning are shown forthe trak-luster andluster-luster sample.
8.2.2 p2t BinningFor the measurement of the dierential ross setion ddt two binnings are neessary: abinning in p2t and a binning in jtj.
8.2 Binning and Photon Flux 123The kinemati variable jtj is experimentally not aessible (see setion 6.3). Thereforethe approximation jtj  p2t is used for the event ounting. The number of events isdetermined in bins of Wp and p2t .Due to limited statistis the dierential ross setion ddt is measured for the trak-lusterand luster-luster sample in one bin of Wp for eah sample. These two Wp bins arethe total Wp ranges of the trak-luster and luster-luster samples respetively.The overall range in p2t is limited by the p2t ut for the fwd.-untagged event seletion(see setion 7.3.3). A non-equidistant binning in p2t is hosen taking into aount theexponential distribution of data in the bins. The atual bin boundaries are adjustedto the values in [99℄ in order to be able to ombine the results from both analyses.Beause of lower statistis the highest three p2t bins are eah a ombination of two binsfrom [99℄. The bin boundaries are listed in table 8.3.trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [ GeV℄ 135:0 205:0max:Wp [ GeV℄ 235:0 305:0hWpi [ GeV℄ 180:6 250:7min: p2t [ GeV2= 2℄ 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600max: p2t [ GeV2= 2℄ 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200hp2t i [ GeV2= 2℄ 0:033 0:103 0:211 0:420 0:798 0:033 0:103 0:211 0:420 0:791F=10 2 3:016 1:522Table 8.3: For the p2t binning the bin boundaries, the mean value hp2t i for the bins and thephoton ux F are shown for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample.The mean value hp2t i for a p2t bin or jtj bin is determined by generated MC events.Beause of the exponential behaviour of the dierential ross setion and the wide binsthis value is not suited as absissa for the dierential ross setion measurement. Asdisussed in [114℄ the orret position tpos in the bin [tmin; tmax℄ isddt (tpos) = 1tmax   tmin Z tmaxtmin ddt (t) dt : (8.4)With the assumption ddt (t) / e bjtj this leads totpos = tmin + 1b ln(b  (tmax   tmin))  ln(1  e b(tmax tmin))	 ; (8.5)where the slope parameter b is determined in an exponential t to ddt (see setion 9.2.1).Therefore the determination of the positions tpos in the bins and the slope parameterb is done in an iterative proedure.2The onvergene is tested.The alulation of the dierential ross setion ddt needs the number of events in binsof jtj. The number of events in bins of jtj is determined from the number of events inbins of p2t by an unfolding method (see setion 8.6). The same bin boundaries for the2The results of tpos and b for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples are listed in table 9.4.



































































Figure 8.5: The purityand stability for the p2tbinning are shown forthe trak-luster andluster-luster sample.
8.2.3 Photon FluxThe photon ux F is needed for the measurement of the photoprodution ross setionp!J= p (equation 8.2). F depends on the Wp interval. For the orresponding Wpintervals in the Wp binning and the p2t binning the photon ux F is alulated bynumerial integration of equation 1.24.The Wp intervals are transformed to y intervals using equation 1.4. The upper limitof the integration is4 Q2max := 1GeV2= 2.3The migration is shown in gure 8.9.4The hoie of Q2max := 1GeV2= 2 is the standard value for photoprodution analyses in H1. ForQ2  1GeV2= 2 the sattered beam eletron is usually not deteted. This hoie of Q2max is also usedas a ut on generator level in order to selet the photoprodution topology in the J= simulation.
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Figure 8.6: The photonux as a funtion of Wpis shown. The numerialintegration is done for in-tervals in Wp, whih areindiated by the horizontallines.
8.3 Signal ExtrationIn the signal extration proedure the number of signal events is determined for a givenbin. The method applied in this analysis starts with the distribution of the invariantmass me+e  of the J= deay eletron andidates. All seletion riteria from hapter 7are applied.In gure 8.7 the distribution of the invariant mass me+e  is shown for the trak-lusterand luster-luster samples. In both samples the J= events give a lear peak at 3:1GeV.In the trak-luster sample the distribution has a radiative tail towards lower massvalues. This tail is aused by events where the trak-eletron has radiated a photon.The momentum measurement of the trak by the entral traking detetors does nottake into aount the radiated photon. Therefore the measured trak momentum islower than the momentum of the original eletron. This results in a lower reonstrutedinvariant mass me+e .The peak for the luster-luster sample is symmetri, sine the energy depositions ofthe radiated photons in the SpaCal belong to the same luster as for the originatingdeay eletron. This is due to the fat that the radiated photons are emitted ollinear tothe deay eletrons and at large polar angle  the trak urvature due to the solenoidalmagneti eld is small.The distribution of the invariant mass me+e  is ontaminated by bakground events.The prominent proesses are the eletron pair prodution and QED Compton sattering(see setion 5.1). The relative ontribution of the two proesses hanges with Wp. At










































Figure 8.7: The distribution of the invariant mass me+e  of the J= deay eletrons isshown for the seond Wp bin of the trak-luster and the thirdWp bin of the luster-lustersample. The ontribution from the eletron pair prodution and QED Compton proess areshown.small values of Wp the main ontribution omes from the eletron pair prodution.While at large Wp the QED Compton sattering is dominating (see gure 8.7).In order to handle the hanging bakground ontribution in the dierent bins the fol-lowing method is applied. For eah bin the shape of the bakground is determined bya t of a polynomial of seond order to the MC bakground predition. The MC bak-ground predition ontains events from eletron pair prodution and QED Comptonproess. No forward lassiation (see setion 7.5) is applied. The result is a polyno-mial funtion desribing the bakground shape. For further steps all parameters of thebakground polynomial are xed with exeption of the normalisation (parameter P1).The next step of the signal extration is a t to the me+e  distribution in the data.The t funtion is a sum of an asymmetri peak funtion desribing the signal and thepolynomial funtion from the previous step for the bakground. The peak funtion isfpeak() = P2  1p2  fsigma()  exp( 12      P3fsigma()2)fsigma() = P4 + P5  (j   P3j   (   P3)) ;where  is the argument in GeV for the invariant mass me+e  and the parametersP2: normalisation of the peak funtionP3: peak positionP4: width of the peakP5: asymmetry of the peak.During the tting proedure the normalisation P2 and the peak position P3 are freeparameters. In order to take into aount the dierent shape of the peaks for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples the parameters P4 and P5 are set to xed values
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Figure 8.8: The distribution of the invariant massme+e  of the J= deay eletrons is shownfor the seondWp bin of the trak-luster and the thirdWp bin of the luster-luster sample(points). The peak and bakground t funtions are shown. The bakground histogramontains MC events from eletron pair prodution and the QED Compton proess. Thenormalisation of the bakground t funtion is applied to the bakground histogram.In order to study the systemati unertainty due to the peak funtion the peak t isrepeated on the MC mass distributions. The dierene between the integral and thenumber of events is in all bins less than 0:8%.8.4 EÆieniesThe total eÆienies "TCtot and "CCtot of the seletion of J= photoprodution events for thetrak-luster and the luster-luster samples respetively are the following ombinationof single eÆienies
128 Chapter 8 Analysis
trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [ GeV℄ 135:0 155:0 170:0 185:0 205:0 205:0 235:0 255:0 280:0max:Wp[ GeV℄ 155:0 170:0 185:0 205:0 235:0 235:0 255:0 280:0 305:0N totnotag 436:0 478:6 464:2 412:5 377:2 259:3 251:9 301:4 266:423:6 25:3 26:0 24:2 24:4 17:6 17:0 19:7 19:8Nbgnotag 117:4 137:5 123:7 102:9 101:3 42:7 30:8 56:5 90:110:1 11:6 12:0 11:2 11:9 6:0 5:2 7:5 9:5Nnotag 318:6 341:2 340:5 309:6 275:9 216:6 221:0 244:9 176:421:4 22:5 23:1 21:4 21:3 16:6 16:2 18:2 17:4N tottag 220:6 257:9 254:2 262:3 198:3 147:4 147:8 188:4 140:517:2 18:5 17:8 18:9 17:5 13:0 12:9 15:1 14:0Nbgtag 51:4 52:5 35:8 65:1 52:2 12:1 12:5 33:1 39:27:1 7:5 6:5 8:7 8:5 3:4 3:5 5:5 6:2Ntag 169:2 205:5 218:4 197:2 146:1 135:3 135:3 155:3 101:315:7 16:9 16:5 16:8 15:3 12:5 12:4 14:1 12:5Table 8.4: For theWp binning the total number of events (N totnotag, N tottag), the number of sig-nal (Nnotag, Ntag) and bakground events (Nbgnotag, Nbgtag) are listed. The forward lassiationis applied.
trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [GeV℄ 135:0 205:0max:Wp [GeV℄ 235:0 305:0min: p2t [ GeV2= 2℄ 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600max: p2t [ GeV2= 2℄ 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200Ntotnotag 812:2 403:7 520:0 308:9 125:0 404:2 203:0 263:9 149:9 62:034:5 23:4 26:6 20:9 13:6 23:4 15:9 17:9 14:1 8:9Nbgnotag 334:2 70:6 92:3 71:4 31:4 126:9 30:6 23:4 25:3 14:618:1 9:6 11:0 9:4 6:3 10:5 5:6 5:4 5:5 3:7Nnotag 478:1 333:1 427:7 237:5 93:6 277:4 172:4 240:5 124:6 47:429:4 21:4 24:2 18:7 12:0 20:9 14:9 17:0 13:0 8:1Ntottag 170:4 138:1 201:2 219:8 222:9 78:7 68:0 101:6 128:0 131:115:8 13:7 16:9 17:2 17:3 9:7 9:1 11:4 13:3 13:1Nbgtag 61:0 31:1 54:2 50:9 36:8 14:9 11:9 18:6 27:3 23:97:9 6:0 8:1 7:6 7:0 3:6 3:3 4:4 5:5 5:1Ntag 109:5 107:0 147:0 168:9 186:1 63:8 56:1 83:1 100:7 107:213:6 12:3 14:9 15:5 15:8 9:1 8:5 10:5 12:1 12:1Table 8.5: For the p2t binning the total number of events (N totnotag, N tottag), the number of signal(Nnotag, Ntag) and bakground events (Nbgnotag, Nbgtag) are listed. The forward lassiation isapplied.
8.4 EÆienies 129eÆieny seletion riterion referene"sel = "basi  "run  "angle  "energy  "mis  "mass equation 8.8"basi basi uts setion 7.3.1"angle angular uts setion 7.3.2"energy energy uts setion 7.3.3"mis misellaneous uts setion 7.3.4"mass mass window setion 7.3.5"BST BST seletion (only luster-luster) setion 7.3.6"trig1 trigger level 1 setion 7.4"trig2 trigger level 2 setion 7.4"trig4 trigger level 4 setion 7.4Table 8.6: The single eÆienies whih orrespond to dierent seletion riteria are listed.
"TCtot = "sel  "BST  "trig1  "trig2  "trig4 ; (8.6)"CCtot = "sel  "BST  "trig1  "trig2  "trig4 ; (8.7)"sel = "basi  "angle  "energy  "mis  "mass : (8.8)The desription of the single eÆienies are given in table 8.6.In hapter 6 and setion 7.6 it is shown, that the data are well desribed by the MCsimulation. Therefore MC is used as the standard method to obtain the eÆienies.The seletion eÆieny "sel is strongly inuened by the aeptane. Therefore thevalues given in table 8.7 show the same behaviour as the aeptane in gure 8.3.The BST seletion is only applied for the luster-luster sample. The eÆieny of theBST trak nding is adjusted in MC to desribe the eÆieny for single BST traksin data (see setion 6.2.3). The eÆieny "BST ontains further eets of the BSTseletion (see setion 7.3.6), whih inludes the geometrial aeptane of the BST andan additional seond BST trak.For the level 1 subtriggers S33 and S40 no other level 1 subtriggers with suÆient rateexist, whih onsist of an independent set of level 1 trigger elements. Therefore theeÆieny of the trigger level 1 annot be obtained from data and MC simulation is theonly possibility to determine the eÆieny.The eÆieny of the trigger level 2 for the trak-luster sample is determined fromdata using independent L1ST S61 (see setion 4.1.6) whih is not subjeted to furtherrejetion on trigger level 2. For the rst bin in the Wp binning the independentL1ST S61 delivers insuÆient statistis and therefore the level 2 trigger eÆieny isdetermined from MC for this bin. For the luster-luster sample no independent L1STexists (see setion 7.4) and therefore the eÆieny of the trigger level 2 is determinedusing MC.The trigger level 4 ut is applied after all other uts whih are stronger. Therefore theeÆieny "trig4 is always 1.
130 Chapter 8 AnalysisThe values for the single eÆienies and the total eÆieny "tot are listed in table 8.7and table 8.8 for theWp binning and the p2t binning respetively. For the measurementof the dierential ross setion ddt the total eÆieny "tot;jtj in bins of jtj is neessary.The unorreted eÆieny "unorrtot;jtj is determined from MC. The eÆieny of the level2 trigger in bins of jtj annot be obtained from data, sine jtj is experimentally notaessible. In order to use the eÆieny of the level 2 trigger determined from data,the following orretion is applied for the trak-luster sample"tot;jtj = "unorrtot;jtj  "datatrig2;p2t"MCtrig2;p2t ;where "datatrig2;p2t and "MCtrig2;p2t are the orresponding eÆienies of the level 2 trigger in binsof p2t determined from data and MC.The total eÆieny "tot does not ontain the forward lassiation. The forward las-siation is taken into aount in the fator fed, whih is derived in the next setion.trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [ GeV℄ 135:0 155:0 170:0 185:0 205:0 205:0 235:0 255:0 280:0max:Wp[ GeV℄ 155:0 170:0 185:0 205:0 235:0 235:0 255:0 280:0 305:0"basi 0:515 0:691 0:779 0:691 0:513 0:295 0:444 0:525 0:5180:003 0:004 0:004 0:004 0:003 0:003 0:005 0:004 0:005"angle 0:917 0:966 0:856 0:773 0:695 0:994 0:994 0:922 0:7780:003 0:002 0:003 0:004 0:004 0:001 0:001 0:003 0:005"energy 0:609 0:766 0:822 0:818 0:786 0:894 0:912 0:930 0:9740:005 0:004 0:004 0:004 0:005 0:004 0:004 0:003 0:002"mis 0:933 0:917 0:920 0:927 0:924 0:900 0:908 0:916 0:9140:003 0:003 0:003 0:003 0:003 0:004 0:004 0:004 0:004"mass 0:959 0:955 0:956 0:968 0:971 0:928 0:940 0:952 0:9570:003 0:002 0:002 0:002 0:002 0:004 0:004 0:003 0:003"sel 0:258 0:447 0:483 0:392 0:252 0:219 0:344 0:393 0:3430:003 0:004 0:004 0:004 0:003 0:003 0:004 0:004 0:004"BST                     0:739 0:723 0:669 0:6080:006 0:007 0:007 0:008"trig1 0:873 0:837 0:783 0:743 0:706 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:0000:004 0:004 0:005 0:005 0:006 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000"trig2 0:975 0:884 0:933 0:889 0:837 0:996 0:993 0:982 0:9710:002 0:029 0:013 0:013 0:016 0:001 0:002 0:002 0:003"trig4 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:0000:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000"tot 0:219 0:331 0:353 0:259 0:149 0:161 0:247 0:258 0:2030:003 0:034 0:015 0:014 0:014 0:003 0:004 0:004 0:004Table 8.7: The eÆienies of the seletion riteria for the trak-luster and luster-lusterseletion are listed in theWp binning. The seletion riteria are applied in the same orderingas in the table. "trig4 = 1, sine all the previous uts are already strong enough.
8.4 EÆienies 131
trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [ GeV℄ 135:0 205:0max:Wp [ GeV℄ 235:0 305:0min: p2t [GeV2= 2℄ 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600max: p2t [GeV2= 2℄ 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200"basi 0:618 0:614 0:620 0:604 0:631 0:433 0:438 0:425 0:407 0:3810:003 0:004 0:003 0:004 0:006 0:004 0:005 0:004 0:005 0:008"angle 0:855 0:852 0:851 0:832 0:795 0:914 0:917 0:923 0:936 0:9370:003 0:003 0:003 0:004 0:006 0:003 0:004 0:003 0:004 0:006"energy 0:822 0:785 0:759 0:716 0:630 0:943 0:944 0:933 0:907 0:8780:003 0:004 0:004 0:005 0:008 0:003 0:003 0:003 0:004 0:009"mis 0:944 0:940 0:931 0:902 0:826 0:926 0:920 0:907 0:901 0:8400:002 0:003 0:003 0:004 0:008 0:003 0:004 0:004 0:005 0:010"mass 0:979 0:970 0:958 0:941 0:921 0:946 0:949 0:945 0:937 0:9380:001 0:002 0:002 0:003 0:006 0:003 0:004 0:003 0:004 0:007"sel 0:401 0:375 0:358 0:305 0:241 0:327 0:332 0:314 0:292 0:2480:003 0:004 0:003 0:003 0:005 0:004 0:004 0:004 0:004 0:007"BST                     0:682 0:697 0:691 0:680 0:6650:007 0:008 0:007 0:008 0:015"trig1 0:798 0:795 0:791 0:767 0:794 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 0:9990:004 0:005 0:004 0:006 0:010 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:001"trig2 0:908 0:911 0:922 0:849 0:867 0:996 0:993 0:986 0:973 0:9550:013 0:018 0:014 0:022 0:026 0:001 0:002 0:002 0:003 0:008"trig4 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 0:999 1:000 1:000 1:000 1:000 0:9980:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:001 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:002"tot;p2t 0:291 0:271 0:261 0:199 0:166 0:222 0:230 0:214 0:193 0:1580:015 0:019 0:015 0:026 0:029 0:003 0:004 0:003 0:004 0:006"tot;jtj 0:281 0:267 0:251 0:198 0:167 0:226 0:225 0:210 0:186 0:1490:014 0:019 0:015 0:026 0:030 0:003 0:004 0:003 0:004 0:006Table 8.8: The eÆienies of the seletion riteria for the trak-luster and luster-lusterseletion are listed in the p2t binning. The seletion riteria are applied in the same orderingas in the table. "trig4 = 1, sine all the previous uts are already strong enough.
132 Chapter 8 Analysis8.5 Determination of the Number of proton-elastiEventsThe aim of this analysis is measurement of the proton-elasti J= photoprodution.After appliation of all seletion riteria from hapter 7 the sample ontains eventsfrom proton-elasti and low mass proton-dissoiative J= photoprodution.The information of the forward detetors is used to lassify events as fwd.-untagged andfwd.-tagged as desribed in setion 7.5. Aording to the MC the fwd.-untagged sampeis dominated by proton-elasti events. The fwd. lassiation gives the possibility todetermine the number of events produed in the proton-elasti proess. For this purposeMC events from proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative J= photoprodution are used.Two methods are desribed in the following.The rst method is the so alled MC method. It relies on the mixture of proton-elastiand proton-dissoiative events in the MC sample. In [84, 104, 105℄ it is shown, that theproton-elasti and proton-dissoiative MC ontributions an be mixed taking the samenumber of generated events for eah sample, if the dierent p2t ut (see setion 7.3.3)for the fwd.-untagged and fwd.-tagged events is applied.The total number of fwd.-untagged events Nnotag is the sum of proton-elasti fwd.-untagged events Npelasnotag and proton-dissoiative fwd.-untagged events Npdissnotag. With theratio "pelas!notag := Npelasnotag=Npelas of the proton-elasti fwd.-untagged events to thetotal number of proton-elasti events the following expression for the total number ofproton-elasti events is obtained:Npelas = NpelasNpelasnotag Npelasnotag = 1"pelas!notag Npelasnotag= 1"pelas!notag  NpelasnotagNnotag Nnotag= 1"pelas!notag  NpelasnotagNpelasnotag +Npdissnotag| {z }=:fMCed :=fed NnotagThe fator fMCed is determined from MC. Applying it to data the number of proton-elasti produed events is determined from the number of fwd.-untagged events:Npelas data = fMCed Nnotag data :The drawbak of the MC method is, that it relies on the mixture of proton-elastiand proton-dissoiative produed MC being orret. The matrix unfolding methodoveromes this drawbak.
8.6 Unfolding of p2t ! jtj 133In the matrix unfolding method the following four eÆienies of the lassiationas fwd.-untagged and fwd.-tagged are determined from proton-elasti and proton-dissoiative J= photoprodution MC: "pelas!notag, "pelas!tag, "pdiss!notag, "pdiss!tag.These eÆienies onnet the number of proton-elasti Npelas and proton-dissoiativeNpdiss events with the number of fwd.-untagged Nnotag and fwd.-tagged Ntag events bythe following equation: NnotagNtag  =  "pelas!notag "pdiss!notag"pelas!tag "pdiss!tag    NpelasNpdiss  : (8.9)Matrix inversion leads toNpelas = 1"pelas!notag 11  "pdiss!notag "pelas!tag"pelas!notag "pdiss!tag 1  "pdiss!notag"pdiss!tag NtagNnotag| {z }=:fmatred Nnotag : (8.10)The fator fmatred has omponents derived from MC | the eÆienies | and the om-ponents measured in data | the number of fwd.-untagged Nnotag and fwd.-tagged Ntagevents.The drawbak of the matrix unfolding method are the numerial instabilities due tothe matrix inversion and the utuations due to the measured number of events Nnotagand Ntag.The values for fMCed and fmatred are listed in table 8.9 and table 8.10 for the Wp binningand the p2t binning respetively. The two methods agree within the statistial error ofthe number of events Nnotag. The MC method is numerially more stable and thereforeused for the ross setion alulation (fed := fMCed ). The matrix unfolding method isused to estimate the systemati unertainty of the determination of the number ofproton-elasti events.8.6 Unfolding of p2t ! jtjFor the measurement of the dierential ross setion ddt the number of proton-elastievents in bins of jtj is neessary. Experimentally the kinemati variable jtj is diretlynot aessible. Using the approximation jtj  p2t (see equation 1.14) the number ofproton-elasti events in bins of p2t is determined. The approximation is not preiseenough due to detetor eets and there is signiant migration between the bins (seesetion 6.3 and setion 8.2.2). In order to determine the number of events in bins ofjtj from the number of events in bins of p2t an unfolding method is used.In gure 8.9 themigration or unfolding matriesMMC(jtj ! p2t ) for the trak-luster andluster-luster samples are shown. The 5 5 matries orrespond to the (5 jtjbins)(5 p2t bins) and are lled with the generated jtj and reonstruted p2t values of MC
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k-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [ GeV℄ 135:0 155:0 170:0 185:0 205:0 205:0 235:0 255:0 280:0max:Wp[ GeV℄ 155:0 170:0 185:0 205:0 235:0 235:0 255:0 280:0 305:0Nnotag 318:6 341:2 340:5 309:6 275:9 216:6 221:0 244:9 176:421:4 22:5 23:1 21:4 21:3 16:6 16:2 18:2 17:4Ntag 169:2 205:5 218:4 197:2 146:1 135:3 135:3 155:3 101:315:7 16:9 16:5 16:8 15:3 12:5 12:4 14:1 12:5"pelas!notag 0:913 0:898 0:903 0:899 0:905 0:906 0:895 0:902 0:8880:004 0:004 0:004 0:005 0:005 0:005 0:006 0:005 0:007"pelas!tag 0:087 0:102 0:097 0:101 0:095 0:094 0:105 0:098 0:1120:004 0:004 0:004 0:005 0:005 0:005 0:006 0:005 0:007"pdiss!notag 0:204 0:196 0:184 0:184 0:188 0:175 0:161 0:172 0:1860:007 0:006 0:006 0:007 0:008 0:008 0:008 0:007 0:009"pdiss!tag 0:796 0:804 0:816 0:816 0:812 0:825 0:839 0:828 0:8140:007 0:006 0:006 0:007 0:008 0:008 0:008 0:007 0:009fMCed 0:962 0:967 0:952 0:954 0:947 0:965 0:981 0:963 0:9540:007 0:007 0:007 0:008 0:009 0:008 0:009 0:008 0:011fmatred 0:969 0:978 0:969 0:975 0:993 0:978 1:009 0:983 1:0050:018 0:019 0:018 0:019 0:019 0:019 0:018 0:020 0:025Npelas 306:5 329:8 324:2 295:4 261:3 209:1 216:9 236:0 168:320:7 21:9 22:1 20:6 20:3 16:1 16:0 17:7 16:7Table 8.9: The number of events Nnotag and Ntag, the eÆienies for the matrix unfoldingmethod and the fators fMCed and fmatred for the Wp binning are shown. The number of eventsNpelas is alulated with the MC method.trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [ GeV℄ 135:0 205:0max:Wp [ GeV℄ 235:0 305:0min: p2t [GeV2= 2℄ 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600max: p2t [GeV2= 2℄ 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200Nnotag 478:1 333:1 427:7 237:5 93:6 277:4 172:4 240:5 124:6 47:429:4 21:4 24:2 18:7 12:0 20:9 14:9 17:0 13:0 8:1Ntag 109:5 107:0 147:0 168:9 186:1 63:8 56:1 83:1 100:7 107:213:6 12:3 14:9 15:5 15:8 9:1 8:5 10:5 12:1 12:1"pelas!notag 0:929 0:932 0:915 0:852 0:786 0:929 0:925 0:905 0:854 0:7720:003 0:004 0:004 0:006 0:011 0:004 0:005 0:005 0:008 0:017"pelas!tag 0:071 0:068 0:085 0:148 0:214 0:071 0:075 0:095 0:146 0:2280:003 0:004 0:004 0:006 0:011 0:004 0:005 0:005 0:008 0:017"pdiss!notag 0:238 0:231 0:220 0:211 0:188 0:221 0:219 0:200 0:174 0:1630:009 0:010 0:007 0:006 0:006 0:012 0:013 0:009 0:008 0:008"pdiss!tag 0:762 0:769 0:780 0:789 0:812 0:779 0:781 0:800 0:826 0:8370:009 0:010 0:007 0:006 0:006 0:012 0:013 0:009 0:008 0:008fMCed 0:995 0:978 0:968 0:930 0:756 0:995 0:989 0:978 0:957 0:7460:005 0:006 0:006 0:010 0:019 0:007 0:008 0:008 0:013 0:027fmatred 1:024 0:991 1:013 0:994 0:723 1:028 1:004 1:037 1:003 0:7480:012 0:014 0:014 0:029 0:104 0:013 0:019 0:015 0:038 0:150Npelasp2t 475:6 325:6 413:8 220:9 70:8 275:9 170:5 235:3 119:3 35:329:3 21:0 23:5 17:6 9:2 20:8 14:8 16:8 12:6 6:2Table 8.10: The number of events Nnotag and Ntag, the eÆienies for the matrix unfoldingmethod and the fators fMCed and fmatred for the p2t binning are shown. The number of eventsNpelasp2t is alulated with the MC method.
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Figure 8.9: The migra-tion or unfolding matriesfor the trak-luster andluster-luster samples areshown. Eah box of a ma-trix ontains the number ofproton-elasti J= events,whih are generated in theorresponding generated jtjand reonstruted p2t bin.For the binning refer tosetion 8.2.2.
136 Chapter 8 Analysisevents from proton-elasti J= photoprodution. Eah element of the matrix ontainsthe number of events in the orresponding (jtj; p2t ) bin.Let ~Np2t be the 'vetor'5 of the measured numbers of events in data for the bins of p2tand let ~Njtj be the 'vetor' of the numbers of events in bins of jtj. The unfolding matrixMMC(jtj ! p2t ) onnets these two 'vetors' in the following way~Np2t = 1N MMC(jtj ! p2t )  ~Njtj :Sine the unfolding matrix is lled with numbers of events the normalisation N isneeded. In a simplied view the unfolding of the number of events in bins of p2t tothe number of events in bins of jtj an be treated as the appliation of the invertedunfolding matrix M 1MC(jtj ! p2t ) to the previous equation:~Njtj = N M 1MC(jtj ! p2t )  ~Np2t :The matrix inversion piture is only a simple piture for the unfolding. The matrixinversion is numerially instable or impossible in the ase of singularities. Thereforethe matrix inversion is not used in this analysis.As a numerially stable method the Bayes unfolding [115, 116℄ is used. This methodrelies on the Bayes' theorem. The 'vetor' ~Njtj is alulated in an iterative proedure. Inaddition the Bayes' unfolding determines the statistial error of ~Njtj from the statistialerrors of the 'vetor' ~Np2t and the unfolding matrix MMC(jtj ! p2t ). Correlations of theerrors are taken into aount.In table 8.11 the values of the number of events in the p2t and jtj binning are listed.These values are shown in gure 8.10. It is expeted, that the migration between binsresults in a shift of events from lower to higher bins due to the exponential behaviourof the distribution. The unfolding method reverses this shift. This is learly visible ingure 8.10. trak-luster luster-lustermin:Wp [GeV℄ 135:0 205:0max:Wp [GeV℄ 235:0 305:0min: p2t [GeV2= 2℄ 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 0:000 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600max: p2t [GeV2= 2℄ 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200 0:070 0:140 0:300 0:600 1:200Npelasp2t 475:6 325:6 413:8 220:9 70:8 275:9 170:5 235:3 119:3 35:329:3 21:0 23:5 17:6 9:2 20:8 14:8 16:8 12:6 6:2Npelasjtj 499:3 378:0 388:0 189:9 51:6 287:7 220:3 202:4 97:4 28:626:0 15:8 17:4 11:6 5:4 18:5 10:8 11:1 7:5 3:9Table 8.11: The number of events before (in bins of p2t ) and after (in bins of jtj) unfoldingare shown for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample.5The 'vetors' of numbers of events are no physis vetors with their transformation features.







































nr. of events in |t| bins
Figure 8.10: The numberof events before (in bins ofp2t ) and after (in bins ofjtj) unfolding are shown forthe trak-luster and lus-ter-luster sample.
8.7 Systemati ErrorsIn this setion the determination of the systemati unertainties of the measurementof the ross setion (Wp) and the dierential ross setion ddt is desribed. The totalsystemati error is derived by the quadrati summation of the systemati unertain-ties of the individual soures. An overview over the soures, the resulting systematiunertainties and the total systemati error is given in table 8.12.The rst three systemati unertainties arise from values whih are diretly used toalulate the ross setion (see equation 8.1). The systemati unertainty for theross setion arises from the unertainty of the values. The branhing ratio for thedeay J= ! e+e  is B = (5:93 0:10)% [110℄, whih results in a relative systematiunertainty of 1:7%. The orretion fator for the ontamination from  (2S) deaysis fTC (2S) = 0:012  0:005 and fCC (2S) = 0:005 0:005 for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample respetively [99℄, whih gives an unertainty of 0:5%. The alulationof the luminosity is desribed in setion 8.1 and the values for the unertainty forthe dierent running periods are listed in table 8.1. For the total unertainty of theluminosity measurement ÆLtot = 1:5% is taken.The following systemati unertainties are the onsequene of systemati unertaintiesof measured angles and energies of the J= deay eletron andidates. The eet onthe ross setion measurement is studied by variation of the MC reonstrution. Thedierent variations are presented in the following.The systemati unertainty of the energy sale for SpaCal lusters has a linearbehaviour from 2:7% at 3GeV to 0:3% at 27:5GeV [117℄. The variation of the energy
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soure Æ(Wp)syst=(Wp) [%℄ Æ ddt syst=ddt [%℄trak-luster luster-luster trak-luster luster-lusterbranhing ratio B 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 (2S) bakground 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5luminosity 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5luster energy 0.4 ! 6.8 5.1, 2.6 !4.5 2.0 ! 12. 4.0 ! 9.5luster  up | 2.8 ! 1.3 | 1.2trak energy 0.5 | 0.5 |trak reonstrution 2.0 | 2.0 |zvtx reweighting 2.6 ! 0.5 8.5, 2.0 1.5 2.0BST oherent loss | 3.0 | 3.0BST trak nding | 1.5 | 1.5trigger level 1 5.0 1.0 5.0 1.0trigger level 2 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0peak t funtion 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8bakground subtration 3.3 ! 6.6 3.1 ! 6.1 8.5 ! 3.7 6.8 ! 5.2pelas. orretion 4.2 ! 6.0 5.6 5.7 ! 6.8 5.3 ! 7.1total syst. error 9.7 ! 13.3 13.5, 10.1 !11.9 12.7, 10.7 ! 16.0 11.8 ! 14.7Table 8.12: The soures for systemati unertainties and their eet on the measurement ofthe ross setion (Wp) and the dierential ross setion ddt are listed. For bin dependentunertainties expliit values are given for some bins, otherwise the trend ("!") for the or-responding binning is shown. The single unertainties are added in quadature to obtain thetotal relative systemati error.
8.7 Systemati Errors 139of SpaCal lusters aording to this unertainty leads to the values listed in table 8.12.The determination of the polar angle  of SpaCal lusters has a systemati un-ertainty of 0:3 mrad  0:02Æ [117℄. The variation of the luster polar angle  towardshigher values leads to the unertainties in table 8.12 for the luster-luster sample.The main eet arises from the variation of the luster with large polar angle . Thevariation of the polar angle of the luster in the trak-luster sample has a negligibleeet on the ross setion alulation.The systemati unertainty of the energy sale in the LAr alorimeter is 0:7% for thepolar angle range of the trak-luster sample [118℄. The orresponding variation of thetrak energy leads to hange in the ross setion measurement of 0:5%.The unertainty on the measurement of the polar angle  of the entral trak is3 mrad, 2 mrad and 1 mrad  0:06Æ for the following regions  < 120Æ, 120Æ <  < 135Æand 135Æ <  [118℄. Variations by these values result in a hange of the ross setionmeasurement of less than 0:2% and are therefore negleted.The unertainty on the trak reonstrution eÆieny is 2% [68℄. The distributionof the position of the vertex zvtx has to be adjusted in MC in order to desribe thedistribution in data (see setion 6.4.4). The eet on the ross setion alulation isdetermined using adjusted and non-adjusted MC. The systemati unertainty is listedin table 8.12.The eet of the oherent loss in the BST has several auses and is desribed insetion 6.2.3.5. A systemati unertainty of 3% is applied for the ross setion for theluster-luster sample [96℄.The systemati eets of the BST trak nding is studied by variation of the utvalue of the trak probability (see setion 6.2.1) for the luster-luster sample. Thestandard ut value is 1%. For the variation the values 0:2% and 5% are used. Thesystemati unertainty on the ross setion amounts to 1:5%.The systemati unertainty of the trigger level 1 has been analysed in [68℄ for thelevel 1 subtrigger S40 and a level 1 subtrigger, whih is similar to the S33. Thesystemati unertainties are 1% and 5% respetively.The eÆieny of the level 2 neural network trigger for the trak-luster samplean be obtained from data or MC simulation (see setion 6.1 and setion 8.4). TheeÆieny for the ross setion alulation is determined from data, while the eÆienydetermined from MC is used to estimate the systemati unertainty to 4%. For theluster-luster sample the eÆieny of the L2NN is determined from MC, beause itannot be determined from data sine no independent L1ST exist (see setion 7.4).Although L1ST validated by other L2 onditions are not suited for the determinationof the eÆieny of the L2NN, these L1ST are used to estimate the eÆieny of theL2NN from data. A systemati unertainty for the luster-luster sample of  5% isobtained.For the signal extration (see setion 8.3) there are two soures of systemati uner-tainties onsidered. The shape of the peak t funtion leads to an unertainty of lessthan 0:8%. This is studied by omparing the integral over the peak t funtion and thenumber of events in MC distributions. The seond eet arises from the bakground
140 Chapter 8 Analysissubtration. The error of the t parameter for the bakground normalisation is takeninto aount in the determination of the signal events. In table 8.12 the orrespondingsystemati unertainties are shown.The proton-elasti orretion is the determination of the number of proton-elastievents from the number of events lassied as fwd.-untagged and fwd.-tagged. Insetion 8.5 two methods are desribed: the MC method and the matrix unfoldingmethod. For the ross setion alulation the MCmethod is used. The matrix unfoldingmethod is used to estimate the systemati unertainty of the method determining thenumber of proton-elasti events. The unertainty of the method ranges from  1:5%to  5:9%. An additional soure of unertainty is the dierene of the desription ofthe forward detetors in MC to the data (see setion 6.4.3) whih amounts to  4%.The two ontributions are added in quadrature and the results are listed in table 8.12.No additional systemati unertainty due to the unfolding p2t ! jtj is applied sinethe Bayes' unfolding takes into aount the statistial errors of the unfolding matrix.
Chapter 9Results
The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) (see setion 9.1) and the dif-ferential ross setion ddt (see setion 9.2) are presented in the range of large Wp:135GeV < Wp < 305GeV.The results are ompared with previous measurements. The extension in phase spaeand the improvement in preision are desribed.The eetive pomeron trajetory (see setion 9.2.2) is studied by ombining the resultsat large Wp of this analysis with the results at 40GeV < Wp < 160GeV of theanalysis in [99℄.The results are disussed in setion 9.3.9.1 Cross Setion (Wp)The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) is measured as a funtion ofthe photon-proton entre of mass energy Wp. The ross setion is determined in veand four bins of Wp for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample respetively. Theresults and the inputs for the ross setion extration (see equation 8.1) are listed intable 9.1. Figure 9.1 shows the ross setion (Wp) as a funtion of Wp. The innererror bars orrespond to the statistial errors and the outer error bars orrespond tothe total errors, whih are the statistial and systemati errors added in quadrature.In gure 9.2 the results of this analysis are ompared with previously published resultsof H1 [14℄ 1, ZEUS [119℄ and the xed target experiments E516 [120℄ and E401 [121℄.The results of the reent trak-trak analysis [99℄ 2 using H1 data are also shown.For the high Wp range the results of this analysis, the published H1 results for thetrak-luster and luster-luster topology and the published ZEUS results for the deayJ= ! e+e  are shown in gure 9.3.1The published results of H1 [14℄ for the deay J= ! e+e  were alulated with a wrong branhingratio. The results are orreted aordingly and labeled "H1 J= ! e+e  (BR orr.)".2The results of the reent trak-trak analysis [99℄ using H1 data are labeled as "J= ! + trak-trak (PF)". 141






δ = 1.17 ± 0.11 ± 0.16
χ2/ndf = 0.15
J/ψ → e +e - track-cluster (this analysis)








Figure 9.1: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) as a funtion of Wp isshown for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples. The inner error bars orrespond to thestatistial error and the outer error bars to the total error. A t of the form (Wp) /WpÆis applied. The t is desribed in setion 9.1.1.
9.1 Cross Setion (Wp) 143The data used for the published H1 results were taken with an energy of the protonbeam of 820GeV, while the data for this analysis were taken with an energy of theproton beam of 920GeV. This results in a higher entre of mass energy (see equa-tion 1.1) and thus in higher aessible photon-proton entre-of-mass energy Wp (seesetion 1.4). The kinemati limit for Wp hanges from  300GeV to  318GeV.The published results for the trak-luster and luster-luster topology have a reahin Wp of 210GeV and of 285GeV respetively. This results in "the highest position"of the measurement at hWpi = 197:1GeV and hWpi = 272:4GeV respetively. Thisanalysis extends the Wp ranges for the trak-luster and luster-luster topology to235GeV and 305GeV respetively, whih results in extrated values up to hWpi =219:6GeV and hWpi = 292:3GeV. The extension of the kinemati range for the trak-luster topology allows a ommon bin with the luster-luster sample. The extensionof the kinemati range for the luster-luster topology provides a measurement in anew kinemati region.The data analysed in the H1 publiation [14℄ orrespond to an integrated luminosity of20:5 pb 1 and 10:0 pb 1 for the trak-luster and luster-luster topologies respetively.This analysis uses data orresponding to an integrated luminosity of 30:26 pb 1 and26:90 pb 1 for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples respetively. The statistisin the trak-luster sample is inreased with respet to the previous measurement evenmore than the inrease of the integrated luminosity by the usage of an eÆient neural-network on trigger level 2. For the luster-luster sample the BST onsists additional4 planes with respet to the previous analysis and thus provides higher eÆieny andangular aeptane.The data used for the published ZEUS results are taken in the running periods 1999 and2000 with an energy of the proton beam of 920GeV. The results reah up to 290GeVin the photon-proton entre-of-mass energy Wp, whih results in measurements up tohWpi  275GeV.The larger range in Wp of this analysis ompared to the published ZEUS data is dueto the speial detetors | BST and SpaCal | whih allow a preise measurementof the polar angle  and the energy of the J= deay eletron andidates in the verybakward region of the H1 detetor.The inreased statistis allows to inrease the number of bins with respet to thepublished H1 result from 3 to 5 and 4 for the trak-luster and luster-luster samplerespetively. The statistial errors per bin are redued to  80% and  65% of theerrors of the published H1 results for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample. Thesystemati errors are redued to  60% of errors of previous measurement per bin forboth samples.9.1.1 Wp Dependene of (Wp)In gure 9.1 a t of the form (Wp) / WpÆ is applied to the data. The t funtionis motivated by Regge theory (see equation 1.48). Using the parameters from theDonnahie-Landsho t (see equation 1.50) Æ is predited to be Æ = 4  "  0:32.


























H1 J/ψ → µ +µ -
J/ψ → µ +µ - track-track (PF)
H1 J/ψ → e +e - (BR corr.)
J/ψ → e +e - track-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → e +e - cluster-cluster (this analysis)
Figure 9.2: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) as a funtion of Wp isshown. The inner error bars show the statistial errors, while the outer error bars show thetotal errors. The results of this analysis for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples areompared to published results from H1 [14℄ for the trak-luster and luster-luster topology.The results of the reent "J= ! +  trak-trak (PF)" analysis [99℄ are shown instead ofthe published H1 trak-trak results [14℄. The published results of ZEUS [119℄ and the xedtarget experiments E516 [120℄ and E401 [121℄ are shown. A zoomed view of the high Wpregion is shown in gure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) as a funtion of Wp isshown. The inner error bars show the statistial errors, while the outer error bars show thetotal errors. The results of this analysis for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples areompared to the published results from H1 [14℄ for the orresponding topologies. The lowerand higher three points of the published H1 result are of trak-luster and luster-lustertopology respetively. Compared to the published data the number of bins and the phasespae are extended, while the errors are redued. A ommon bin of the trak-luster andluster-luster samples exists in this analysis. The published results of ZEUS [119℄ for thedeay J= ! e+e  in the high Wp region are also shown.
146 Chapter 9 ResultsThe t in gure 9.1 to the data from the trak-luster (TC) and luster-luster (CC)samples yieldsÆTC;CC(135GeV < Wp < 305GeV) = 1:17 0:11 0:16 ; (9.1)where the rst error is the statistial and the seond error is the systemati error. Thestatistial error is the t error, if the t is applied to the data with the statistial errorof the data only. Applying the t to the data with the total error of the data yieldsthe total error of Æ. The systemati error is obtained by quadrati subtration.In order to extend the range in Wp the results of this analysis are ombined withpublished H1 results at lowWp [14℄ and reent trak-trak results for the intermediateWp range [99℄. Both analyses use the deay J= ! + . For the intermediate Wprange both deay muons are deteted by traks in the entral region | trak-trak (TT)analysis. For the low Wp measurement information of the forward muon detetor isused.The t (Wp) / WpÆ to the ombined data yieldsÆ := ÆTT;TC;CC(26GeV < Wp < 305GeV) = 0:76 0:03 0:04 : (9.2)The values of ÆTC;CC and ÆTT;TC;CC are in good agreement with the published values ofH1 [14℄ and ZEUS [119℄ and the reent trak-trak (TT) analysis using H1 data [99℄:ÆH1(26GeV < Wp < 285GeV) = 0:84 0:07 ; (9.3)ÆZEUS(30GeV < Wp < 290GeV) = 0:69 0:02 0:03 ; (9.4)ÆTT(40GeV < Wp < 160GeV) = 0:71 0:04 0:07 ; (9.5)where the rst errors are the statistial and the seond are the systemati errors. ForÆH1 the total error is given.The strongly rising ross setion (Wp) / WpÆ leads to large values of Æ  0:7 whihare inompatible with the value of Æ  0:3 predited for single pomeron exhange.9.1.2 Two Pomeron FitIn order to desribe the steep rise of the ross setion Donnahie and Landsho intro-dued the hard pomeron (see setion 1.6.3). The interept 0HP and slope 0HP of thetrajetory of the hard pomeron are determined using HERA data [19℄.In gure 9.5 the two pomeron t is applied to the trak-luster and luster-lusterresults of this analysis, the low Wp result of [14℄ and the trak-trak results of [99℄.In the t the amplitudes of the two pomeron trajetories are free parameters. Therelative ontributions of the hard and soft pomeron and the interferene term arelisted in table 9.2. The relative ontribution of the hard pomeron rises with risingWp,while the relative ontribution of the soft pomeron dereases with rising Wp. The
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Figure 9.4: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) as a funtion of Wp isshown. The inner error bars orrespond to the statistial error and the outer error bars tothe total error. In addition to the results for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples theresults from the low Wp analysis [14℄ and the trak-trak analysis [99℄ are shown. A t ofthe form (Wp) /WpÆ is applied to the data of the full Wp range.
148 Chapter 9 Resultst desribes the HERA data well, while it overshoots the results of the xed targetexperiments E516 [120℄ and E401 [121℄ at low Wp.Inluding the results of the xed target experiments into the t, the two pomeront does not desribe the data (see gure 9.5). At high Wp the t is xed by thetrak-luster and luster-luster results of this analysis, while at low Wp it is pulledto lower ross setion values by the results of the xed target experiments. Thus thet undershoots the results of the trak-trak analysis in the intermediate Wp region.The two pomeron t to this ombined data set is not able to desribe the data. Thisis a new result ompared to [14℄, where the two pomeron t desribed very well thexed target results and the previous HERA results (see gure 1.9).Wp hard : soft : inter30GeV 0:05 : 0:64 : 0:31150GeV 0:23 : 0:31 : 0:46200GeV 0:28 : 0:26 : 0:46250GeV 0:33 : 0:22 : 0:45290GeV 0:36 : 0:20 : 0:45
Table 9.2: The relative ontributions of the hardand soft pomeron and the interferene term in the twopomeron t (see gure 9.5) for dierent values of Wp.The relative errors of the ontributions are of the or-der of 5   7%. For omparison the published valuesof H1 [14℄ are: 0:1 : 0:5 : 0:4 at Wp = 30GeV and0:5 : 0:1 : 0:4 at Wp = 250GeV.9.1.3 Shape Analysis of (Wp)A harateristi feature of the two pomeron model is the "onave" shape of the rosssetion (Wp) in the double logarithmi presentation. The QCD preditions havedierent shape depending on the gluon densities.In order to study the urvature a polynomial of seond order in the double logarithmipresentation is hosen as the basis for the following t funtionln((Wp)=(Wp;0)) = P1 + P2  ln(Wp=Wp;0) + P3  (ln(Wp=Wp;0))2 (9.6)) (Wp) / WpP2+P3ln(Wp=Wp;0) ; (9.7)where P1, P2 and P3 are the free parameters of the t. The parameter P3 orrespondsto the urvature of the t funtion in the double logarithmi presentation.In gure 9.6 and 9.7 the t funtion of equation 9.7 is applied to the following datasets of (Wp):a) "new H1 data", i.e. the results of this analysis for the trak-luster and luster-luster sample and the trak-trak results of [99℄;b) "HERA data", i.e. a) and the published H1 low Wp result [14℄ and the publishedresults from ZEUS [119℄;) "all data", i.e. b) and the results from the xed target experiments E516 [120℄ andE401 [121℄.
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Figure 9.5: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) is shown as a funtionof Wp. The inner error bars orrespond to the statistial error and the outer error bars tothe total error. In the upper gure the two pomeron t [19℄ is applied to the trak-lusterand luster-luster results of this analyis, the low Wp result of [14℄, the trak-trak resultsof [99℄. For the t only the statistial errors are taken into aount. The solid line showsthe result of the t, while the dotted and dashed lines orrespond to the ontribution of thesoft and hard pomeron respetively. The dashed-dotted line shows the interferene term ofthe two trajetories. The relative ontributions are listed in table 9.2. In the lower plot theresults from the xed target experiments E516 [120℄ and E401 [121℄ are inluded in the t.
150 Chapter 9 ResultsThe ts to the dierent data sets yield the urvature parametersa) P3 = 0:12 0:05 0:08 ; (9.8)b) P3 = 0:01 0:02 0:03 ; (9.9)) P3 =  0:07 0:02 0:02 : (9.10)Within the errors the value of the urvature parameter for a) and b) are onsistent withzero. Considering the size of the relative errors no distint sign of urvature is favoured.While the t to the data set ) leads to a negative urvature whih is  2:5 standarddeviation dierent from zero. A negative urvature disfavours the two pomeron model.
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Figure 9.6: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) is shown as a funtion ofWp. The inner error bars orrespond to the statistial error and the outer error bars to thetotal error. A t of the form in equation 9.7 is applied to dierent data sets in order to studythe urvature in the double logarithmi presentation. The t parameter P3 orresponds to theurvature of the t. The data sets ontain the results of the trak-luster and luster-lustersample of this analysis, the trak-trak results of [99℄, the published H1 low Wp result [14℄,the published results of ZEUS [119℄. A t to a data set inluding also the results of the xedtarget experiments E516 [120℄ and E401 [121℄ is shown in gure 9.7.
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H1      J/ψ → µ +µ -
J/ψ → µ +µ - track-track (PF)
J/ψ → e +e - cluster-cluster (this analysis)








Figure 9.7: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) is shown as a funtion ofWp. The inner error bars orrespond to the statistial error and the outer error bars to thetotal error. A t of the form in equation 9.7 is applied to dierent data sets in order to studythe urvature in the double logarithmi presentation. The t parameter P3 orresponds tothe urvature of the t. A t to the results of the trak-luster and luster-luster sampleof this analysis, the trak-trak results of [99℄, the published H1 low Wp result [14℄, thepublished results of ZEUS [119℄ and the xed target experiments E516 [120℄ and E401 [121℄is shown in gure 9.7. Fits to two other data sets are shown in gure 9.6
152 Chapter 9 Results9.1.4 Comparison with QCD PreditionsThe QCD preditions are based on the alulations of FMS [10℄ and MRT [122℄ us-ing dierent gluon densities. The gluon densities are determined in an indiret forme.g. from the saling violation of the proton struture funtion F2(x;Q2) in inlusivemeasurements, where the gluon density enters the ross setion linearly.The QCD preditions for theWp dependene of (Wp) are diretly based on the gluondensities. Sine the gluon density g(xg; ~Q2) enters quadratially in the ross setion inequation 1.68 the omparison of the QCD preditions to the data is a good test for theused gluon densities.The FMS alulation uses the gluon density from CTEQ4L [123℄, while the MRTalulations use the gluon densities from CTEQ5M [124℄, CTEQ6M [125℄, MRST99[126℄, MRST02 [127℄, H1QCD [117℄, H1PDF2000 [118℄ and ZEUS-S [128℄. The absolutemagnitude of the preditions depend on a number of parameters | like the mass ofthe harm quark | and on non-perturbative eets. The ross setion in equation 1.65is / m 8  C(Q2), where m is the mass of the harm quark and C(Q2) is determinedfrom the vetor meson wave funtion. Both ontribute to the large unertainty in thenormalisation of the predition. Therefore only the Wp dependene of the preditionsis ompared to the data, while the normalisation is a free t parameter.In gure 9.8 several QCD preditions are ompared to the trak-luster and luster-luster results of this analysis, the trak-trak results of [99℄ and the low Wp result of[14℄. The results of the xed target experiments are not inluded in the omparisonsine these QCD preditions do not reah these low energies.The QCD preditions for the Wp dependene of (Wp) depend strongly on the dif-ferent gluon densities, sine the gluon density g(xg; ~Q2) enters quadratially in theross setion in equation 1.68. The dierent shapes for the ross setion (Wp) (seegure 9.8) are due to the dierent shapes of the gluon densities.The t results inluding the t probability for the dierent preditions are listed intable 9.3. The preditions based on the gluon densities from MRST02, H1QCD andH1PDF2000 predit a shape whih is inompatible with the data. The alulationsMRT(CTEQ6M) and FMS(CTEQ4L) predit a too shallow and too steep rise respe-tively. The predition based on MRST99 gives a better desription, than the predi-tion based on the more reent gluon density from MRST02. The alulations based onCTEQ5M and ZEUS-S give the best desription of the measured ross setion.9.2 Dierential Cross Setion ddtThe dierential elasti J= photoprodution ross setion ddt is measured as a funtionof jtj in the range 0GeV2= 2 < jtj < 1:2GeV2= 2. The jtj-range is divided into vebins as explained in setion 8.2.2. ddt is measured separately for the trak-lusterand luster-luster samples in the range of the photon-proton entre-of-mass energy135GeV < Wp < 235GeV and 205GeV < Wp < 305GeV respetively.





















H1      J/ψ → µ +µ -
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Figure 9.8: The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) as a funtion of Wpis shown. The inner error bars show the statistial errors, while the outer error bars showthe total errors. The trak-luster and luster-luster results of this analyis, the low Wpresult of [14℄ and the trak-trak results of [99℄ are shown. The data are ompared to twoQCD alulations using dierent parameterisations of the gluon density in the proton. TheFMS [10℄ alulation uses the gluon density from CTEQ4L [123℄. MRT [122℄ alulations areshown for the gluon densities from CTEQ5M [124℄, CTEQ6M [125℄, MRST99 [126℄, MRST02[127℄, H1QCD [117℄, H1PDF2000 [118℄ and ZEUS-S [128℄. The shape of the preditions basedon MRST02, H1QCD and H1PDF2000 do not agree with the data. The other preditionsare tted to the data using the normalisation as free parameter. The t results are listedin table 9.3. The MRT(CTEQ6M) predition has a bulge at Wp  150GeV. In order toverfy the bulge for this Wp range the stepsize in Wp for the alulations was redued by T.Teubner. The bulge is a result of the used gluon density.
154 Chapter 9 Resultsnormalisation 2 ndf 2=ndf prob.FMS (CTEQ4L,  = 4) 0:89 0:01 0:02 26:21 18 1:46 0:095MRT (CTEQ5M) 0:91 0:01 0:02 15:05 18 0:84 0:659MRT (CTEQ6M) 2:09 0:03 0:05 22:08 18 1:23 0:228MRT (MRST99) 1:24 0:02 0:03 22:33 18 1:24 0:218MRT (MRST02) 3:00                MRT (H1QCD) 0:96                MRT (H1PDF2000) 3:26                MRT (ZEUS-S) 1:41 0:02 0:03 11:56 18 0:64 0:869Table 9.3: QCD preditions are tted to the ross setion (Wp) (see gure 9.8 and thedesription there). The normalisation is the free paramter in the t. From the 2 and thenumber of degrees of freedom the probability for the t is alulated. For MRT(MRST02),MRT(H1QCD) and MRT(H1PDF2000) no t is performed, sine their shapes do not agreewith the data. The normalisation for these preditions is determined in [129℄ from the Q2dependene of the ross setion.For the alulation of the dierential ross setion ddt equation 8.1 is used and theresult is divided by the bin width of the jtj-bin. The result of the unfolding proedurein setion 8.6 are the numbers of proton-elasti events Npelasjtj in bins of jtj. Thereforeno further fed-orretion is needed. The inputs for the alulation and the results forthe dierential ross setion are listed in table 9.4.The jtj dependene of the dierential ross setion ddt is disussed in setion 9.2.1. Themeasurements of the dierential ross setion ddt are used to determine the parametersof an "eetive" pomeron trajetory in setion 9.2.2.9.2.1 t Dependene of ddtIn gure 9.9 the dierential ross setion ddt as a funtion of jtj is shown for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples. A t of the form ddt (t) / e bjtj is applied. The tfuntion is motivated by equation 1.45. Due to the exponential behaviour of the dataand the large bin width an iterative tting proedure is neessary in order to determinethe positions tpos within the jtj-bins. The proedure is desribed in setion 8.2.2.Equation 8.5 is used to alulate the positions tpos (see table 9.4). For the b-slope ofthe trak-luster and luster-luster samples the t yieldsbTC(135GeV < Wp < 235GeV) = (5:1 0:3 0:2)GeV 2 2 ; (9.11)bCC(205GeV < Wp < 305GeV) = (5:4 0:4 0:2)GeV 2 2 ; (9.12)where the rst error is the error of the t, while the seond error is the systemati error.The systemati error is derived from the t stability. This is studied by exludingthe rst or last jtj bin from the t. The trak-luster and luster-luster samplesorrespond to an average photon proton entre of mass energy of hWpi = 180:6GeVand hWpi = 250:8GeV respetively.














































Figure 9.9: The dierential ross setion ddt of the elasti J= photoprodution as a funtionof jtj is shown for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples. An exponential t of the formddt (t) / e bjtj is applied.



















2 ] J/ψ → e +e - track-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → e +e - cluster-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → µ +µ - track-track (PF)
ZEUS
Figure 9.10: The values of the b-slope of the jtj dependene of the dierential ross setionddt as a funtion of Wp are shown. The results of this analysis for the trak-luster and theluster-luster samples, the results of the trak-trak analysis [99℄ and the ZEUS publiation[119℄ are presented. The b values are plotted at the mean values hWpi of the orrespondingWp bins.9.2.2 Eetive Pomeron TrajetoryThe Wp dependene of the ross setion (Wp) is not desribed by single pomeronexhange (see setion 9.1.1). In order to desribe the ross setion (Wp) for theHERA data (see setion 9.1.2) a seond, hard pomeron was introdued.Although two pomerons are needed to desribe the Wp dependene of (Wp), onlyone, "eetive" trajetory (t) = 0 + 0  t is used for the analysis of the dierentialross setion ddt . This trajetory orresponds to an eetive pomeron.




















fit: bel(Wγp) = b(90GeV) + 4 α’ ln(Wγp/90GeV)
b(90GeV) = (4.65 ± 0.06 ± 0.01) c2/GeV2
α’             = (0.17 ± 0.04 ± 0.01) c2/GeV2
χ2/ndf = 0.69
J/ψ → e +e - track-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → e +e - cluster-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → µ +µ - track-track (PF)
Figure 9.11: The values of the slope b of the t dependene of the dierential ross setion ddtas a funtion ofWp are plotted at the mean values hWpi of eahWp bin. The results of thisanalysis for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples and the results of the trak-trakanalysis [99℄ are shown. The inner error bars show the statistial error, while the outer errorbars show the total error. A t b(Wp) = b(90GeV) + 40 ln(Wp=90GeV) is applied.In gure 9.11 the b-slope as a funtion ofWp is shown for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples. The results of the trak-trak analysis [99℄ are also shown. A t ofthe form b(Wp) = b(90GeV) + 40b ln(Wp=90GeV) (9.16)is performed using the ombined data. The t funtion is motivated by equation 1.47.0 is the slope of the eetive pomeron trajetory (see equation 1.35). The t to theombined b-slope results of the trak-trak, trak-luster and luster-luster analysis| overing the Wp range of 40GeV < Wp < 305GeV | yieldsb(90GeV)TT;TC;CC = (4:65 0:06 0:01)GeV 2 2 ; (9.17)0b := 0TT;TC;CC = (0:17 0:04 0:01)GeV 2 2 ; (9.18)
158 Chapter 9 Resultswhere the rst error is the t error taking only the statistial errors of the data intoaount, while the seond error is the systemati error alulated by quadrati subtra-tion from the total t error taking the total error of the data into aount. The resultsof the trak-trak analysis alone [99℄ and the published ZEUS analysis [119℄ areb(90GeV)TT = (4:648 0:067 0:040)GeV 2 2 ; (9.19)0TT = (0:172 0:045 0:026)GeV 2 2 ; (9.20)b(90GeV)ZEUS = (4:15 0:05+0:30 0:18)GeV 2 2 ; (9.21)0ZEUS = (0:116 0:026+0:010 0:025)GeV 2 2 ; (9.22)The trak-trak analysis [99℄ uses data from 40GeV < Wp < 160GeV, while theZEUS analysis [119℄ overs 30GeV < Wp < 290GeV.With the results of the trak-luster and luster-luster analyses the determination ofthe slope 0 of the eetive pomeron trajetory using H1 data is extended into thekinemati region of Wp beyond 160GeV and up to 305GeV.The merit of the method of determining 0 from the Wp dependene of the b-slope is,that the relative normalisation of the dierential ross setions ddt of the dierent datasamples is irrelevant sine only the b-slope values are used.The investigation of the b-slope of the dierential ross setion ddt as a funtion of Wpallows to determine the slope 0 of the eetive pomeron trajetory only. It gives nohandle for the determination of the interept 0 of the eetive pomeron trajetory.Both, 0 and 0 an be determined from the Wp dependene of the dierential rosssetion ddt for dierent values of xed jtj. This method is desribed in the next setion.9.2.2.2 Eetive Pomeron TrajetoryIn this setion the interept 0 and the slope 0 of the eetive pomeron trajetory arederived from the Wp dependene of the dierential ross setion ddt for dierent valuesof xed jtj. From the equations 1.35, 1.45 and 1.47 it follows for the dierential rosssetion ddt as a funtion of Wp for xed jtjddt (Wp) jtjxed / e b(Wp)jtjWp4"/ Wp4(0+0t 1)  e (b0 40 lnWp0)jtj| {z }=onst:/ Wp4((jtj) 1) jtjxed : (9.23)In gure 9.12 the dierential ross setion ddt is shown as a funtion of Wp for vevalues of hjtji. The values hjtji are the positions tpos determined in the exponential t






















J/ψ → e +e - track-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → e +e - cluster-cluster (this analysis)
J/ψ → µ +µ - track-track (PF)
Figure 9.12: The dierential elasti photoprodution ross setion ddt as a funtion of Wpis measured in ve bins in jtj (see setion 8.2.2). The values hjtji within the bins are listed.The inner error bars of the data orrespond to the statistial error and the outer error barsto the total error. A t of the form ddt / Wp4((jtj) 1) is applied to the ve data sets. Thet results are listed in table 9.5.hjtji[ GeV2= 2℄ (hjtji)0:03 1:19 0:01 0:020:10 1:23 0:01 0:020:22 1:19 0:01 0:020:43 1:11 0:01 0:020:83 1:11 0:02 0:02
Table 9.5: The values of the eetivepomeron trajetory (hjtji) for the elastiJ= photoprodution for dierent values ofhjtji. The values are obtained from the tsin gure 9.12. The statistial and systematierror are listed.Fits of the form of equation 9.23 are applied to the ve data sets, orresponding tothe ve values of hjtji. The ts an be aeted by the relative normalisation of thedierential ross setion values of this analysis and the trak-trak analysis [99℄. There-fore the relative normalisation is studied and the relative normalisation is found to be3The analysis [99℄ overs the range 0GeV2= 2 < jtj < 1:2GeV2= 2 with eight bins in jtj. Asexplained in setion 8.2.2 the p2t binning of this analysis is adjusted to the bin boundaries of [99℄, butthe highest three bins ontain two bins of the bins of [99℄ eah. Therefore the results of [99℄ for ddtwere realulated for the atual binning of this analysis by Philipp Fleishmann, in order to be ableto ombine the results.















fit: α(|t|) = α0 - α’ |t| α0 =  1.21 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
α’ = (0.14 ± 0.03 ± 0.03) c2/GeV2
χ2/ndf = 2.04

















Figure 9.14: The eetive pomeron trajetory (jtj) for the elasti J= photoprodution isshown. The results of this analysis and the published results of H1 [14℄ and ZEUS [119℄ areshown. The inner error bars orrespond to the statistial error and the outer error bars tothe total error.and 1997. The eletron hannel overs the kinemati range 35GeV < Wp < 290GeVand 0 < jtj < 1:25GeV2= 2, while the muon hannel overs the kinemati range30GeV < Wp < 170GeV and 0 < jtj < 1:8GeV2= 2. The published values of ZEUSfor the interept and the slope of the eetive pomeron trajetory are0;ZEUS = 1:200 0:009+0:004 0:010 ; (9.28)0ZEUS = (0:115 0:018+0:008 0:015 )GeV 2 2 ; (9.29)where the rst errors are the statistial errors and the seond errors are the systematierrors.The results for the interept 0 and the slope 0 of the eetive pomeron trajetoryof this analysis and the published values of H1 and ZEUS agree very well within theerrors. Compared to the published H1 results the errors of the results of this analysis| using the ombined results from the trak-luster and luster samples of this analysisand from the trak-trak analysis [99℄ | are redued by more than a fator 3.9.3 DisussionThe Wp dependene of the elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) followsa power law WpÆ with ÆTC;CC = 1:17  0:11  0:16 for the high Wp region andÆ = 0:76 0:03 0:04 for the full Wp range aessible to H1. This strong rise of theross setion exludes the single, soft pomeron exhange whih would lead to Æ  0:32
162 Chapter 9 ResultsThe two pomeron model desribes (Wp) as a funtion of Wp for the H1 data, butovershoots signiantly the low Wp results of the xed target experiments E516 [120℄and E401 [121℄. A two pomeron t to the ombined data set of the xed target andH1 data is inompatible with the data.The two pomeron model predits a onave shape of the ross setion (Wp) in thedouble logarithmi presentation. The t over the full Wp range to the ombined dataset of the xed target experiments and the HERA data suggest a negative urvaturewith  2:5 standard deviations from zero (P3 =  0:07  0:02  0:02), i.e. a onvexshape of (Wp) in the double logarithmi presentation. A negative urvature as foundhere disfavours the two pomeron model.This analysis extends the measurement of the dierential ross setion ddt using H1data in the region of the highest Wp. For the trak-luster and luster-luster samplesthe following b-slope parameters are determined: bTC(hWpi = 180:6GeV) = (5:1 0:3 0:2)GeV 2 2, bCC(hWpi = 250:7GeV) = (5:4 0:4 0:2)GeV 2 2.The measurement of the dierential ross setion ddt gives aess to the parameters ofan eetive pomeron trajetory in two ways. The t dependene of the dierential rosssetion ddt (t) / e bjtj yields a slope parameter b for dierent values of Wp. From theWp dependene of b in the full kinemati range of the H1 data the slope of the eetivepomeron trajetory is obtained: 0b = (0:17 0:04 0:01)GeV 2 2. This method hasthe advantage, that the relative normalisation of dierent data sets for the dierentregions in Wp are irrelevant, sine only the slope of the ross setion is measured.However, this method gives aess only to one of the two parameters of the eetivepomeron trajetory.The Wp dependene of the dierential ross setion ddt in bins of jtj enables deter-mination of the interept 0 = 1:21  0:01  0:01 and the slope 0 = (0:14  0:03 0:03)GeV 2 2 of the eetive pomeron trajetory.The interept 0 and the slope 0 of the eetive pomeron trajetory lie betweenthe orresponding values for the hard HP(t) = 1:42 + 0:10GeV 2 2  t and the softIP(t) = 1:08 + 0:25GeV 2 2  t pomeron (see setion 1.6.3). The slope 0 of theeetive pomeron trajetory diers from zero by more than four standard deviationsand by three and one standard deviations from the slope values of the soft and hardpomeron respetively.The result for the slope 0 agrees very well with the result 0b determined from theb-slope analysis of the dierential ross setion ddt .For both measurements of 0 the value is more than three standard deviations dierentfrom zero, whih onrms the eet of shrinkage. This is a new result ompared to thepublished H1 result 0H1 = (0:08  0:17)GeV 2 2, where the slope is onsistent withzero.QCD makes no predition about shrinkage. The two pomeron model predits almost noshrinkage, although both slope parameters of the hard and soft pomeron are dierentfrom zero. Both measurements for the slope parameter 0 give a signiantly largervalue than the slope of the hard pomeron.
9.3 Disussion 163Taking into aount the measured values of the b-slope bTC and bCC the average over jtjof the eetive pomeron trajetory (t) = 0 + 0  t amounts to h(t)  1ijtj  0:182,whih leads to Æ = 4  h(t)   1ijtj  0:729. The alulated value for Æ agrees verywell with the result Æ of the ts to the ross setion (Wp).The QCD preditions for theWp dependene of the ross setion (Wp) show a strongdependene on the gluon densities used, sine the gluon densities enter quadratiallyin the ross setion. Therefore the omparison of the predited Wp dependene is asensitive test for the gluon densities, whih are determined in inlusive measurements,where the gluon density is measured indiretly e.g. via saling violations of the pro-ton struture funtion F2(x;Q2). The preditions based on the gluon densities fromMRST02, H1QCD and H1PDF2000 are inompatible with the measured ross setion(Wp), while the preditions based on CTEQ6M and CTEQ4L predit a too shallowand too steep rise of the ross setion (Wp) respetively. The preditions based onCTEQ5M and ZEUS-S agree with the data.
SummaryIn this thesis the elasti J= photoprodution at high photon-proton entre-of-massenergies Wp was studied. The J= was identied through its deay into an e+e  pair.Depending onWp the deay eletrons enter dierent regions in the H1 detetor and areregistered either in the entral detetor part ("trak") or in the bakward alorimeter("luster"). This analysis onentrated on the trak-luster and luster-luster sampleswhere the data were limited in statistis in previous analysis.The trak-luster and luster-luster samples orrespond to the kinemati range 135GeV< Wp < 235GeV and 205GeV < Wp < 305GeV, respetively. The experimentalsignature of photoprodution events is the absene of the sattered beam eletron inthe main detetor, whih orresponds to the kinemati range Q2 < 1GeV2= 2. Thedata is seleted with a transverse momentum p2t < 1:2GeV2= 2 of the J= , whihorresponds to the kinemati range jtj  1:2GeV2= 2.The data for the trak-luster and luster-luster samples have been olleted with theH1 detetor at the ep-ollider HERA during the years 1999 and 2000 resulting in anintegrated luminosity of 30:26 pb 1 and 26:90 pb 1 for the analysed data, respetively.High eÆieny in the online event seletion during data taking was ahieved by theuse of the level 2 neural network trigger. For the trak-luster seletion a feed forwardneural network was used for the rst time. For the luster-luster seletion a parallelalgorithm was used exploiting the bak-to-bak topology of the J= deay eletrons.The trigger eÆieny was determined from data and MC simulation.For luster-luster events the bakward silion traker (BST) is the only soure for trakand vertex information. Only this information in ombination with the preise energymeasurement in the SpaCal allows the reonstrution of the J= mass with suÆientpreision. With the upgrade the BST provides hit information from eight planes.Based on the hit information a new trak nding algorithm was developed. The MCsimulation of the BST detetor and the trak nding was studied and adjusted to dataon dierent levels, starting from the BST hit information up to the eÆieny of thetrak nding.The nal seleted event samples are still ontaminated by bakground events. Themain bakground ontributions arise from the eletron-pair-prodution and the QED-Compton proess, varying with Wp. The ontributions are studied with MC simula-tions.The signal extration uses the distribution of the invariant mass of the two J= deayeletron andidates in the nal seleted event samples. The dierent shape of the signal164
Summary 165and of the bakground ontributions for the trak-luster and luster-luster samplesare taken into aount in a multi step t proedure. In the t proedure the bakgroundis subtrated and the number of signal events is determined.The number of elasti J= andidates has been derived using two dierent methods.The rst method uses events without ativity in the forward region of the detetor onlyand orrets for remaining proton dissoiation. The seond method uses in addition adata sample with ativity in the forward region in the detetor and p2t < 5:0GeV2= 2.It uses an unfolding tehnique to derive the number of elasti J= andidates. Whilethe rst method is numerially stable and it relies more on MC, the seond methodis based on data but is numerially instable due to neessary matrix inversions. Theresults of both methods agree well within the statistial errors.For the measurement of the dierential ross setion ddt the number of proton-elastievents in bins of jtj is neessary. Experimentally the events are observed in bins ofp2t of the J= meson and the kinemati variable jtj is diretly not aessible. Beauseof detetor eets there is signiant migration between bins and the approximationjtj  p2t annot be used. In order to determine the number of events in bins of jtj fromthe number of events in bins of p2t an unfolding method is used.The elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) was measured almost up tothe kinemati limit and extends therefore the kinemati range of H1 measurementsto Wp = 305GeV. Due to the higher integrated luminosity and the eÆient eventseletion during the data taking the statistis is inreased ompared to previous mea-surements by a fator of 2 to 3. This allows an inrease in the number of bins and anadditional redution of the statistial and systemati errors.The Wp dependene of the elasti J= photoprodution ross setion (Wp) followsa power law WpÆ with ÆTC;CC = 1:17  0:11  0:16 for the high Wp region andÆ = 0:76 0:03 0:04 for the full Wp range aessible to H1. This strong rise of theross setion exludes the single, soft pomeron exhange.The two pomeron model is not able to desribe the ombined results of xed targetexperiments and H1, although it desribes the results of H1 alone. The two pomeronmodel predits a "onave" shape of (Wp) in the double logarithmi presentation.While a t to the ombined results of xed target data, H1 and ZEUS leads to a"onvex" shape, i.e. a negative urvature, whih is  2:5 standard deviations dierentfrom zero.This analysis provides rst measurements of the dierential ross setion ddt usingH1 data up to the highest values of Wp. The jtj dependene of ddt is desribedby ddt / e bjtj. From the trak-luster and luster-luster samples the followingslope parameters are derived: bTC(hWpi = 180:6GeV) = (5:1  0:3  0:2)GeV 2 2,bCC(hWpi = 250:8GeV) = (5:4 0:4 0:2)GeV 2 2.The measurement of the dierential ross setion ddt gives aess to the parametersof an eetive pomeron trajetory in two ways. The t dependene of the dierentialross setion ddt (t) / e bjtj yields slope parameter b for dierent values of Wp. Fromthe Wp dependene of b the slope of the eetive pomeron trajetory is obtained as0b = (0:17 0:04 0:01)GeV 2 2. This method has the advantage, that the relative
166 Summarynormalisation of dierent data sets for the dierent regions in Wp are irrelevant, sineonly the slope of the ross setion is measured. However, this method gives aess onlyto one of the two parameters of the eetive pomeron trajetory.The Wp dependene of the dierential ross setion ddt in bins of jtj enables deter-mination of the interept 0 = 1:21  0:01  0:01 and the slope 0 = (0:14  0:03 0:03)GeV 2 2 of the eetive pomeron trajetory. The two determined slope param-eters 0b and 0 are ompatible within errors.The measured values of the interept 0 and 0 slope of the eetive pomeron trajetorylie between the values for the hard and soft pomeron. The measured values for theslope 0 are more than three standard deviations dierent from zero, whih onrms theeet of shrinkage. This is in mild ontradition to the two pomeron model predition,whih predits almost no shrinkage.Predition from QCD were ompared to the ross setion (Wp). TheWp dependeneof the preditions is a diret onsequene of the used gluon densities, whih makes theomparison a sensitive test for the gluon densities, whih are determined in indiretway from inlusive measurements. While some of these analyses result in gluon distri-butions onsistent with the J= measurements presented here, others an denitely beexluded. For future QCD analyses the exlusive prodution of J= mesons is thereforea very sensitive tool to diretly aess the gluon distribution in the nuleon.
Appendix ASignal ExtrationThis appendix ontains the full set of gures of the ts used for the signal extration.For the dierent samples and binnings the ts are shown in the gures listed in thefollowing table: sample binning guretrak-luster fwd.-untagged Wp binning A.1trak-luster fwd.-tagged Wp binning A.2luster-luster fwd.-untagged Wp binning A.3luster-luster fwd.-tagged Wp binning A.4trak-luster fwd.-untagged p2t binning A.5trak-luster fwd.-tagged p2t binning A.6luster-luster fwd.-untagged p2t binning A.7luster-luster fwd.-tagged p2t binning A.8
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2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  19.38    /    18
P1  0.9255  0.8001E-01
P2   18.04   1.209
P3   3.120  0.7959E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000


















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  24.72    /    18
P1   1.061  0.8945E-01
P2   19.32   1.276
P3   3.104  0.7676E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000


















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  34.85    /    18
P1   1.081  0.1050
P2   19.32   1.311
P3   3.081  0.7971E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000














2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  49.81    /    18
P1  0.9571  0.1040
P2   17.55   1.216
P3   3.089  0.7794E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  42.92    /    17
P1   1.154  0.1361
P2   15.64   1.205
P3   3.093  0.9505E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000




















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  26.51    /    18
P1   2.028  0.2796
P2   9.582  0.8877
P3   3.107  0.1111E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000














2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  26.83    /    18
P1   1.815  0.2609
P2   11.65  0.9567
P3   3.087  0.9719E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  40.68    /    18
P1   1.206  0.2187
P2   12.38  0.9377
P3   3.087  0.8533E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  33.46    /    18
P1   2.129  0.2836
P2   11.20  0.9548
P3   3.072  0.9554E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000


















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  34.22    /    17
P1   2.202  0.3586
P2   8.279  0.8677
P3   3.096  0.1096E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000








Figure A.2: The signal extration ts for the fwd.-tagged trak-luster sample are shown inbins of Wp.








2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  22.22    /    14
P1   1.128  0.1585
P2   13.66   1.045
P3   3.130  0.9030E-02















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  10.78    /    13
P1  0.8710  0.1480
P2   13.94   1.021
P3   3.131  0.8363E-02
















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  7.531    /    14
P1  0.9292  0.1233
P2   15.44   1.150
P3   3.127  0.8753E-02














2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  19.35    /    14
P1   1.114  0.1169
P2   11.12   1.097
P3   3.128  0.1196E-01

















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  5.882    /    13
P1   1.539  0.4361
P2   8.533  0.7909
P3   3.133  0.1080E-01
















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  5.667    /    13
P1   1.277  0.3554
P2   8.547  0.7858
P3   3.140  0.1051E-01














2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  12.93    /    14
P1   2.237  0.3745
P2   9.810  0.8899
P3   3.139  0.1045E-01















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  6.098    /    14
P1   1.895  0.3016
P2   6.381  0.7869
P3   3.121  0.1417E-01








Figure A.4: The signal extration ts for the fwd.-tagged luster-luster sample are shownin bins of Wp.










2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  16.01    /    18
P1  0.7454  0.4036E-01
P2   27.07   1.664
P3   3.112  0.7187E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000













2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  17.40    /    17
P1   1.466  0.1988
P2   18.89   1.212
P3   3.088  0.7452E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000













2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  19.84    /    18
P1   1.940  0.2315
P2   24.24   1.371
P3   3.095  0.7298E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  25.23    /    18
P1   3.730  0.4903
P2   13.46   1.062
P3   3.093  0.9341E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  22.59    /    16
P1   3.916  0.7876
P2   5.311  0.6815
P3   3.079  0.1421E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000



















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  22.78    /    18
P1   1.378  0.1782
P2   6.207  0.7733
P3   3.090  0.1317E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  14.45    /    16
P1   2.483  0.4798
P2   6.059  0.6972
P3   3.119  0.1300E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000













2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  14.92    /    17
P1   2.889  0.4341
P2   8.333  0.8417
P3   3.095  0.1131E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000













2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  21.04    /    18
P1   2.569  0.3855
P2   9.586  0.8773
P3   3.080  0.1045E-01
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  11.85    /    18
P1   1.946  0.3713
P2   10.55  0.8968
P3   3.087  0.9617E-02
P4  0.9893E-01   0.000
P5  0.1081   0.000







Figure A.6: The signal extration ts for the fwd.-tagged trak-luster sample are shown inbins of p2t .







2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  7.393    /    14
P1  0.7090  0.5894E-01
P2   17.48   1.315
P3   3.126  0.8869E-02
P4  0.1107   0.000













2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  8.741    /    14
P1   1.849  0.3366
P2   10.86  0.9375
P3   3.119  0.9995E-02
P4  0.1107   0.000
















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  12.24    /    13
P1   2.048  0.4734
P2   15.17   1.075
P3   3.132  0.8144E-02
P4  0.1107   0.000

















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  16.29    /    13
P1   4.415  0.9562
P2   7.872  0.8219
P3   3.140  0.1219E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000

















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  8.217    /    13
P1   7.886   2.004
P2   2.984  0.5114
P3   3.126  0.1918E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000
















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  7.604    /    12
P1  0.7367  0.1794
P2   4.039  0.5726
P3   3.148  0.1626E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000

















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  5.523    /    11
P1   2.476  0.6879
P2   3.539  0.5338
P3   3.135  0.1708E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000














2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  5.328    /    12
P1   2.505  0.5938
P2   5.278  0.6675
P3   3.162  0.1463E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  19.56    /    14
P1   3.651  0.7418
P2   6.339  0.7586
P3   3.113  0.1393E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000
















2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4
  20.32    /    14
P1   2.992  0.6383
P2   6.754  0.7630
P3   3.122  0.1309E-01
P4  0.1107   0.000







Figure A.8: The signal extration ts for the fwd.-tagged luster-luster sample are shownin bins of p2t .
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